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Abstract

MELCOR is a fully integrated, engineering-level computer code, being developed at
Sandia National Laboratories for the USNRC. This code models the entire spectrum of
severe accident phenomena in a unified framework for both BWRs and PWRs. As part of
an ongoing assessment program, the MELCOR computer code has been used to analyze
a station blackout transient in Surry, a three-loop Westinghouse PWR.

Basecase results obtained with MELCOR 1.8.2 are presented, and compared to earlier
results for the same transient calculated using MELCOR 1.8.1. The effects of new models
added in MELCOR 1.8.2 (in particular, hydrodynamic interracial momentum (;xchange,
core debris radial relocation and core material eutectics, CORSOR-Booth fissioIi product
release, high-pressure melt ejection and direct containment heating) are imestigated
individually in sensitivity studies. The progress in reducing numeric effects in MELCOR
1.8.2, compared to MELCOR 1.8.1, is evaluated in both machine-dependency and time-
step studies; some remaining sources of numeric dependenciea (valve cycling, material
relocation and hydrogen burn) are identified.
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1 Introduction

MELCOR [1] is a fully integrated, engilleering-level ,',_,_il,utel ('o,1,,, })(_irlg,l('veloped
at Sandia National Laboratories for the U. S. Nuclear l(egtllat<)ry C,onll_lissioil (ilSNI((:),
that models the progression of severe accidents ill light _,:at(,r r(,a(:t<,r (I,\,VI_) Iiu('lear
power plants. The entire spectrum of severe accident [)llenolnena, in<'lll<lillg reactor
coolant system and containment thermal/hydraulic respollse, cote ll(,a.llll), <lcgradation
and relocation, and fission product release and trmlsport, is treat(,d in M]';I,(_,()I¢ ill a
unified framework for both boiling water reactors (BWRs) a11(ll)resstlriz(.<l wat('r r(,actors
(pwRs).

The MELCOR computer code has been developed to the poil_t tt_at il i.. _,ow beillg
successfully applied in severe accident analyses. Some li_nil,,d techlfical a_:sessJl.,llt a,c-

tivities were performed early in the MELC,OR develop_nent process [2]; 1_()1'_'recelll, ly,
a more extensive, systematic program of verification and validation has been underway.
To this end, a number of assessment calculations have been and are being done [3-10].
One of these assessment activities is analysis of a TMLB' station blackout se,quence in
the Surry plant, a a-loop Westinghouse PWR. This rel)ort documents the results of those
analyses.

As part of the MELCOR Peer Review process [11], Seuldia perform(,d and presented a
demonstration calculation of a Surry station blackout (TMI,B') accidellt with MEI,COR.
This was the first fully integrated PWR severe accident calcul._,tion p(,, t'orlil_(l wil;h the
code (since the earlier TMI analysis only include(l in-vessel plJenonlel_a). 'l'l_at calcula-
tion was done using the release version of MELCOR 1.8.1. (MEI,COII 1.8.1 ca.lculations
of a Surry TMLB' station blackout also have been performed by the IIK AI,',A,as (h)('u-
mented in [12].) The Surry TMLB' calculation has been rerun with the release version
of MELCOR 1.8.2, allowing direct comparison of predicted results for the same problen_.
That analysis also has been used as a standard test problem to investigate problems

identified by the Peer Review (e.g., lack of pressurizer draining prior to w'ssel breach)
and to eva.luate the impact on the results of model i_nprovements a_(t (.'xtm_sio_s (for
example, eLdding the CORSOR-Booth fission product release model) aa_(Iof new models
(such as radial debris relocation, material eutectics interactions, and high pressure _nelt
ejection (HPME) and associated direct containment heating (D(.',It)).

MELCOR version 1.8NM (the version released as MI!;LCOI( 1.8.2 in April 1993)
was used for almost all of the calculations described in tl:is report; tl_e analyses for
the sensitivity study on the new direct containment heating model _ls('(l version 1.8NN,
which included a number of corrections and enhancements to that _nod(q dew, loped as
a result of our IET direct containment heating experiments assessme_t _,.[lalyses [10].
(Those code changes between the release version and version 1.8NN are (tis,,_ss,,l l)riefly
in Section 6.,5.)

The Surry plant is described very briefly in Section 2. Section 3 su_nn_arizes the input
used for these MELCOR assessment analyses. The results of our reference calculation
with MELCOR 1.8.2 are given in Section 4, and compared to earlier results for the same



transient calculated using MELCOR 1.8.1 in Section 5. Sensitivity studies on the effects
of tile new models added in MELCOR 1.8.2 (in particular, hydrodynamic interracial
momentum exchange, core debris radial relocation and core material eutectics, CORSOR.-
Booth fission product release, and high-pressure melt ejection and direct containment
heating) are presented in Section 6. Section 7 contains the results of our time step and
machine dependency sensitivity studies, as well as results from numeric sensitivity studies
concentrating on valve cycling and on hydrogen burn. Comparison with results obtained
by other codes is done in Section 8. Section 9 presents the conclusions of this Mh_LCOR
plant transient assessment study.

(Unlike our usual practice in previous MEI,COR assessment reports [a-10],a listing
of the input used for the Surry TMLB' reference calculation is not given in an appendix,
because some of the input values include proprietary information. A listing of the input
can be obtained t'rom the author or the MELCOR development staff, with NRC approval.)



2 Plant Description

Tile MELCOR analyses described in this report were based on the Surry l_ow¢,rSta-
tion, Unit 1. Operated by the Virginia l!;lectric Power (?ollq)a.ny, it is h)cate(i on t.lle
James River in southeastern Virgizda, about 16 kilometers (10 llliles) south of Willia11_s-
burg, Virginia. Two units are located on the site, with [lnit 2 essentially identical to
Unit 1.

The nuclear reactor of Surry Unit 1 is a 2441MWt pressurized water rea,ctor (I_WI{)
designed and built by Westinghouse. The Reactor (,o¢]ant Syst¢.t_l (11(.7',S)is a three
loop design, with a reactor coolant puin t) (I{CP) and a U-tube stea._ generator (S(]) ill
each loop. In addition, Loop C contains the primary syste1_l pressurizer. Under nortnal

operating conditions, tlm RCS operates at .--15.5MPa (155bar or 2,250psia), witll a core
inlet coolant temperature of 557K (543°F) and a core exit coolal_t t,eml)erature of 593K
(60S°F). The RCS coolant flow rate during normal operatio_ is 12,688kg/s (27,9721b/s).

The reactor vessel (.ces"Figure 2.1) contains the core, core barrel, core support struc-
tures, and control rod and instrumentatioll component structures. Water from the SGs
is pumped through the cold legs by the RCPs to the reactor vessel (RV) inlet nozzles,
transiting the downcomer and RV lower plenum prior to passing ttlrough the lower core
support plate and eIltering the core. Moving upward through the core, the coolant flows
out the top and exits the RV via the outlet nozzles, flowing through the hot legs into
the steam generators again. The reactor core is made up of 32,028 Zircaloy-4 clad fuel

rods containing sintered UO2 distributed in 157 fuel assemblies. The core active height
is 3.66m (12ft). RCS overpressure control is assured by three safety valves set to open
at a nominal pressure of 17.2MPa (172.4bar or 2,500psia). Capacity of each sati'.ty valve
is 36.3kg/s (801b/s). Two Power Operated Relief Valves (POtWs) are available, set to
relieve RCS pressure when it reaches 162bar (2,350psia). PORV nominal relief capacity
is 22.6kg/s (49.71b/s).

Safety grade emergency systems are designed to protect, the RCS in the event of an

accident. Should normal feedwater flow be lost, the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS)
is available to provide coolant to the steam generator secondaries. The AFWS has three
pumps: two are driven by electric motors; the third is driven by a steam turbine. The

C r "I '_, "tAFWS takes suction from the condensate storage tank (.,SI). The Emergency (,ore
Cooling System (ECCS) is a suite of systems designed to deliver coolant water to the
reactor vessel in the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The EC,CS provides
makeup water during small break accidents when the RCS remains at a relative high
pressure via. three High Pressure Injection System (HPIS) pumps. These pumps serve as
charging pumps under normal operating conditions. For larger breaks in the RCS, the
Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS) is available to provide high volume, low pressure
coolant flow to the RCS. Both the [tPIS and the LPIS can function in a recirculation

mode as well as in an injection mode; in the recirculation mode they take suction from
the containment sump. Surry also has three, passive accumulalors to provide inlm('diate,
high flow, low pressure injection to the RV in the case of large breaks in the RCS.



Figure 2.1. Surry Reactor Vessel



The Surry containlnent, designed and built 1)y Stem, alibi W_'bster, is a reilll'orc_,d
concrete cylinder with a he_llispherical dolne. Figure 2.2 shows a cross section of tll_'
containment. The cylindrical portion of the containment sits on a basei_at tllat is 3.05nl
(10ft) thick. The wall of the cylinder is at_out l.am (4.3ft) thick. 'I'i_, do_m tl_ick_,ss
is about 0.Sin (2.6ft). A welded steel liner t'orlns the pressure t)oun<lary. (',<)_ll.a.ill_Tl(,lll,
volume is 50,971m 3 (1,800,000ft3), and l,ll('_d(,sign l)r(_ssure is 4.1t)ar (45psig, 59.71)sia).
I)ue to safety factors in design and (;onstruction, Inost estimal;es of th(' failure pressure
are between two and three times the (lesign pressure. For the MI_;II,C.OI/allalys('s, a
containment failure I)ressure of 9.7bar (126psig, 140.71)sia) was usr'd, identical to the
mean value used for the calculations done for ll_e Stllry t)lant in SUl)l)orl, of NUI{I';(I-
1150 [13]and reported in the supl,orting docu_,.,,t [14].

During norma.1 operation, the interior of tlle coiJl,ainnmnt is maintained at about
70kPa (0.Tbar or 10psia). Normal containment cooling is by fan coolers. Ttlese are
not safety grade, and they are partially slit)merged if the containment sunl I) is full of
water. Emergency containment heat removal is accomplished by the st)ray systems. The
containment spray injection system (CSIS) has two trains, each with one l)Ulnl) wllich
takes suction from the RWST. There are two containment spray recirculatiol_ systems
(CSRS), each with two trains. Each of th(_'six contain lnent spray trains is independent
of the other spray systems, except, that each requires electrical power for tlle punll)S.
Each containment spray recirculation train includes a heal. exchanger that is cooled 1)y
the service water system m_d a pump that takes suction directly from l,he conl.ainment
sump. One system has its pumps located inside the containment and the other has its
pumps located outside the containment.

There is no connection between the conta, inment sump and the reactor cavity at a low
elevation in the Surry containment. Water from a pipe" break in containment will flow to
the sump. The reactor cavity will remain dry unless the containment sprays operate.
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3 MELCOR Computer Model

Our MELCOR Surry model was developed frolll a MI"_I,COI{ inpul, deck origillally
received from the Idaho National Engineering I,aboratory (1NI']I,)[1,5, 16, 17], whict_ in

L
turn was based on a SCDAP/RELAP5 illput deck cteveloped by INEI, [18].

The MELCOR Surry model for these calculations has 21 control v()lulIws (6 for the
reactor vessel and internals, 4 for the primary system loops, 4 for the strain generator
secondaries, 6 for the containment, and 1 for the enviro1_n_ent); 33 flow paths (13 internal
to the RCS, 7 associated with the steam generator sec_)ndary side, 10 internal to the
containment, and 3 connectiJlg the RCS to containment); and 88 heat structures (64 for
the RCS and 24 for the containment). Figures 3.1 and 3.2 give a graphic repres(.'lll,ation of
the b_sic nodalization used for the primary system and for the containn_eut, respectively,
of the Surry plant.

All control volumes were specified to use nonequilibrium thermodynamics ,rod were
specified to be vertical volumes; all heat structures used the steady-state temperature-
gradient self-initialization option. Detailed volume-altitude tables and juIiction flow seg-
ments were used to correctly represent subcomponents in and between the major com-
ponents modelled.

The vessel was represented by six control volumes: four for the downcomer, lower mid
upper plenum, and upper head and two for the parallel core and core bypass regions. In
the intact loop piping, one control volume was used for the hot leg, steanl generator (SG)
inlet plenum and the uphill side of the U-tubes; a second control volume was used for
the downhill side of the U-tubes, the steam generator outlet plenunl, and the downhill
leg and half of the horizontal section of the pump loop seal; and a third control volume
represented the remaining horizontal section and the uphill leg of the branching punlp
loop seal, together with the parallel primary coolant pumps and the cold leg. This
division, at lowest and highest points in the piping, was intended to allow resolution of
the v_rious vertical differentials driving natural circulation flow.

The steam generator secondary system was modelled using four control volllmes: one

each for the boiler and downcomer, and two time-independent volumes providing the
steady-state outlet pressure boundary and an ambient-environment collection v¢)lume
for the relief valve flow paths. The t'eedwater was sourced directly into the downcomer
using control and tabular functions to specify mass and energy addition as funct,iol_s
of time. The outlet flow path used valve inpul, to represent the main steam isolation
valve (MSIV) closure. Two more outlet flow paths, comnmnicating with an ambient-
environment volume rather than the steady-state pressure-control w)lunle, were included

to model relief valves, with hysteresis control functions used to govern ol)etlizlg a_ld closing
at the desired pressure setpoints.

The pressurizer and its surge line were modelled as a single, separate colltrol voltlme
(set to be time-independent during steady-state initialization calculations, aIl¢l then reset
to be a normal control volume at the start of the transient). 'Phe PORV and SRV were
represented by valved flow paths from the top of the pressurizer to the coIltainmeilt, with
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hysteresis control functions used to govern opening and closing at the desired pressure
setpoints.

Junctions were defined to be either normal vertical flow paths or normal horizontal

flow paths as determined by the system geometry. SPARC bubble rise physics was
not turned on at the junctioils (the default). All area changes were explicitly modelled
using flow path segments, and loss coeft:icients for all elbows, bends, plenum inlets arid
outlets, etc., derived from the basic facility geometry using standard forInulae [19, 20]
were input. Flow path opening heights were based on pipe diameters for tlorizontal
junctions, while the opening heights used on vertical flo_v paths (primarily within the
vessel) were generally set to small values (e.g., --_5-15cm).

The heat structures were generally specified to use the "internal" set of heat transfer
coef:[icient correlations on the inside of most heat structures, with the heated equivalent
diameter input as the characteristic length; on their outside surface, most of the heat
structures were specified to use the "external" set of heat transfer coefficient correlations
with the heat structure length or height, input as the characteristic length. The critical
pool and atmosphere fractions were set to 0.01 and 0.99 respectively, for most of the
heat structure surfaces, to ensure very little artificial limiting of heat transfer; they were
set equal, to 1.0, for the outside surface of piping and vessel wall heat structures, where
the air-filled, time-specified control volume representing the environment was used as the
heat structure outside boundary volume. Radiation heat transfer between structure and
atmosphere was not, modelled (except within the core).

The reactor core nodalization, a separate model from the control volumes listed above,
consisted of 39 core cells divided into 3 radial rings and 13 axial levels. Axial levels 4
through 13 made up the active core region, while levels 1 through 3 modelled the lower
plenum, including the core support plate in level 3. Figure 3.3 illustrates the reactor core
nodalization used in all our Surry TMLB' calculations.

Default view factor values were used in the core for ring-to-ring radial radiation heat
transfer, level-to-level axial radiation heat transfer, for radiation heat transfer between
fuel rod cladding and other structure (e.g., control rods) and tbr radiation heat transfer
between core components and a liquid pool (if present); because there is rio canister
in a PWR, there is no separate radiative exchange between canister wall and fuel rod
cladding or between other structure and the adjacent canister wall. The COR package in
MELCOt2. allows also structure-to-structure radiation heat transfer to a boundary heat
structure, but only in the outer ring.

The core material eutectic interaction model was enabled though input, with no
change to default property values, and the core debris radial relocation model for both
molten and for particulate debris was enabled by default. The core plate and bottom
head penetration failure temperatures, and the falling debris and lower head penetration
heat transfer coef[icients were all set to their default values in the MELCOR reference
calculation.

The cavity was specified to have an internal depth and radius of 1.00 and 4.28m,
respectively; the concrete was 1.302m thick on the sides and 3.04m thick below the cavity.
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Default litllestone-aggregate/colnnlon-sand concrete was specified, with no modification
to default conlposition or properties.

Tile default classes ill the MELCOR ttN and DCtI packages were used. Table a.1
presents a list of tt_e MEI,COR fission product material classes, including the total ra-
dioactive inass inventory of each class initially present; a small fraction of these were

specit'ied to be in the gap rather than in the fuel. Most of our calculations were done
using the (?ORSOR fission product release model; Section 6.4 presents results using the
alternative CORSOR-M and CORSOR-Booth release model options. These analyses
were done specifying two MAEROS components, one for fog (the water droplets in the
atmosphere) and another for all other aerosols, and the default number of and diameter
bounds of aerosol distribution size bins.

A large number of control functions (278) were used to track the source term release
and subsequent distribution, to determine timing and flow of various systems, and to
adjust valves and punlps as required. In particular, control flmctions were used to track
the total and radioactive masses of each class 1) released from the intact fuel and/or
debris in the vessel (either in the core, the bypass or in the lower plenum), 2) released
fronl the debris in the cavity, 3) remaining in the primary system (i.e., the reactor vessel),
4) in the containnlent, and 5) in the environment. Those control functions provided time-
dependent source term release and distribution data for subsequent postprocessing in a
form more convellient for analysis and evaluation.

The density, specific heat and thermal conductivity properties needed to model the
inconel stemn generator U-tubes, carbon steel and piping insulation were specified in the
M_LCOtl deck.

Most of the Surry TMLB' calculations presented in this report were run on an IBM
RISC-6000 Model ,550 workstation; the differences in results found running the reference
calculation on other hardware platforms are summarized in Section 7.1. The user-input
maxinmm tiine step in the final, refere_lce calculation was 10s throughout the transient
period analyzed. The effect of reducing the maximum allowed time step is described in
Section 7.2.

As part of ttle MELCO1R Peer Revi_.w process [11], Sandia performed and presented
a demonstralion calculation of the Surry station blackout (TMLB') accident with the
release version of MELCOR 1.8.1. As part of this overall assessment, that calculation
has been rerun with the release version of MELCOR 1.8.2, allowing direct comparison
of predicted results for the same problem, with results described in Section ,5. No input
changes were required between running with the release versions of MELCOR 1.8.1 and
1.8.2. A small nulnber of input changes were made in the basecase MELCOR 1.8.2 model
to take advantage of _lew nlodels and/or upgraded models included using step functions in
valve area-t,s-tiinc tables, and enabling the new eutectics model (not used as the default);
the _lew debris radial relocation model is enabled by default. However, note that other
input changes nlade for the reDrence analysis discussed in detail in Section ,t and for
various otller sellsitivity studies, especially specifying high-pressure melt ejection debris
distribution and direct containlnent heatiIlg interactions, were not used in the MELCOR
1.8.2 calculation Ilsed in the 1.8.2 v,s 1.8.1 comparison.
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Table 3.1. Radionuclide Classes and Initial Inventories

Class Class Representative Member Initial Radionuclide

Name Element Elements Mass (kg)

1 Noble Gases Xe He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn,H, N 244.83
2 Alkali Metals Cs Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Fr, Cu 136.45
3 Alkaline Earths Ba Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Ra, Es, Fm 107.40
4 Halogens I F, CI, Br, I, At 10.545
5 Chalcogens Te O, S, Se, Te, Po 21.481
6 Platinoids Ru Ru, Rh, Pd, Re, Os, Ir, Pt, Au, Ni 151.10
7 Early Transition Elements Mo V, Cr, Fe, Co, Mn, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ta, W 178.19
8 Tetravalents Ce Ti, Zr, Hf, Ce, Th, Pa, Np, Pu, C 314.40
9 Trivalents La A1, Sc, Y, La, Ac, Pr, Nd, Pro, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb

Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Am, Cm, Bk, Cf 291.70
10 Urani um U U 61,025
11 More Volatile Main Group Cd Cd, Hg, Zn, As, Sb, Pb, T1, Bi 0.7135
12 Less Volatile Main Group Sn Ga, Ge, In, Sn, Ag 4.0521
13 Boron B B, Si, P 0
14 Water H20 H20
15 Concrete



Most of our Surry 'EMLB' calculations included input to model HPME/DCH, taking
advantage of tile new model added in MELCOR 1.8.2. The reference case input specified
73% of the HPME debris to end up in various containment control volume atmospheres,
where it could then result in direct containment heating (60% in the cavity volume, 10% in
tile basement volume, and 3% in the inner dome volume). Of the remaining HPME debris
most (18%) was specified to settle directly into the cavity (with no direct containment
heating along the way), and 2%, 5% and 2% were specified to adhere directly onto various
heat structures in the cavity, basement and dome, respectively. Several other calculations
were done with different debris distributions, as summarized in Section 6.5.2, including
one in which all the debris was specified to go directly to the cavity during HPME as well
as in LPME. The debris distributions in these sensitivity study analyses were selected to
cover three basic potential patterns: most of the HPME debris to remain in the cavity,
most of the HPME debris to be blown into the containment dome, and most of the

HPME debris to be trapped in some subcompartment(s). (Any debris subsequently lost
from the vessel, during low-pressure melt ejection, simply fell directly into the cavity in
all cases.)

The effect of high-pressure melt ejection and direct containment heating was not
extremely pronounced in our reference calculation, because only _10-15% of the total
available core material was predicted to be ejected during the high-pressure melt ejection
phase in our reference Surry TMLB' calculation. In addition, sensitivity study calcula-
tions were done in which _60% of the available core material was predicted to be ejected
during the high-pressure melt ejection phase; this was not to represent "correct" values
for HPME mass, but simply to allow an evaluation of DCH behavior in calculations with
significant amounts of high-pressure melt ejection, with results presented in Section 6.5.1.

In the reference case, the characteristic interaction times for airborne-debris oxidation

and heat transfer were set to 0.1s in all control volumes, while the characteristic settling
time for airborne debris was set to ls; the characteristic interaction time for oxidation of
deposited debris was set to 600s for all heat structures. These time constants represent a
relatively rapid and brief DCH transient in the containment atmosphere and slow residual
oxidation of debris on structures. As a sensitivity study presented in Section 6.5.3,
calculations were run with characteristic interaction times for airborne-debris oxidation

and heat transfer set. to 0.5s in all control volumes, while the characteristic settling time
for airborne debris was set to 5s in the dome and 2s in the other containment control

volumes; the characteristic interaction time for oxidation of deposited debris was kept at
600s for all heat structures. These time constants allow more time for DCH interactions

to occur, and are probably more reasonable values for plant analyses, based upon previous
MELCOR DCtt assessment analyses and results [10].
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4 Reference Calculation Results

Ttle TMLB' accident sequence a,ssun_es all electrical power to the pla.nt has beell iosl,.
The resultant pump failure and subsequeitt loss of secoilda,ry feedwal, er to tile stcalll
generators result in the dryout of the secondary side. Most of the enlergency coolizlg
systems are unavailable due to the loss of electrical power, l)eprived of its heat sillk, the
primary system begins to heat up and ow_rpressurize. As water and stcanl are ejected

through the pressurizer relief valve, the loss of prinlary system coolant illvelltory leads to
core uncovery and elevated core temperatures. Witllout recovery of the cooliilg systelns,

the sequence rapidly progresses through core degradation, relocation and vessel failure.

The MELCOR calculation l_ega,n with the react,or operating at full power. The elec-
trical power failure was assumed to occur at time t=0, a,t which time the colltrol rods were

dropped into the reactor. Table 4.1 summarizes the main sequence of events predicted
to occur in the reference calculation.

4.1 Primary System Thermal/Hydraulics

After the loss of power in the station blackout, the coolant pumps coasted down froxn
full power to zero power in about five minutes, as visible in the primary systeln coolant
flow rate presented in Figure 4.1.1. (Note that this figure, in giving the hot-leg flow,
actually gives the total flow around the entire primary system, because the three loops
were lumped into a single, equivalent, loop in our MELCOI{ input model.) However,
primary system coolant flow, driven by natural circulation, continued at a much reduced
rate (_5% of the steady-state, full-power flow rate) after this time. Therefore, the heat
being generated by the core continued to be transferred to the steam generators, even
after loss of pumped flow. This natural circulation around the primary system loop was
finally ended at about 8000s (2.2hr) by increased voiding of the primary system after loss
of the secondary heat sink, as discussed below.

With continued heat transfer from the primary system and with no SG feedwater or

auxiliary feedwater supply available to replenish the secondary system, the secondary
coolant inventory started to boil off. Because the MSIV was closed, the secondary side
pressure quickly rose to the SG relief valve setpoint, and the heat being transferred
from the primary was removed with the steam vented out the relief valve. Figures 4.1.2
and 4.1.3 show the rapid cycling of that relief valve. Dryout of the secondary side occurred
at about 5000s (1.4hr), as illustrated by the steam generator secondary-side liquid levels
in Figure 4.1.4.

After the loss of the secondary-side heat sink, the primary system pressure and tem-

perature began to rise, as shown in Figure 4.1.5 for several control volumes in the prinlary
system. The pressures predicted in all primary system control volumes were virtually
identical. The primary system pressure initially dropped as decay heat was transferred
to the secondary system and removed by vented steam. Note that, although it look
,-_5000s (1.4hr) to dry out the SG secondary, the primary system pressure began to rise
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Table 4.1. 'I'illfiIlg of Key Events - MELCOtt 1.8.2 Reference Calculation

Event Time

Loss of Electrical Power 0

Pul_q) Coastdown Complete _300s (5rain)
SG Secondary SRV First Open 0
SG Secondary Side Dried Out _5000s (1.4hr)
Pressurizer PORV First Open _-,5250s (1.Shr)

rI'Ata'(Top-of-Active-Fuel) C,ore Uncovery ,--7200s (2hr)
Natural Circulation Stopped _,7850s (2.2hr)
Start of Zr Oxidation/H2 Production ,-_10,000s (2.8hr)
Gap Re'led._"s'e

Ring 1 10,235.0s (2.84hr)
Ring 2 10,334.4s (2.87hr)
Rillg 3 10,667.9s (2.96hr)

('.ore Support Plate Fails
Rillg 1 11,177.9s (3.10hr)
Ring 2 11,906.3s (3.31hr)
Ring 3 13,062.% (3.63hr)

l,owc'r Head Penetration Fails

Ring 1 11,219.3s (3.12hr)
Ring 2 13,029.5s (3.62hr)
Ring 3 13,842.3s (3.85hr)

Start of Debris Ejection to Cavity 11,219.3s (3.12hr)
ltPME/I)Ctt Starts 11,219.3s (3.12hr)
ItI)hlE/l)C, tt Ends 11,251.7s (3.13hr)
Intermittent H,2 Deflagrations Start in C,avity 12,863.2s (3.57hr)
Intermittent It2 Deflagrations Stop in Cavil,y 13,766.2s (3.82hr)
COliC, ON Layer Flip ,-_24,000s (6.Thr)
Cavity Dried Out ,--28,200s (7.8hr)
hlternlittent H2 l)eflagrations Start in (7,avity 32,970.0s (9.16hr)
Intermittent [t2 Deflagrations Stop in (i',avity _14,778.9s (12.44hr)
Calculation Ended 90,000.0s (25hr)
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at _-4000s (1.1hr), whell the secondary sysl('lll could _lt)loIIger renlove tile &'cay ]_eal

quickly enough. At, 5750s (1.6hr) the primary coolant pressure was sullicie_ltly iligll to

('aus(, ttle I'ORV to ot)(,n.

The water level in the pressurizer ha(l beell steadily iIl('r('asing since s('(,o1_dary (,oolanl

boiloff, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.6. At el)out 5950s (l.,Ifhr) the primary ('oolalfl t)res -

sure was su_icient.ly high to cause the I)()I(V to ()fen. As pre(licl('(! earlier iI_ the transi(,lll

sequence for energy remova.1 through tile S(_ secon(lary-side relief valve, It_(, l)r(,ssllriz('r

PORV cycled ral)idly a11(i often, as shown in Figure 4.1.7. ti'igltre 4.1.8 presents ill(,

integral flow of liquid and vapor through the t'OIIV calculated (tltring tllis l)erio(t, ill_ls-

trating the dis(,tlarge of primary coolant mass inlo tit(' cotttaiIinwnt. [:telw(,et_ ar()ul_d

6000s (l.7hr) and 8200s (2.3hr) water was ejected througlt tlw I)()I{V. The i1_cr('as('(!

voidage of the primary system due to the rat)i,! loss of inventory during this li(luid o_ll-

flow (about 75% of the total primary syste_n it,wmtory lost out the I'OIIV) l)rought l,]l(,

natural circulation around the primary system loop to an end at a holtt 8000s (2.21_r), as

shown in Figure 4.1.1. Although tile pressurizer liquid level t)egalt to drop again aft('r

about 8200s (2.3hr), the pressurizer still ha(l substantial liquid in it whell vessel breach

and RCS depressurization occurred at, l l,200s (a.1lhr).

Temperatures in several control volumes in the primary system are given in Fig-

ure 4.1.9. At early times, the calculated tenll)eratures varie(1 slightly in the variotls

control volumes, with generally higher tenlperatures in tl,(' core, lll)l)er pl('nun_, l_ot leg

and pressurizer control volumes, as would be exl)ected giw_ll heat generation in ttle core

and removal first through the SG secondary and later through tire pressurizer I)()IIV. Af-

ter the natural circulation flow stopped at about 8000s (2.2hr), the upl)er plenltm began

to heat up rapidly and substantially, until vessel failure was predicted to occur.

4.2 Core Damage

The loss of primary coolant though the PORV led to a progressive u11coverv of tlw

upper plenum and core. The liquid levels in the various control volumes represellting

the reaclor vessel are given in Figure 4.2.1, showing tile continuous level dro I) it_ the

vessel; Figure 4.2.2 presents a closeup of the core elevations only. The top of the core

was first uncovered at 7200s (2hr), after which time cooling of the core was redllce(I, rl'he

uncovery of the uppermost core elevations began even though the upt)er plenunl still had

substantial liquid (_45%) present. However, there was no substantial heatu t) of I.tl("core

until after the upper plenum was void and a significant fractioi_ (,,_30%) of the active-fuel

length had been uncovered, after ,,_9000s (2.Shr). By l l,300s (3.14hr) the water lew'l

had fallen sufficiently to uncover the core completely.

After core uncovery, rapid temperature increases occurred in the uncovered regi(ms (at

around 0.5K/s for the inner two rings and about 0.33K/s for the outer ring). Figur(,s 4.2.3

through 4.2.5 show th,, clad temperatures in the ten core axial lew'Js nto(lelled i_ tire

small, high-powered inner ring (with --,15% of the ('ore area/volume), in tile relalively

large, middle ring (with ,,_60% of the total core area and volun_e), and in tile low-p()were(t
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outer ring (with ,_25_ of the core aI'ea/voluille). The upper axial levels lib'art,el Ill) first

because they were uncovered th'st; the inner two rings healed u I) fasler becaus(, of the'Jr

higher peaking factors.

The rnaterial in the innermost, highest-powered ri_lg ]leated uI) wil]loUl illlerrlll)tioll

through material melt and relocatioIl to core plal,e h('atup mid failure. \Vhell l.tlt' core

I " S .plate first, failed (at 11,118, or 3.10l,r in the first rillg) l[w t'allillg debris fell into a

water pool in the lower plenum. Altllough most of thai waler was ejected to tile cavity

through the almost-immediate lower head penetralion failure, sonic of the waler was

boiled off by the hot, core debris. The stealn generated flowed upward throllgh the core

and temporarily significantly increased the steam coolillg of the Inalerial renlaining in

the core region. This is visible in the lenl. l)eralure. (h'clin(,s after abollt 11,200s (3.1 lilt)
in Figures 4.2.4 and 4.2..5. Most of the intact material left ill the ('or(, was coolod It)

<1000K before the interrupted heatup was resun_ed This delayed the failure of t,]le (or

plate in the other two rings, and delayed relocation of core material debris froln thes('

rings to the lower plenum and the_l to the (,avity.

Zircaloy oxidation occurred beginning at arouild 10,000s, as indicaled by, the in-vessel

production of hydrogen illustrated in Figure 4.2.6. No other noncondensable gases were

generated in the core.

Core support plate temperalures are presented'' in Figure ,:1.2.7. The con, support

plate in the inner ring failed totally at 11,178s (3.10hr), allowing particulate debris t.o

fall through into the lower plenunl. Figures 4 2.8 and 4 2.9 present the tern )eralure and

mass of debris in the first core axial level, the lowest lower plenun/levc 1. ;lh'e lower head

surface and penetration temperatures are presented in Figure .1.2.10. The tenlperature
of the lower head penetration in the inl_er ring q_ickly rose well above l]le w('ld failure

temperature of 1273K. The weld failed and vessel breach occurred al 11,219s (3.12]1r).

The core support plate and vessel pe,nctrations"'" in rings 2 and 3 failed later., wi!ll a nmcli

longer delay (,,_!000s) between core plate and penetration failllre, q'tlis was largely a

result of the new debris radial relocation nlodel allowing debris fornwd in the second atld

third rings to move laterally to the first, failed riI_g and fall l[_rough the failed core i)late

and lower head penetration in the first ring.

The calculated core state at, vessel failure (i.e., at 11,219.3s or 3.12}1r) is illustrated

in Figure 4.2.11. The various materials in the MELt'OR "fuel/clad" cO_nl)Olm_tl just

prior to vessel failure, both any intact materials remaining in their origi_al positio_l and

candled, refrozen conglomerate debris materials, are shown in the upl)er plol fo_: l]_e

three radial rings in the MELCOR Surry core model the lower plol depicts 11_(,_naterials
calculated to be in the " ' 'part_cu_ate debris" component in the three core ri_gs al lhc salIle

time. The various materials in the .'IELCOR other-structure componet_t .iusl prior to

vessel failure are not shown; that plot is dominated by the struct_ral sleel slill i_l place

in the lower plenum. (Refer to [1] for an explanalion of tl_ese MEI,('()I{ c()llli)oll(.ills ,

if necessary.) The "elevation" used as the ordinate in t;'ig_ar¢' 4.2.11 is llle sa_e as t}_'

core level elevations shown in Figure a.a,with the core sui)porl plale al >_3_. tilt, low('r

plenum between 0 and _.3m, and the active tirol region frown _>3_ to ,-_(i.722_. 'I'll('

fraction of each core cell occupied by any giwm material is s}_ow_, llow_,v(,r, allllo_g}l
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eacllrillgisshowllas eqllal,recalllhal lllecore c(,llsare llOlequal illIll(,illl'r(,riil_S

nlod(.ilrd: the intlernlosi, hi_ll-powrr(.d ri,_ itl. !_les ._1.5c/_of 1.11_.core, tile nlid(ile rill_
contaills _,(iO_/__i" the core. arid ilw oulerlllosl, low-power rin_ inclll(les t tIe relllailliilg

0 _-I'/'_'..,,,/0 of llle cor('.

Tile i_llei'll_osl ri_ig lla(l ilO ilitacl sl i'lirl.llre ill lile a('live fuel i'egioil al all a,l tl_' lillle
of vessel faillire, but llirre is a slll,slaillial (h'l,ris be(l visitde in the lower plenlllli. About

half of file iill.acl, nlal('rial relllaiiled iil file arlive I'lwl regioll ill l lie secolld rillg, with tllose

intact lllal,erials togelller with ltle core l)laie SUl)l)ortillg a sillall anlouilt of 1)articulale
(M)ris iil the a('live fuel rogi(m i, ill(, llli(l(lle rillg', il_ ad(lili()n, a slll)stalilial (tet)ris bed

was fl)lill(! ill lh(' low(u" t)hullllll ill th(' s('('oll(! ring as well as i, tile/irst rillg. Alillost all

of Ill(" illlacl illat(u'ial r('illaiil('d ill Ida('(` iii llie a('liv(' fll('! region in the ltiiM riilg; lll(u'e
was v(u'y lilll(, particulal(' (h't)ris r('laill(,(l ill the a('liv(, fli('l region in th(' tllird ring, but
again a sul)staill ill (tel)ris bed ill ill(' low(u' pleiluili.

Table ,1.2.1 Sliilliilarizes Ill(' slal.e of l:lle variolis inaterials in the core act,iw, fuel

regioll, core l)lale aiid lower pleilllin al file tiille a lower head l)enetral, io, first fails (i.r.,
al v<,ssel l>r<,ach). Masses ()r illl a<'l <'ortlpoileills and of debris componeilts are giw:;n for

ea('tl reKioil. Tile fi'acli<_li of <t('l,ris llloll.eil in _'a<'hregion was esl,ililated [rolil ti_e aw'rage
<lrt_ris lelllp<'rallir(,, wlli<'h ill ll_is case resllll<'d ill assuming tllal Zir<,aloy, sleel, steel oxide

an(! roill:r<d rod l)oisoli in lh<, <l<'l)ris ar(' molten and thai I;O_ and Zr()_ in llle debris

at'(' soli(! (i.<., tl('glectitlg +utl<.clirs Itiixitli'('s; tills assumplion is for('ed by l,he MI';I.,(7()I:I
ollll)tlt awlilat)le to lh(' alialysl). Also given is the fraction of mal,eria] relocated. Ttlis

is getlf't'ally larger lhail the fractiotl lliolleli because nlaterial carl melt and relocate, and
lheil silbseglwillly refre('ze or (iUeilcli; also, I'O_ flml llsually relocates as a solid, after
('la(! collapse bill b('fore fuel nlell.

Figllre .1.2.12 shows tile toial llla.Ss('sof ('orl, nlal.erials (ll()_, Zircaloy and zirc oxide,

slaililess steel ail(t sl(,el oxide, all(l coillroi rod poison) reli/ailiiIig in the vessel. Debris
ejeclioll began inlinedialely after lower head failure, mid it took Oil the order of 5000s

to lralist'er tile nla.iorily of the core inalerial froni the vessel to the cavity. All the UO_

was tralist'erre(l l,o th(, ('avity, as was lllOSt of the unoxidized zircaloy, the oxides and

lhe ('Uillrol rod l)Ois()n; however, inll('h of the stru('tliral steel in the lower plenunl was
l_r('(li(,l(,(t to reltlaill lllilil('ll, e(l all(t ill l)la(,e ('yen aft(u- vessel brea('ti.

AI v(;ssel failure, lhe t)resslire of Ill(, priillary systeni fell very ral)idly, causing tile

a('('tllllllla|Ol'S tc. (Miw,r 8_I11:" ()[ t)oraled walor to i.he ('ore ahnost illstalltalleOlisly. That
water flowed t,ill'oligh the v(,ssel l)r(,a('ii iill.O the cavity, l,ogether witil any wai,er in the
low('r plelltltil riot flashed t)y ('Oilla('t with the hot debris.

4.3 Cavity Response

The illass of core (l('l)ris iii the ('avity, tile lll&ss of ablated (:Olirrete, till' mass of

gas pro(lute(t, and the t,otal illas,s of (tel)ris (including (:ore det)ris togetller with ablal,ed

and reacted (:oncr(fl, e) are presente(l in Figure 4.3.1. Before about 24,000s (6.7hr), the

debris ill tll(' ('avil,y was l)riiiiarily del)ris ejected fronl tile vessel; after _-,24,000s (6.7hr)
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Table 4.2.1. ('or(" .";tart.at \'(,ss(,l l:ailllrc MEI,('()I¢ 1.8.2 l¢(,l'er(,llc(,('al('ulali¢,)l

., 111(ac_ l)(.l)ris
Acliv(' l"ll('l l¢('gio)) Nlas.,<('s(kg)

IT()2 3,,;,2r)() 1.759
Zircalo>' !),,'1t-) 56
Zirc Oxide 691 217
$1(,('1 267 0
Steel Oxide 35 0
(' R P 1,67') 0

'I'o!al 50,3(;2 2,032
(-'ore l'lal(' N|as.s(,s (kg)

l:().,_ !)53
Zivcalov .51

Zirc Oxide 98

SI('('I l ,815 :1
SI('('I Oxide 12
CR P 0

Total 1,815 1,1IS
Lower PlellUIll Masses (kg)

[_()2 39,751
Zivcaloy 2,450
Zirc ()xi<l(' .1,.186
Sle(,l :}2,655 .()(i
Ste('l Oxide 6 78
('R l_ :;3,1

Tolal 32,(i61 47,195

Av('rage l)('l)ris Teml)('ra( ure (I_.)
A('tive Fu(,] l_egioll "-_2570
Core Pla((' _-,2290
l.,ow('vl:'l('llu11) _2,150

l:'ractioll l)('bris Molt,(,ll

Aclix'("Fu('l ll('gio)l "_tV(>
('oft, l>lale ,-..,6_Z'(
l,ow('v Plenllt)) _(i(/:

Frac( io)l _la((,rial R('loca((,d _50(/

l:vacl ioll ()×i(liz('d Ziv(:aloy S(e('l
.-,.,:_0cZ ,,.,(1.3(/
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sigIlificant core-collcrete int,era ctioll hegan alld substalltial lllasses Of ablated and reacted
concrete were added to the total cavity debris.

Figure 4.3.2 shows the tllicknesses of the ligtlt oxide, iiletallic and heavy oxide debris

layers i,l ttle cavity. At around 24,000s (6.7hr) a COliC, ON layer [lip occurred, switching

frtml an initial configuratiol_ with a metallic debri.,_ layer above a heavy oxide layer to a

later configuration with a light oxide layer above a metallic debris layer. Tills layer flip

occilrred wheil enough concrete had beell ablated (wilh its resultant low-density silicate

oxides) to dilute the high-density zirc oxide and steel oxide debris to an average density

value less than the metallic debris density.

Figure 4.3.3 t)I'esents the cavity (lebris layer temperatures. The heat transfer fronl

the cavity debris pool dowilward and outward to the concrel, e surface, and upward to

the cavity volume atmosphere, are shown in Figure 4.3.4. The layer flip resulted in

greatly increased heat transfer from the melt to the concrete, for a short t)eriod of time.

Figure 4.3.5 gives the Inaximuln cavity del)tll a11d radius. The relo(:atiou of the metallic

layer to the bol.toIl_ of the cavity caused a.n increase in the rate of ablation vertically

downward and halted further radial ablation. The heat generated by chemical reactions

withill the cavity also increased dranlatically at this point.

As soon as signiIicant core-collcrete interaction began, so did production of carbon

dioxide and water vapor; reduction of these gases by the molten metal also gaw_ rise

to carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Figure 4.3.6 illustrates the production of various

gases in the cavity due to core-concrete, interaction. While 1t20, CO and CO2 were all

genera.ted in the cavity through various cllemical reactions, most (,-,80%) of the in-cavity

gas produced was hydrogen, and the amount of hydrogen produced in the cavity during

core-concrete interaction was substanl ially larger than the amount of hydrogen produced

in-vessel (,-_98% and --,2%, respectively).

ttydrogen deflagrations were predicted to occur only in the cavity. Figure 4.3.7 shows

the number of hydrogen burns in the cavity; a large number of deflagrations occurred

in two distinct intervals, witll a single burn occurring at an intermediate and widely-

separated time. The effect of these on the concentration of flammable gases in the cavity

is shown izl Figure 4.3.8. The rapid fluctuations in cavity atmosphere composition in

Figure 4.3.8, reflecting a large number hydrogen combustion events between ,-,33,000s

(9.2hr) aild ,-_45,000s (12.5hr), arc also visible as increased oscillations in the cavity

surface Ileal loss, presented in Figure_ 4.3.4.

Ileal frotll the core debris also began to boil off the owwlying water pool drained from

the l)riIllary coolant sysl.e111 and the accumlllators, as stlown by the cavity liquid level in

t:igtlre 4.3.9. By about 30,000s (8.3hr) the water in the cavity had all boiled off.

4.4 Containment Thermal/Hydraulics

The atmosl)heric pressure for each of the control volumes making up the coiltainrnent

is shown in Figure 4.4.1. l)uring normal operation, the Surry-1 contaiiliTlent is maintained

at a pressure of 68.5kl)a. After the station blackout initiation, the pressure climbed only
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Figure 4.3.6. ('avily (;a_ t>rc>d.clioll MEI,('()I{ 1.8,2 l{_'fereilc<,(',alcuhttion
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very sligllily, ll111il tl_' first opcniIlg of ttle t'()lIV _Jll ille presslirizer. Tilts caused a fairly

rapid pressure rise. to around 1,10kl'a, whicll sootl drol)pe(l dowtl lo axl aw, ragc value

<ff a rolz11<l 130kl_a. \'Vlleli the vessel br_,ach occurre(l, a pressure spike of 325kPa was

predicted, llowcver, l lw l)ressure qui<'kly relurlled Io around 175klbl and then began to

('li111bslowly as the waier in tlw cavity was boiled off. At ,-.,2,1,000s (6.Thr) t lie increased

ablatioli ('ause<l I)y the COI_('()N layer flip gave rise to a sudden irl(,reas(, in the rate of

t)ressur_, rise, wllich soon subside(l. After all the cavity water was boile(t oil" (at _-,30,000s

or S.3hr), tile t)ressure increase I)ecalne nlu(,h slower, reachilig a peak value of 400kPa at

the eild of the calculation (90,000s or 25hr). This was still very far froiil the containnlent

failiirt, l)i'essiirc of 970kPa used in other MEI,('.OIi Sllrry atialyses [91], wliich was taken
to 1)e idelitical l.o the lileali vallle used for the calculations done for the _Ui'l'y plant in

SUl)t)ort of NUIi I';(;- 1150 [13] and documented in the SUl)porting <tocutnent [14].

The tenll)eral.ure behavior of tim conlainnlelit atniosphe.re was similar to that of

ihc l)r('ssure, as illustrated iti Figure 4.4.2. The initial telllt)era, tiil'e was 311K. Ttle
first l;elnperatllre increase corresponded to tile opelling of the PORV at 5250s (1.5hr).

The tenlperature spike at -_ll,000s (3.111r) was clearly due to the vessel breach, and

reached at)oul 1200K. The tenlperature spikes in the cavity atniosptiere temperature

around 13,000s (3.6hr) were, caused t)y ]lydrog¢'ii burns in tlic cavity, as was tile spike

at _-,28,500s (7.9hr) a lid the cluster of sl)ik('s between about 33,000s (9.2hr) and 45,000s

(12.Shr), which are higher in inagiiitude and niore frequent than at other tiines. Tile
(_()t/(?,ON layer flip was responsible for th(: small disturbance at &rouIld 24,000s (6.7hr).

\'Vhen all tile water in the cavity had boiled off (at ,,-30,000s or 8.3hr), the tenlperature

of the cavity atlllosphere jllitlped suddenly to that of the core debris niaterials, oscillat-

iiig around 1700K. These fluctuatioris in cavity atmost)iiere teniperature are reflected in
os('illations in the cavil,)' surface heat loss, preseilted iIl Figure 4.3.4. The rapid fluctua-

tioIls in cavity atmosI)here composition in Figure 4.3.8 and in tll(' cavity surface heat loss

presented in Figure 4.3.4, refleclilig a large number hydrogeli coilll)uslion evelltS between

,-_33,000s (9.2hr) and ,-,45,000s (12.Shr), are also visible as increased oscillations in the

cavity atmosphere temperature during that period. At the end of the calculation the

contaimnent atmosphere (excluding the cavity) had reached an average temperature of
around 4,50I(.

No hydrogen burns occurred in the colitainmelit outside the cavity during the calcu-

lation, owing to stealll  n(t/o inerting in the other contaillnient COlltrol vohlllles

throlighout the transient.

4.5 Fission Product Release, Transport and Deposition

Figures 4.5.1 through 4.5.12 show the fission product release predicted for ttle various

MEI,COR ra(lionllcli<le classes (usillg the default class definitiolis, sunllilarized iii 'lTl-
t)le 3.1). lri ad(liiion to total releases, iri-vessel releases both from fuel lit the core active

fuel regioIl aIld from fliel iil debris fallen into tile lower I)]ellUlIl are l)reselited individually,
as are ex-vess(,l releases frorn fuel eje<'ted froni the vessel inl.o the cavity. All releases are

normalized to the initial invelltories present at the start of the Iransi(mt. ()lily radioactive
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releases a,re included in this accoullti)lg, neglectillg I_,l¢'e"as(.s"", ' of )lollradioa.ctive llmt(,rials,
from structural steel, control rod l)Oison or a.l)lated ('oncl'"('.(.c_t)roducts.

The release ot"fission products fronl the fuel is sunlmarized ill Table <1.5.1. Fractional
releases are given both in-vessel and in the cavil3' , arid l)oth [inal in-vessel releases and
releases prior to vessel breach are pres(,nted. Note that a path to tim collta.intneiit wa.s

....... l,l-ves. <1after _10,000s (2.811r);available and open when the first, gap l(:l_ascs occurred " 's,
prior to reaclor vessel lower head failure, fission, products w(,rc transporled fro))l tile
primary system and into the containment via the POI/V. At lower head penetration fail-
ure, molten corium was transDrred in stages to the cavity, where further fissio)l product
release to t,he containment occurred.

Almost all of the Class 1 and (:lass 2 volatiles were i(.]'-e:ascd"• " froin tile fuel by..the
end of the MELCOR calculation. About 60% of that release occurred in-vessel, with the
remaining _40% released ex-vessel in the cavity', as indicated in Figures 4.5.1 and 4.5.2,
and in Table 4.5.1. Note that Table 4.5.1 shows a very similar release pattern for (',lass 4
(halogens like iodine, also volatiles) in-vessel, but no additional release in the cavity, as
shown in Figure 4.,5.4 and in Table 4.5.1. This is due to a codillg problem in MELCOIt:
the VANESA code, which is used to calculate the ex-vessel release within MELCOR, con-
siders iodine to be released as CsI; sin('e there is no separate CsI class in these MEI,COR
calculations, MELCOR counts that CsI release to be a C,lass 2 (Cs) release (incidelltally
explaining why the total Class 2 release fraction shown in Table 4..5.1 is greater than
100%, which should be impossible). Based upon physical insight, the Class 4 release
should closely resemble the Class 1 and 2 results. (Note thal; this problem does not occur
if CsI in Class 16 is enabled by the user, as is normally done in many plant analyses.
However, the default class mapping needs to be corrected.)

The release behavior predicted by MELCOR can be grouped into several subdivisions.

Assuming the correct iodine behavior, ,-,100% of the Class 1, Class 2 and (corrected)
Class 4 radionuclide inventories were released, about 50%/50% in-vessel and ex-ve_sel.
The next major release fractions were of Te (_75%) and Ba (37%), both mostly predicted
to occur in the cavity, illustrated in Figures 4.5.3 and 4.5.5. About 30% of the Cd and Sn

radionuclide inventories _ve.rereleased, and about 5% of the Mo radionuclide inventory.
(Note that these amounts consider only the release of radioactive forms of these classes,
and not additional releases of nonradioactive aerosols from structural materials.) Finally,
a total _<1%of the initial inventories of the refractories (Ru, Ce, La and U) were releas .d.e

The release patterns became somewhat more varied as the release amount decreases.

Most of the (:lass 9 (La) releases were predicted to occur in the cavity, as shown in
Figure 4.5.9, similar to the behavior of (:lass a (Ba) and Class 5 (Tel, illustrated in
Figures 4.,5.3 and 4.5.,5. Almost all of the Class 6 (Ru) and Class 11 (Cd) releases were
predicted to occur in-vessel, as showiJ in Figures 4.,5.6 and 4.5.11. Class 7 (Mo), Class
8 (Ce), Class 10 (U) and Class 12 (Sn) had most of their releases pr.d_cte"• ed to occur
in-vessel, but a significant fraction occurred in the cavity.

Most of the in-vessel radionuclide release was predicted to occur in a relatively small
ra a,time window, during the core degradation from ,--,3hr to ,-_4hr. [he ex-vessel release
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Figure 4.5.1. (lass 1 (Xe) Nol)le (,as(,s l'lsslon }roduct Releases- MEI,C,()R 1.S ')
l_(:'t'er(;.(:(' ('alculatioIl
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Figure 4.5.5. Class 5 ('llb) Chalcogens Fission Product Releases MELCOR 1.8.2
Reference Calculation
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Figure 4.5.12. Class 12 (Sn) I,('ss Volatile Main (_rouI) l"issioil l)ro(lu('t l{(,l('asc,s
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Table 4.5.1. Fission Product Release- MELCOR 1.8.2 Reference Calculation

] In-Cavity Total
Class In-Vessel Release Release Release

Before Vessel Failure by 90,000s I by 90,000s by 90,000s
(% Initial Inventory)

.( e t,,?1 (Xe) 49.871 60.319 38 931 99.256
2 (('s) 49.860 60.439 41.817 102.26
3 (Ba) 4.2391 7.2008 30.585 37.786
4 (I) 49.841 60.284 0 60.284

5 (Te) 3.3542 5.9839 8.1.122 90.106
6 (Ru) 0.1651 "_5 4×10 -6 0.2765
7 (Mo) 1.7172 ;6 2.2436 5.2802
8 (Ce) 0.0035 ,J.57 0.0010 0.0067
9 (La) 0.0111 0.0458 0.°.845 0.3303
10 (U) 0.0114 0.0480 0.0023 0.0503

1i (Cd) 15.199 25.093 2.7877 27.881
12 (Sn) 15.200 25.091 27.097 52.188
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timing exhibited several distinct patterns. All of the Class 1 (Xe), Class 2 (Cs) and C,lass
4 (I) volatile-species inventories remaining in the fuel ejected to the cavity were released
in tile cavity within sew'ral llours, as were some of the remaining inventories of Class 3
(Ba.), Class 7 (Mo) and Class 9 (La); none of those classes showed any visible release
continuing in-cavity after --,6-Thr. Class 5 (%) had substantial in-cavity release during
the first few hours, but release thell was predicted to continlle, albeit at a slower rate,

throughout the remainder of the transient period calculated (Figure/1.5.5. In colltrast,

Class 8 (('e), Class 10 (U), Class 11 (Cd) and Class 12 (S,,) sl,owed almost no in-cavity
release during the first few hours, but release ttlen was predicted to begin after ,,_6-Thr;
the releases of Class 8 (Ce) and Class 10 (U) then continued at a nearly constant, slow
rate through the remainder of the transient period calculated, but tile releases of Class 11
(Cd) and Class 12 (Sn) were increasing at a growing rate near the end of the calculation.
The increasing release of these radionuclides late in the transient is not real or p]lysical,
but instead represents driving the transient beyond the bounds of the VANESA code's
assumptions and applicability.

(Note thai. the folk, wing discussion does not apply only to the implementation of the
VANESA code in MELCOR, but to the VANESA code itself.)

The exponentially growing releases of several radionuclide species late in the TMM::I'
transient are a consequence of the disappearance of the metallic layer before the end of
the transient, as indicated in Figure 4.3.2. The VANESA code [22], which is used to cal-
culate ex-vessel releases in MELCOR, has no provision for a disappearing metallic layer.
In contrast, the VANESA model was developed under the fundamental assumption that
structural metals would always dominate the metallic component of the debris. VANESA
calculations are not routinely run beyond 10 hours [23], and this assumption is justified
for typical reactor debris during this time period. Furthermore, fission products are not
simply associated with fuel (UO2). Elements in an oxidized state, UO2, oxidized struc-

tural metals and fission products assumed to be in an oxidic state form a single condensed
oxide phase; elements in the metallic state, both unoxidized structural metals and fission
products assumed to be metallic, form a condensed metallic phase. In VANESA, each
fission product element is assumed to appear as a metal or as an oxide in the debris, and
its assumed state does not change with time; fission products are assumed to be trace
species, and are ignored in the oxygen mass balance. As concrete ablation progresses,
concrete oxides are added to the oxide phase and melted rebar to the metal phase, and
structural metals in the debris are oxidized and transferred to the oxide phase; however,
unreleased fission products are not relocated in VANESA.

If a VANESA calculation is continued until the structural metals are largely or com-
pletely oxidized away, these assumptions are violated and two processes not included in
VANESA modelling become significant:

1. As the structural metals are oxidized, "metallic" fission products become non-trace

species in the cavity debris (and can compete successfully for available oxygen).
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2. Tile oxidized "metallic" fission products become associated with the oxide phase,
where they are still trace masses, rather than staying as the dominant components
of the vanishing metal phase.

These conditions lie outside the range of applicability for the current VANESA model.
Becalrse (for ideal chemislry) the vapor pressure of a species over a mixture is proportional
to its concentration in that mixture, file misapplicatioi_ of the existing model to cases
where the metallic phase is vanishing can significantly overestimate release rates of the
"nletallic" fission products.

In the assumed state of MELCOR radionuclides in VANESA, Te, Ru, Cd and Sn
are all assumed to go into and remain in the metallic layer; Cs, Ba, La and U are all
assumed to go into and remain in the oxide phase. Thus, as the metallic layer in the
cavity disappears, the releases of radionuclide species associated with that layer (i.e., Te,
Ru, Cd and Sn) can begin growing exponentially. This is illustrated in Figures 4.5.11
and 4.5.12 for two of these radionuclide species. The effect is not pronounced for Te (as
shown in Figure 4.5.5), because most of that species mass had been released prior to the
metallic layer vanishing, and the effect is not pronounced for Ru (as seen in Figure 4.5.6)
because so little of that refractory is released; however, the release of other species,
such as C.'I and Sn, is significantly in error. (The Class 7 fission product radionuclides,
represented by Mo, and the Class 8 fission product radionuclides, represented by Ce, are
associated with the nonradioactive structural Fe and Zr, respectively, and will therefore

mow, from the metallic to the oxidic layer as oxidation progresses.)

As already noted, this problem is inherent in the VANESA formulation itself, not in
MELCOR, but is more likely to be encountered with MELCOR 1.8.2 than with MELCOR
1.8.1 because of the increased likelihood of more retention of lower plenum structural steel
in-vessel. Code users should check for this potential problem: if a vanishing metallic layer
in CORCON is predicted, the time-dependent release of radionuclides in the cavity should
be inspected and, if significant releases are occurring ex-vessel and increasing with time,
the user sometimes can extrapolate the releases occurring prior to the metallic layer
disappearing to estimate the degree of error, ttowever, the problem is significant and
needs to be addressed.

The total mass of fission products released from the fuel is shown in Figure 4.5.13.
More than half the total release occurred during in-vessel core damage and melt ejec-
tion. The in-cavity release, consisting mainly of any volatile species remaining in the fuel
ejected to the cavity, primarily occurred soon after vessel failure and melt ejection and
before the CORCON layer flip at _-,24,000s (6.Thr), with very little release at later times.
Most of the fission products released were found in control volumes, in either atmosphere
or pool, and about 50-70% of the fission products in the control volumes were vapors
rather than aerosols (mostly because aerosols settled out and deposited onto heat struc-
tures more readily). The large increase in fission products deposited onto heat structures
at ~30,000s (8.3hr), and the corresponding decrease in suspended aerosol mass, was due
to boiloff of the cavity pool; once all the water was gone, the aerosols that had been in the
cavity volume pool deposited onto the cavity structures. The decrease in fission products
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deposited onto heat structures betweet_ >40,000s (lll_r) m_d <50,000s (141_r), a._d the
corresponding increase in suspended aerosol mass, was caused by increased rc'lliova.1of"
deposited radionuclides with draining condensate fillll runoff, begillllitlg after the end of
a series of hydrogen deflagrations in the cavity between _a3,000s (9.2hr) and _45,000s
(12.5hr). That decrease in fission products deposited o111oheat strucl,ures and the cor-
responding increase in suspended aerosol mass, callnot be dtu, to aerosol resuspcnsion
because the aerosol resust)ension nlodel is not active in the current version of MI!;I,C,Oll;
that decrease in fission products deposited onto heat structures cannot be due to revap-
orization, because the fission product vapor mass in the atmosphere and/or pool remains
constant. The suspended aerosol mass then dropped slowly through the remainder of
tile transient calculated as aerosols continued to settle out of the atmosphere and deposit
onto structures.

Tables 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 give the distribution of the released radionuclides at the end
of the calculation (i.e., at 90,000s or 25hr). Table 4.5.2 provides an overview of how
much of the radionuclides remained bound up in fuel in either the core or the cavity, and
of how much of the released radionuclides were retained in the primary system vs how
much of the radionuclides were lransported to, or released in, containinent. (Because the
containment had not failed by the end of the calculation, and because no containment

leakage was included in this model, there was no release to the environment calculated.)
Table 4.5.3 gives a more detailed breakdown of the final distribution of the released
radionuclides in both the primary system and in containnlent, noting aerosol and vapor
forms present in the atmosphere and in the pools (i.e., tile water trapped in the loop seal
in the primary system, and the water in the basement volume ii_ containnlent), together
with radionuclides deposited onto heat structure surfaces.
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Table 4.5.2. Final Fission Product Distribution .....MEI_C,OI( 1.8.2 tl_et'er(_,icc
Calculation

Fission Product Distribution

Class (% Initial Inventory) (% Total Rcl("a.scd)
Core Cavity Primary System Containment Primary Systen_ ('ontail_11_ent

1 (Xe) 0.04 0.0 0.30 99.7 0,;30 9!) 7
2 (Cs) 0.03 0.0 19.8 80.2 19.8 80 ?
3 (Ba) 3.56 57.2 2.42 36.8 6.17 93 t_
4 (I) 0.06 0.0 0.44 99.5 0.44 9!) 5

5 (Te) 3.62 27.5 2.19 91.4 2.34 97 7
6 (Ru) 3.98 95.7 0.09 0.20 31.0 69 0
7 (Mo) 3.72 90 8 1.18 4.31 21.5 78 5
8 (Ce) 3.99 96 0 0.002 0.005 28.6 71.4
9 (La) 3.99 95 7 0.006 0.34 1.73 98.3
10 (U) 3.66 96 3 0.005 0.04 1.11 88.9

11 (Cd) 2.48 68 9 8.25 20.4 28.8 711.2
12 (Sn) 2.48 43 8 8.25 45.4 15.,1 8,,1.6
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Table 4.5.3. Released Fission Product Distribution Details- MELCOR 1.8.2
Reference Calculation

Fission Product Distribution

(% Total Released)
Class Primary System Containment

Aerosol Vapor Deposited Aerosol Vapor Deposited
Atms Pool Atms Pool on HS Atms Pool Atms Pool on HS

1 (Xe) 0.30 99.7 0.0011
_._ 2 (Cs) 0.007 0.005 0.075 10.6 19.70 2.29 45.25 0.005 0.042 32.62

3 (Ba) 0.002 0.01 6.17 0.081 20.72 73.02
4 (I) 0.44 99.6

5 (Te) 0.0002 0.003 0.003 2x10 -9 2.33 12.99 31.29 0.027 0.01 53.38
6 (Ru) 0.0036 0.064 31.05 0.08 44.63 24.17
7 (Mo) 0.024 0.029 21.44 0.096 30.76 47.64
8 (Ce) 0.010 0.055 28.44 0.93 39.00 31.59
9 (La) 0.0001 0.003 1.83 0.083 21.70 76.39
10 (U) 0.0008 0.023 11.80 0.42 62.69 24.88

11 (Cd) 0.004 0.022 28.65 2.51 41.11 27.68
12 (Sn) 0.003 0.012 15.36 14.08 26.36 44.21



5 MELCOR 1.8.2 vs 1.8.1

As part of tile MELCOR Peer Review process [11], Sa,ndia perforlned a,_(1 1)r(;sented
a demonstration calculation of tile Surry station blackout (TMI,B') a('cidezlt witli MlCl,-
COR. This was the first fully-integrated PWR severe acci(lellt calculation I)ert'ormed witil
the code (since an earlier TMI analysis [24] only include(t in-vessel phenonlella), and was
done using the release version of MELCOR 1.8.1. That calculation has been rerun with
the release version of MELCOR 1.8.2, allowing direct comparison of predicted results for
tile same problem, with results described in this section.

This analysis also has been used as a standard test problem to iIlvestigal,(.' probl('.lns
identified by the Peer Review (e.9., lack of pressurizer draining prior to vessel breach)
and to evaluate the impact on the results of model improw;ments and exl,ensiolls (for
example, adding the CORSOR-Booth fission product release model) and of new lllodels
(such as radial debris relocation, material eutectics interactions, and direct coIlta.inlnent
heating due to high pressure melt ejection); the results of those studies are presented in
Section 6.

No input changes were required between running with the release w_rsiolls of MEL-
COR 1.8.1 and 1.8.2. However, as discussed in Section 3, a small number of input
changes were made in the basecase MELCOR model to take advantage of new models
and/or upgraded models.

For the 1.8.2 vs 1.8.1 comparison presented in this section, the reference 1.8.2 cal-
culation discussed in detail in Section 4 was not used, because that analysis takes full
advantage of new features available in MELCOR 1.8.2. Instead, a 1.8.2 calculation was
done with minimal input changes. Minor input changes in the basecase MELCOR model
that take advantage of some of tile new models and/or upgraded models such as using
step functions in valve area-w-time tables and reducing surge-line flow-path interfacial
momentum exchange length were retained. The new debris radial relocation model is

enabled by default and was used in this 1.8.2 , , 1.8.1 comparison; the new core mate-
rial eutectics interaction model, which is not used by default and which must be enabled

through input, was not used in this 1.8.2 vs 1.8.1 comparison. Other input changes made
for the reference analysis discussed in detail in Section 4 and for various other sensitivity
studies, especially specifying high-pressure melt ejec.tion debris distribution and direct
containment heating interactions, also were not used in the MELCOR 1.8.2 calculation
used in this comparison.

(Both the MELCOR 1..8.2 and the MELCOR 1.8.1 calculations compared in this
section were run on a SUN Sparc2 workstation, unlike the MELCOR 1.8.2 reference
calculation described in detail in Section 4, which was run on an IBM RISC-6000 Model
550 workstation.)

Table 5.1 summarizes the timings of various key events predicted by these i,wo MEL-
COR versions. (Note that messages reporting core plate failure, added to the standard
output in MELCOR 1.8.2, were not explicitly recorded by MELCOR 1..8.1 so that that
information had to be estimated from the plot output.)
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Table 5.1. Timing of Key l:;vellts MEL(',Ot{ 1.8.2 t,,s 1.8.1

Time
Ev('l_t MELCOt{ 1.8.2 MELC,OR 1.8.1

Gap Release
Iting 1 10,226.4s (2.84hr) 9,998.9s (2.78hr)
Ring 2 10,336.4s (2.87hr) 10,095.6s (2.80hr)
Ilillg 3 10,666.4s (2.96hr) 10,418.9s (2.89h,')

C,ore Plate Fails

Ring 1 11,663.2s (3.24hr) 11,260.9s (3.13hr)
Iling 2 12,754.4s (3.27hr) 11,i)61.7s (3.32hr)
Ring 3 12,246.4s (3.40hr) 13,,¢)70.5s(3.88hr)

LH Penet,'atioll Fails

t:/ing 1 11,708.8s (3.25hr) 14,998.0s (4.17hr)
l/ing 2 11,792.7s (3.28hr) 15,698.4s (4.36hr).
lling 3 14,182.9s (3.94hr) 17,715.1s (4.92hr)

Debris to Cavii.y 11,786.6s (3.27hr) 15,021.4s (4.17hr)

Deflagrations Start 12,703.2s (3.53hr) ....
l)eflagrations End 14,413.7s (4.00hr)

l0

COll('ON layer flip ~23,000s(6.4h,') _27,000s (7.5hr)

1)eflagrations Start 32,222.7s (8.95hr) 46,622.% (12.95hr)
I)ettag,'ations End 36,992.3s (10.28hr) 49,751.5s (13.821_,')
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rFhe results of the salllc transient run with MI';I,('.Ot{ 1.8.1 a1_<t1.S(!.,,9sllow geIl(,rally
very similar eaxqy-time behavior. Figure 5.1 shows l.llat tile coolatlt iilvcntory ii_tim sletull
generator secondary was boiled off"at tile sa.nle rate ill the two calculations. Tile pre<li<:le<l
increase in pressurizer liquid level and tile initial w'lllil_g of priiilary-syst<,rll inveiitory
out the pressurizer was also w_ry si_nilar using ttle older and newer <'ode versioIis, as
indicated in Figure 5.2; the PORV opened at _,5250s (1.,16llr) iIi l.tle Mti;I=(',()II 1.8.2
analysis, compared to an initial opening tilne of _5:_.50s (1.,lghr) ill tl_e MI';I,C,Oll 1.8.1
calculation Note that the Mlt;LC,OI/, 1.8.= calculation showed slightly faster pressllrizer
draining just before vessel breach than (lid M|,L(,OII 1.8.1, but sllbstantial amollllts of
liquid remained in the pressurizer up to the tilne of vessel failure in both calculations.

(Results of a sensitivity study on pressurizer draining a,re discussed in Section 6.1.)

Figure 5.3 gives swollen and collapsed liquid levels in tlw core. As with lhe slealll

generator secondary and pressurizer responses, the results t'ronl th<, same transient full
r'_ *l •>_:hax,ior. Ih_r¢ was alsowith MELCOR 1.8.1 and 1.8.2 showed generally very similar t , • '

little difference in early core heatup, with initial clad failure and gap release in the three
core rings in the MELCOR 1.8.1 calculation all _<4nlin earlier ttlan in the corresponding
MELCOR 1.8.2 analysis.

While there was little difference in core uncovery aIld in l.he early <of'"e heat up an<t
degradation, the vessel was calculated to fail ,-,lhr earlier by Mt!;LC',OR 1.8.2 than by
MEI,COR 1.8.1. I,ower core and lower plenum liquid levels are given in close-up view in
Figure 5.4, and core support plate temperatures in tlw inner ring (the rillg that fails the
core plate first) are presented in Figure 5.5. Both code versions showed the liquid level
dropping in the lower plenum while water was still present in the core control volume, in
the lowest core active fuel level, but MEI,COR 1.8.2 showed l,he liquid level dropping in
the lower core slightly earlier. The core support plate began to heat up as soon a.s the
lower plenum liquid level began to drop in the MELCOI{ 1.8.2 calculation, after which

the core support plate continued to heat up almost linearly until reaching the 12731(
failure criterion. In contrast, the MIA,COR 1.8.1 calculation showed only intermittent
core plate temperature excursions while the upl)er part of the lower plenum volume, that

occupied by the core plate, was completely uncovered; sustained core plate heatup did
not begin until the core control volume and thel<.fo_c""' the lowest l:w.le• of actiw, fuel was

uncovered, about 0.25hr after the core support plate was uncovered in the MI, LCOI{
1.8.1 calculation (and about 0.35hr after the core support plate was uncovered in the
corresponding MELCOR 1.8.2 calculation).

Initially, after heatup begins, the core support plate h<a'te_d up more slowly in the
-_ *_ ' .MELCOR 1.8.1 calculation than in the MELCOR 1.8.2 calculation. Sensitivity study

results in Section 6.2 show that this is probably due to using the new debris radial
relocation model (enabled by default) in the MELCOR 1.8.2 analysis; with the debris
radial relocation model, debris in the outer two rings moved sideways to the innermost
higb-powered r; _ which was being degraded most rapidly, and thus there was n oic" ,, "1 "_ hot

debris on the core plate in the innermost ring, increasing its heatt_p rate. I'_urthermore,
in the MELCOR 1.8.1 calculation, the core support plate (in ring 1) did not fail wh<'_ it
reached 1273K, because the code logic in version 1.8.1 did not allow failure of a bl<wkc<l
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component (as tlle core plale is at this ti111_'in ri_lg 1) u11til ihe blockage zllaterial reaclled

melt telllperature. In bolh calculations, Itlaterial tk,li i_ll.o tile Iow('r plelllllll as imrliclllate

debris after core plate fttilure, and the lower l_ead l)enelraliotl (ill ring 1) Ileated II1_to

1273K a_ld fails within a few nlinutes after debris lirsl fell illto tlw lower pl¢'_lllTli.

Table 5.2 sumInarizes the state of the various mat¢'rials ill l.]le core actiw, ['tie] regioll,

core plate and lower plentllll at. the tim(' a lower llead pelletralioll first fails (i.¢:., at

vessel breach), in the MEI,COI{ 1.8.2 and MI",I,COI{ 1.8.1 calclilalions. Masses of illl.a¢'t

con_ponents and of debris (:'omt)onents are giw'tl for ¢,acl_ regiot_, l ogeil_er witl_ average

temperatures for the debris in the lower plenut_, and t'ra('lio_s of zircaloy a_d sl(,_'i

oxidized by the tinge of vessel breach.

There is a very significant difference in the core state at the t.il_e of vess(,] failure i_
these two calculations. With a debris radial relocation _nodel not available in MEI,(I()I{

1.8.1, there was much less debris in the lower plenum at lhe time a lower hea(l penetraliot_

first failed; in pariicular, the amount of debris in the lower plenu_ corresl)on(ls q_ite well

to the mass of material initially present in the active fuel regio_ in tl_e ring whose core

plate failed just previously (i.e., the first, inner, high-powered ring). In the MF]I,COI{

1.8.2 calculation with tl_e debris radial relo(:ation 1_()(lel enabled, the n_ass of debris i_ th('

lower plenum at the time a lower head penetration first failed was _m_ch grealer, about

half the total mass initially present in the a(:tive fuel region. Also, in the Ml']l,COl{
1.8.2 calculation with the debris radial relocatio_ model enable(l, n_ost of tt_e _aterial

remaining in the active fuel region was "intact" (either still in its initial location or

refrozen onto intact components). However, in the MELC',OR 1.8.1 calculatio_ with no

debris radial relocation modelled, most of the material still in the active fuel region

(i.e., above the core support plate) was predicted to be particulate debris. This is the

old problem of "stacking" of debris in separate col_mns, seen in mal_y MF_I,COI{ 1.8.1

calculations; without the debris radial relocation model, debris in the outer two rings

could not move sideways to the empty inner ring and mow, down to fall through the

failed core plate in that innermost ring.

The primary system pressures predicted by MEI,COI{ 1.8.2 and by MEI,(IOI{ 1.8.1

were quite similar at early times, until the difference in w_ssel failure tithe caused a

timing shift in primary system depressurization, as indicated in Figure .5.6; after vessel

depressurization, the primary system pressure track('d the containment pressure, i_ both

cases. Figure 5.7 gives the pressures calculated in the containment dome, usit_g lhe two

code versions. Except at late times in the cavity, the coI_tainment atmosphere was at

saturation in both calculations, with similar agreement to the t)ressure behavior. There

was very little change in calculated containment response, with the pressure spike at vessel

breach shifted in time due to the different w_ssel failure tinges, but the same long-_,erm

pressure and temperature response predicted by t:.oth MEI,COI{ 1.8.1 a_(t 1.8.2. (Note

that this direct comparison did not use. tb.e new direct (:onl,ain_nent, heati_g too(tel added

in MELCOR 1.8.2, but even with that model m_abled there was simply an in(,rease in the

containment pressure spike at vessel failure, and no otl_er significant lot_g-term dill'ere_('es

in predicted system response, as discussed in more detail in Se('tion 6.,5.)

In both the MEI,COR 1.8.2 and MEI,(_OR 1.8.1 calculations, no hy(lroge_ t)_rns
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Figure 5.4. l:ower ('ore a_l<l],ower Plenum I,iqllid l,evels MI!;LCOI{ 1.8.2 v.s 1.8.1
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Table 5.2. ('ore State at Vessel Failure- MEI,COIt 1.8.2 vs 1.8.1

MELC, OR 1.8.2 MELCOR 1.8.1

Intact Debris Intact Debris

Active Fuel ltegioll Masses (kg)

I!().2 11,430 6,748 ,5,553 62,196

Zircah)y 6,648 1,299 1,444 9,227

Zirc Oxide 2,249 729 280 3,296

Steel 1,,185 20 298 18

Steel Oxide 65 24 95 11

(',tiP 993 340 884

Total 22,870 9,160 11,074 74,748

Core Plate Masses (kg)
[!O2 1,196 "31.

Zircaloy 165 153
Zirc Oxide 40 57

Slee] 1,815 3 1,525 18
Steel Oxide

ClIP 754

Tota,l 1,815 1,404 1,525 1,013

Lower Plenunl Masses (kg)
UO_ 62,268 12,853

Zircaloy 4,164 2,035

Zirc Oxide 2,126 707

Steel 32,675 175 32,990

Steel Oxide 5 108 31

(I',IIP 672 368

Total 32,681 69,514 33,021 1,5,963

Average l)ebris Temperature (K) _-,217,5 ,--,28,50

Fraction Oxidized Zircaloy Steel Zircaloy Steel
~24% ,-,0.4% ,-,2O%
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occurred in the ('ontainlnent outside tlw (,avity during tll(, ('al('lllatio_l, owing to steaTll
and/or carbon dioxide inerting in all other (,oIItaizlnl('nt control volunles throughout
tile transient. The MEI,COR 1.8.l calculation t)ro(ti(:t('(t a series of ]_y(lrogell bttriis
in the cavity beginniilg at 46,622.9s (12.95hr) a.ii(t el_(ting at 49,751.5s (13.821_r), as
shown in Table 5.1 and in the upper plot in Figure 5.8. 'l'llat t)lot also shows t/la.t tile
analysis using MELCOR 1.8.2 predicted two series of hydrog('tl l)urlls, a ret_,tively small,
short series between 12,703.2s (3.53hr) and 14,,113.7s (4.001_r) a.,,(! a se('o_,d_ i_,nger series
between 32,222.7s (8.95hr) and 3(;,992.3s (10.28hr); the second series of burns probably
corresponds qualitatively to the conlbustion predicted by MELCOI{. 1.8.1, give_l the
accelerated sequence of events calculated by MEI,C,Otl 1.8.2. The amount o["hydrogen
burned also varied significantly in the two calculatioils, prol)ortionally l.o the i,ulnber of
burns predicted, as illustrated in the lower plot in I"igure 5.8. As will be discussed lllore
in Section 7, this probably is largely a result of nlllnerical eft'ecl,s in the burn I)a('kage, ill
both the older and newer code versions.

More hydrogen was generated in-vessel in tile MELCOR 1.8.2 analysis tllan ill tt,e
MELCOR 1.8.1 analysis, but the total hydrogen generated (adding together in-vessel and
in-cavity production) by the two code versions was within 5%, as shown ill Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.10 shows the total masses of core materials (UO2, Zircaloy and zirc oxide,
and stainless steel and steel oxide) remaining in the vessel throughout the transient ill
the two calculations; the small amount of control rod poison material is not shown to

avoid even more clutter in the plot. Debris ejection began almost immediately after
lower head failure, earlier with MELCOR 1.8.2 than with MEI,COR 1.8.1. All the UO2
was transferred to the cavity, as was most of the unoxidized zircaloy, the oxides and
the control rod poison, in both calculations; however, a srnall amount (--,15%) of l,]le
structural steel in the lower plenum (and an associated small amount of oxidized steel)
was predicted to remain unmelted and in I :ace throughout the remaining transient p('riod
in the MELCOR 1.8.2 analysis, while all the steel and steel oxide was transferred to the
cavity in the MELCOR 1.8.1 analysis, albeit over soi_le time period after initial vessel
breach.

The mass of core debris in the cavity, the nmss of ablated concrete, and the resultant
total mass of debris are presented in Figure 5.11. While the MELCOR 1.8.2 calculation
had core debris entering the cavity earlier, due to the earlier vessel failure in that analysis,
the MELCOR 1.8.1 calcula.tion had more core debris eventually ejected to the cavity, and
more concrete ablated later in the transient; the greater mass of core debris in the cavity
in the MELCOR 1.8.1 analysis is a direct result of the greater retentioll of structural
steel in the lower plenum in the MEI,COR 1.8.2 calculation (as visit)le in Figure 5.10).

Figure ,5.12 shows the thicknesses of the light oxide, metallic and heavy oxide debris
layers in the cavity. A CORCON layer flip occurred at about 23,000s (6.4hr) in the MEL-
COR 1.8.2 calculation and at about 27,000s (7.511r) in the MEI,COI{ 1.8.1 calculation,
with the delay primarily reflecting the difference in predicted w_ssel failure time in these
two cases. This layer flip occurred when enough concrete had been ablated (with its
resultant low-density silica,re oxides) to dilute the high-density zirc oxide and steel oxide
debris to an average density value less than the metallic debris dellsity.
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Figure 5.9. llydx'og¢,tl Prodll(lioll NIII,;I,('()I{ 1.S.'2t,._ 1._.1
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Figure 5.12. Cavity Layer Thicknessc.s ....MELC,OI{ 1.8.2 t,,s l.S.l
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Table 5.3. Fission Product P_elease Mt']IA_()R 1.8.2 v._ 1.8.1

(% lnilial lnvelltory)

Class In-Vessel Relea,'_e In-Cavity Release Total Release
1.8.2 1.8.1 1.8.2 1.8.1 1.8.2 1.8.1

1 (Xe) 63.517 94.099 36.,:158 5.8!)7!) 99.975 99.997

2 (Cs) 63.545 94.103 39.245 6.3444 102.79 100.45

3 (Bay 3.1039 38.681 20.651 5.7530 23.755 44.,134

4 (I) 63.500 94.094 0.0 0.0 63.500 94.094

5 (Te) 4.4007 34.786 43.727 36.651 48.128 71.438

6 (Ru) 0.0870 2.0211 6x10 -7 2×10 -6 0.0870 2.0211

7 (M(,) 2.3793 17.867 0.7352 1.0938 3.1145 18.960

8 (Ce) 0.0025 0.0393 0.0011 0.0013 0.0036 0.0406

9 (La) 0.0088 0.3024 0.111.5 0.0391 0.1203 0.3415

10 (U) 0.0092 0.3023 0.0021 0.0018 0.0113 0.3041

11 (C,l) 10.224 69.257 0.2411 0.1659 10.465 69.422

12 (S_) 10.225 69.255 2.5394 1.3662 12.764 70.621

There is little difference in tile cavity, layer temper:*(,ures calculated, ,--,1750I( in both

cases after layer flip was predicted to occur and steady cavity collditions became es-

tablished. Figure 5.13 gives the maximum cavity (leptll and radills. The relocation of

the metallic layer to the bottom of the cavity caused an increase ill the rate of ablation

vertically downward and temporarily halted further radial ablation in botll MI!_I,COI{

analyses; radial ablation continued later in both calculations, albeit nlore slowly an(l to

a lesser degree than the axial ablation.

The release of fission products from the fuel by 90,000s is summarized in 'l'at)le 5.3.

Fractional releases are given both in-vessel and in the cavity, together with total releases.

Both calculations used the CORSOR fission product release m()del option, wittl the S/V
term included. (Note that Table 5.3 shows the same lack of any ex-vessel release for

Class 4 in the MELCOR 1.8.1 analysis as in the MEL(2OI{ 1.8.2 analysis, due to the

same class-mapping coding problem already discussed in Section 4..5.)

Overall, almost all of the C,lass 1, Class 2 and Class 4 volatiles were I(:l',(",t,s(:(l',fr(m_

the fuel by the end of both MELCOR calculations. A much larger fraction of that
release occurred in-vessel in the MEI,COR 1.8.1 calculatioll tllan ill the MEI,('OI{ 1.8.2

analysis. In fact, all the classes showed much higher in-vessel releases in l,lle MEI,(',OI{

1.8.1 analysis than in the MEI,C'OI{ 1.8.2 analysis. This is due prinlarily to t[le delay

in core plate failure (and subsequent lower head penetration failure) in i,ile Mt';1,(:()I{

1.8.1 run, for reasons already discussed above; the delay ill core plat(, failllre ('aus('(!

hot fuel, both intact and in debris, to be retained in l,h(' w'ssel for all (',xtra _l}lr, as
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shown respectively in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 for sample cells in t.he lower and upper core,
significantly increasing the available time and maintaining sufficiently high temperatures
for fission product release in-vessel.

The release behavior predicted by MELCOR can be grouped into several subdivisions,
qualitatively similar in the MELCOR 1.8.2 and 1.8.1 calculations. Assuming l,he correct
iodine behavior, ,-_100% of the Class 1, Class 2 and (corrected) Class 4 radionuclide
inventories were released. The next major release fractions were of 'I> and Ba,, Cd alld
Sn, all between ,,_10% and ,_70%. Finally, a total _<1-2% of the initial inventory of
the refractories (Ru, Ce, La and U) were released with both the older and newer codes.
(Note that these amounts generally consider only the release of radioactive forms of these
classes, and not additional releases of nonradioactive aerosols from structural materials.)
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6 New Models

Sensitivity studies on the individual effects of new models added in MELCOR 1.8.2 (in
particular, hydrodynamic interfaciM momentum exchange, core debris radial relocation,
core material eutectics, CORSOR-Booth fission product release, and high-pressure melt
ejection and direct containment heating) are presented in this section.

6.1 Interfacial Momentum Exchange Length

During the MELCOR peer review Ill], questions were raised concerning the failure
of the pressurizer to drain until the time of vessel failure and subsequent primary system
depressurization in the MELCOR 1.8.1 Surry TMLB' demonstration calculation; there
was general agreement that this appeared to violate physical intuition, and might reflect
a code problem.

Drainage of the pressurizer into a (partially) voided primary system at more o, less

constant pressure requires a countercurrent flow of steam and/or hydrogen into the pres-
surizer through the surge line to replace the liquid volume drained from it. In general,
this process is controlled by a balance between buoyancy forces tending to force the gas to
rise and the liquid to fall, and momentum-exchange or drag forces which tend to oppose
the relative motion.

Most detailed thermal/hydraulic codes such as TRAC and RELAP5 contain explicit
flow regime maps with mechanistic models for momentum exchange within each of a
number of flow regimes; transition regions between regimes must also be constructed
to assure continuity and, to some extent, smoothness in the overall model. The model

in MELCOR 1.8.1 for the drag force (referred to as "interfacial momentum exchange")
was simple, somewhat unconventional, and incompletely tested. The MELCOR team
believed that a simple model could be developed that would reproduce experimentally-
determined flooding curves while avoiding most of the complication and detail in the
TRAC and RELAP5 models, and that such a simple model would be adequate for the
intended applications of MELCOR.

Concern was expressed by members of the peer review committee that the failure

of the pressurizer to drain was a result of the inadequacy of the momentum exchange
model in MELCOR, leading to an incorrect two-phase countercurrent flow limit (CCFL).
A task was included in the FY92-93 MELCOR development program to investigate and
resolve the observed problems [25]. Since the release of MELCOR 1.8.1, two significant
modifications have been made to the code that impact predictions of countercurrent flow.
The first involves the momentum exchange model itself, and the second involves another
MELCOR submodel.

As part of resolving cases of unphysical water levitation observed in some calculations

(e.g., in our LOFTLP-FP-2 MELCOR assessment analyses [6]), the way that the control
volume form of the momentum exchange model was constructed from the original contin-
uum form was changed. In MELCOR 1.8.1, it was assumed that the momentum exchange
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force acted over the entire inertial length of a flow l)ath. Ilowever, lhe i)uoyan('y force
acts only over the range of elevations encompassed by the junction openings associated
with the flow path. If these distances are unequal, the calculated flooding curve will I)¢,
affected. For flow paths such as the pressurizer surge line, the inertial length is fr(.'(tuelltly
much longer than the range of elevations corresponding to tile junction openings (i.e., the
elevation change in the surge line). Under the old modelling, the momeiltunl exchange
force opposing relative motion was then far too large coral)areal to the buoyancy force
driving phase separation, resulting in an excessive limitation on countercurrent flow. The
default treatment in MELCOR was therefore modified to treat the momentum ex('hange
length as a separate variable from the inertial length. A default momentum excha.llge
length was taken as the range of elevations encompassed by junction openings for vertical
flow paths, and as the inertial length for horizontal flow paths; user input could be used
to override the default if desired. That code modification (update 1.8JQ) also included
a change in the definition of the flow path void fraction for countercurrent flow; the new
definition is consistent with the details of the continuum model, where the previous one
was not. The effect is to substantially increase the maximum permitted countercurrent
flow, particularly near the limits of tile flooding curve.

Other changes were made under update 1.8LJ to prevent misapplication of the al-
gorithm preventing phase depletion as a result of outflow of pool or atmosphere from a
junction; the effect was that, under certain conditions, the calculated void fraction was
occasionally being modified inappropriately, and could incorrectly preclude occurrence of
countercurrent flow in a flow path. The code modification largely eliminated the problem.

A number of tests have been performed evaluating the current momentum exchange

model, after including the corrections and enhancements summarized above. [25, 26] In
addition, the Surry TMLB' analysis, which originally highlighted the pressurizer drainage
problem, has been rerun with input appropriate to the new interracial momentum ex-
change model in MELCOR, in a number of sensitivity study calculations with results
decsribed in this subsection.

In the MELCOR input model for Surry, the pressurizer surge line flow path is modelled
as a 10in-diameter horizontal flow path "20m long, and there is an elevation change
of __4m from the hot leg to the bottom of the pressurizer. Thus tile default interracial
momentum exchange length would be _20m, as would have been the case with MFLCOR
1.8.1. (Actually, due to a coding error in MELCOR1.8.1, the square of that length, 400m,
would have been used.) In the basecase input model, the momentum exchange length
was set to ,_0.25m, equal to the surge line diameter; the momentum exchange length for
the hot leg inlet, also specified as a horizontal flow path, also was reduced from a default
length of _7..5m to ,,_0.75m, the pipe diameter (because results of a test problem given
in [25] indicated that the pressurizer drainage could be affected by CCFL in the upper-
plenum/hot-leg flow path junction). These are the values used in the calculation whose
results were described in detail in Section 4. Note that slightly more rapid pressurizer
draining prior to vessel breach was predicted by MELCOR 1.8.2 with this input and tile
interracial momentum exchange model changes compared to the MEI,COI{ 1.8.1 basecase
result as shown in Figure ,5.2.
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As a sensitivity study, the Surry station blackout transient was run with the user-
input surge line flow path momentutn exchange length further reduced by a factor of
10 (to ,,_2.5cm), with the user-input hol; leg inlet flow path momentum exchange length
further ieduced by a factor of 10 (to ,_7.5cm), with the user-input cold leg outlet flow
path momentum exchange length similarly reduced to ,-_7.5cm (about 10% of the cold
leg pipe diameter), and with the momentum exchange lengths in all three of these flow
paths simultaneously reduced to these low values. (The momentum exchange length
for the cold leg inlet was reduced in this sensitivity study because that flow path was
also specified as a horizontal flow path, which would by default use a large momentum
exchange length equal to to the pipe length.)

Figure 6.1.1 shows the collapsed liquid level in the pressurizer predicted in the MEL-
COR 1.8.2 and 1.8.1 basecase calculations and in these various momentum exchange
length sensitivity study analyses; there is no significant swelling predicted in the pressur-
izer, so the swollen liquid levels appear the same. The pressurizer response predicted by
SCDAP/RELAP5 for the same TMLB' accident sequence (Figure 4 in [18]) is included
for comparison.

As already mentioned, there was a slight increase in the pressurizer drainage rate
after --_2..Shr in the MELCOR 1.8.2 basecase calculation relative to the result from the

MELCOR 1.8.1 analysis, although the pressurizer was still --_80%full of liquid when vessel
breach was predicted to occur. The MELCOR results with reduced momentum exchange
lengths for the hot leg inlet and cold leg outlet flow paths were generally quite similar to
the 1.8.2 basecase calculation results, indicating that pressurizer draining behavior was
not being significantly affected by CCFL in either the hot leg inlet or the cold leg outlet.
There was a significant increase in pressurizer drainage if the interfacial momentum
exchange length in the pressurizer surge line was further reduced, either individually or
in conjunction with reductions in that parameter for other flow paths, with the pressurizer
only ,-_30% liquid when vessel breach and primary depressurization occurred. (The small
changes in timing of predicted vessel breach were largely due to changes in primary
system inventory loss out the cycling PORV as the pressurizer draining was varied.)

Comparing these MELCOR results to corresponding SCDAP/RELAP5 results for
'the same accident, there is an initial timing shift visible in pressurizer filling and vent-
ing due to a higher initial liquid level. The subsequent pressurizer drainage rate from
SCDAP/RELAP5 appears somewhat faster than the MELCOR 1..8.2basecase result but
somewhat slower than in the MELCOR sensitivity study analyses with the interfacial
momentum exchange length in the pressurizer surge line fiu'ther reduced. The pressur-
izer was still ,_25% full of liquid when the SCDAP/RELAP5 calculation was terminated
at 200rain; the lower pressurizer water inventory in the SCDAP/RELAP5 analysis is due
to drainage occurring over a longer period than in any of the MELCOR calculations.

The results of this sensitivity stady indicate that the ability of the user to change the
interfacial momentum exchange length through input added in MELCOR 1.8.2 obviously
allows wide variation in countercurrent flow limits and associated pressurizer drainage
rates, but the question of the "correct" value to use remains open.
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6.2 Core Debris Radial Relocation

Another code model added in MELCOR 1.8.2 is a debris radial relocation model [27].

This new model was added to relocate molten and/or particulate debris between rings

(and axial levels), based upon hydrostatic head equilibration (i.e., the tendency of gravity

to establish a uniform pressure at, a.ny given dci)th in a statioIlary fluid). Exponential

tim(, constants (taken as ls for molten debris relocation, and 3s for particula.te debris

relocation) control the rate of relocation. The model will first relocate molten material

that still exists after any candling and refreezing to establish a uniform molten-liquid

level across all rings for any given axial level; afterwards, solid particulate debris will be

relocated to eliminate the artificial "stacking" of debris columns often observed in past

calculations. Both molten a.nd particulate debris radial relocation models are active by

default with no new, additional user input needed; either or both can be disabled through

user input, if desired.

The core debris radial relocation model underwent developmental testing on both

BWR and PWR meltdown scenarios [27]. In general, the expected effect of the radial

relocation model is to introduce more coherency between the behavior of the various

core rings. The mobile material created by a temperature excursion in the innermost,

high-power, ring soon spreads radially outward and triggers temperature excursions in

those rings that could otherwise be delayed by hundreds of seconds. The mass of material

ejected immediately following vessel failure also is expected to increase, because material

can move into the ring in which the breach first occurs.

The new debris radial relocation interaction model generally had only a small effect

on the overall results for the Surry TMLB' station blackout sequence, although it sig-

nificantly affected details of core melt progression). Table 6.2.1 compares the timings of

various key events predicted by MELCOR with and without the debris radial relocation

model enabled. There was, of course, no effect on steam generator boiloff, pressurizer

filling and venting, core uncovery, early core heatup or initial clad failure and gap release.

However, there was a slight!y faster core damage progression with the debris radial relo-

cation model enabled; the sensitivity study results showed more coherent behavior among

rings when the debris radial relocation model was enabled. Unexpectedly, the presence

of the debris radial relocation model affected the code numerics (possibly the time step)

sufficiently early thai, a slight difference was seen in the clad-failure/gap-release times

predicted for the various rings, even before any debris had formed in the core and the

debris radial relocation model was doing anything. Core plate and lower head failure

occurred somewhat (-_1000s) later with the debris radial relocation disabled. (Both the

calculations being compared were run on an IBM RISC-6000 Model 550 workstation.)

The delay in core plate failure (and subsequent lower head penetration failure) caused

hot fuel, both intact and in debris, to be retained in the vessel for an extra -,,1000s, as

shown respectively in Figures 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 for sample cells in the lower and upper

core, significantly increasing the available time for fission product release and hydrogen
production in-vessel.

The calculated core state at vessel failure (i.e., at 11,219.3s or 3.12hr) for the calcu-
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Table 6.2.1. Timing of Key Events - Core Debris Radial Relocatioll Sensitivity

Study

Thlle

Event With Debris Relocation Without Debris Relocation

Gap Release

Ring 1 10,235.0s (2.84hr) 10,230.6s (2.84hr)
Ring 2 10,334.4s (2.87hr) 10,320.6s (2.87hr)

Ring 3 10,667.9s (2.96hr) 10,660.6s (2.96hr)

Core Plate Fails

Ring 1 11,177.9s (3.10hr) 12,114.3s (3.37hr)
Ring 2 11,906.3s (3.31hr) 12,929.5s (3.59hr)

Ring 3 13,062.9s (3.63hr) 12,795.7s (3.55hr)

LH Penetration Fails

Ring 1 11,219.3s (3.12hr) 12,160.2s (3.38hr)

Ring 2 13,029.5s (3.62hr) 12,996.4s (3.61hr)
Ring 3 13,842.3s (3.85hr) 12,869.5s (3.57hr)

Debris to Cavity 11,219.3s (3.12hr) 12,160.2s (3.38hr)

HPME/DCH Starts 11,219.3s (3.12hr) 12,160.2s (3.38hr)

HPME/DCIt Ends 11,251.7s (3.13hr) 12,167.3s (3.38hr)

Deflagrations Start 12,863.2s (3.57hr)
Deflagrations End 13,7(i6.2s (3.82hr)

Deflagrations Start - 29,180. Is (8.11 hr)
Deflagrations End - 29,181.7s (8.1 lhr)
Deflagrations Start 32,970.0s (9.16hr)

Deflagrations End 44,778.9s (12.44hr)
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lation with the debris radial relocation model disabled is illustrated in Figure 6.2.3, for
comparison to the reference calculation results with the debris radial relocation model
enabled presented in Figure 4.2.11 I he various materials in tile MLI,COR "fuel/clad"
component just prior to vessel failure, both any intact materials remaining in their origi-
nal position and candled, refrozen congloinerate debris materials, are shown in the upper
plot for the three radial rings in the MELCOR Surry core model the lower plot depicts
the materials calculated to be in the "particulate debris" component in the three core
rings at the same time. The various materials in the MELCOR "other-structure" com-
ponent just prior to vessel failure are not shown; that plot is dominated by the structural
steel still in place in the lower plenum. (Refer to [1] for an explanation of these MEL-
COR components, if necessary.) The "elevation" used as the ordinate in Figure 4.2.11
is the same as the core level elevations shown in Figure 3.3, with the core support plate
at >3m, the lower plenum between 0 and ,-,3m, and the active fuel region from >3m
to ,_6.722m. The fraction of each core cell occupied by any given material is shown.
However, although each ring is shown as equal, recall that the core cells are not equal in
the three rings modelled; the innermost, high-powered ring includes _15% of the core,
the middle ring contains _60% of the core, and the outermost, low-power ring includes
the remaining --,25% of the core. ..

Table 6.2.2 summarizes the state of the various materials in the core active fuel

region, core plate and lower plenum at the time a lower head penetration first failed (i.e.,
at vessel breach), in the MELCOR 1.8.2 reference calculation and in the sensitivity study
calculation with no debris radial relocation. Masses of intact components and of debris
components are given for each region.

There is a very significant difference in the core state at the time of vessel failure
in these two calculations. With the debris radial relocation model disabled, there was
much less debris in the lower plenum at the time a lower head penetration first failed;
in particular, the amount of debris in the lower plenum corresponds quite well to the
mass of material initially present, in the active fuel region in the ring whose core plate
failed just previously (i.e., the first, inner, high-powered ring). All the debris in the lower
plenum was in the ring whose core plate just failed in the calculation with the debris
radial relocation model disabled. In the reference calculation with the debris radial

relocation model enabled, the mass of debris in the lower plenum at the time a lower
head penetration first failed we_smuch greater, about half the total mass initially present
in the active fuel region, and that debris was found in all three radial rings even though
the core plate had failed in only one ring. Also, in the reference calculation with the
debris radial relocation model enabled, most of the material remaining in the active fuel
region was "intact" (either still in its initial location or refrozen onto intact components).
However, in the sensitivity study calculation with the debris radial relocation model
disabled, almost all of the material still in the active fuel region (i.e., in the second and
third rings above the core support plate) was predicted to be particulate debris. ]'his
is the old problem of "stacking" of debris in separate columns, seen in MEI, C,OR 1.8.1

calculations; without the debris radial relocation model, debris in the out_'r two rings
cannot move sideways to the en'lpty inher ring and fall through the failed core plate in
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Table 6.2.2. (',ore State at Vessel Failure- Core Debris Radial Relocation Sensitivity
Study

With Debris Relocation Without Debris Relocation

Intact Debris Intact Debris

Active I"uel Region Masses (kg)
U().2 38,250 1,759 0 .52,437
Zircaloy 9,445 56 0 5,881
Zirc Oxide 694 217 0 10,187
Steel 267 0 37 4
Steel Oxide 34 0 3 1

('I:/t) 1,672 0 257 0
'Ibt al 50,362 2,032 297 68,510

Core Plate Masses (kg)
U02 953 242
Zircaloy 51 10
Zirc Oxide 98 18

Steel 1,815 4 1,563 18
Steel Oxide 12 1 26
CRP 0 104

Total 1,815 1,118 1,564 1,041
Lower Plenum Masses (kg)

UO2 39,7,51 12,876
Zircaloy 2,450 1,423
Zirc Oxide 4,486 1,548
Steel 32,655 96 31,480 48
Steel Oxide 6 78 15 34

CRP 334 1,672
Total 32,661 47,195 31,495 17,601

Average l)ebris Temperature (K) ,-_2450 ,-,2400

Fraction Oxidized Zircaloy Steel Zircaloy Steel
,-,30% -_0.4% -,_27% ,-,0.3%
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Table 6.2.3. Fission Product Release- Core Debris Radial Relocation Sensitivity
Study

(% Initial Inventory)
Class In-Vessel Release In-Cavity Release qbtal Release

With Without I With Without I With Without
Debris Relocation Debris Relocation l)ebris Relocation

1 (Xe) 63.517 95.033 36.458 4.7461 99.975 99.779
2 (Cs) 63.545 95.006 39.245 5.1110 102.79 100.12
3 (Ba) 3.1039 53.21.3 20.651 5.2456 23.755 58.4.58
4 (I) 63.500 95.038 0.0 0.0 63.500 95.038

5 (Te) 4.4007 45.685 43.727 1.7.774 48.128 63.459
6 (Ru) 0.0870 3.0891 6xl0-Ts 4x10 -7 0.0870 3.0891
7 (Mo) 2.3793 22.541 0.7352 0.3297 3.1145 22.870
8 (Ce) 0.0025 0.0571 0.0011 0.0010 0.0036 0.0581
9 (La) 0.0088 0.5740 0.1115 0.0686 0.1203 0.6426
10 (U) 0.0092 0.5976 0.0021 0.001.5 0.0113 0.5992

11 (Cd) 10.224 84.034 0.2411 0.0182 10.465 84.052
12 (Sn) 10.225 84.021 2.5394 0.2065 12.764 84.227

that innermost ring.

The greater extent of core damage in the active fuel region was partly due to a longer
heatup period resulting from the _1000s later core plate and lower head penetration
failure in the calculation without debris radial relocation (delayed because there was less
debris above the core plate in the inner ring, since no debris relocated from the outer two
rings, and thus the core plate heats up more slowly). The longer the materiaJ was held
in-core (i.e., above the core support plate), the higher the temperatures and the more
damage and debris produced.

The release of fission products from the fuel by 90,000s (25hr)is summarized in Ta-
ble 6.2.3. Fractional releases are given both in-vessel and in the cavity, together with
total releases; these amounts consider only the release of radioactive forms of these classes,
and not additional releases of nonradioactive aerosols from structural materials. (Note
that Table 6.2.3 shows the same lack of any ex-vessel release for Class 4 in tile analysis
with no debris relocation as in the reference MELCOR 1.8.2 analysis, due to the same
class-mapping coding problem already discussed in Section 4.5.)

The results in this table indicate that the fission product releases calculated by MEI,-
COR 1.8.2 with the debris radial relocation model disabled were very similar to the fissi¢,ll
product releases calculated by MELCOR 1..8.1 (given in Table 5.3), which would be ex-
pected since MELCOR 1.8.1 had no debris radial relocation model. Furthermore, the
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results in Table 6.2.3 illustrate that most of the differences in tile fission product releases

calculated by MELCOR 1.8.2 and by 1.8.1 are primarily attributable to the effects of
this one particular model, which strongly affects the details of core material degradation,
relocation and ultimate ejection.

More hydrogen was generated in-vessel in the calculation with the debris radial relo-
cation model disabled, due to the retention of high-temperature material in-vessel for a
longer period of time; tile hydrogen production in the cavity was similar in both calcula-
tions, so the total amount of hydrogen produced was >__15% higher in the calculation with
the debris radial relocation model disabled than in the reference calculation, as shown in

Figure 6.2.4.

Figure 6.2.5 shows tile total masses of core materials (UO2, Zircaloy and zirc oxide,
and stainless steel and steel oxide) remaining in the vessel in the two calculations; the
relatively small amount of control rod poison material is not shown to avoid even more
clutter in the plot.

Debris ejection began almost immediately after lower head failure, earlier with the
debris radial relocation model enabled than without it; also, more material was initially
ejected in the reference calculation with the debris radial relocation model enabled than
in the sensitivity study calculation without it. However, there was a smaller delay be-
tween the initial, relatively small debris ejection and the later, substantially larger debris
ejection in the sensitivity study calculation without the debris radial relocation model
than in the reference calculation with it.

In both cases, all the UO2 was transferred to the cavity, as was most of the unoxidized
Zircaloy, the oxides and the control rod poison; however, a small amount (,,_15%) of
the structural steel in the lower plenum (and an associated small amount of oxidized
steel) was predicted to remain unmelted and in place throughout the remaining transient
period in the MELCOR reference calculation with the debris radial relocation model
enabled, while all the steel and steel oxide also was transferred to the cavity in the
sensitivity study analysis with that model disabled, albeit over some time period after
initial vessel breach. The behavior predicted by MELCOR 1.8.2 with the debris radial
relocation model disabled is quite similar to the corresponding results of the MELCOR
1.8.1 reference calculation, shown in Figure 5.10; as with the discussion on fission product
releases, this could be expected since MELCOR 1.8.1 had no debris radial relocation
model.

The mass of core debris in the cavity, the mass of ablated concrete, and the resultant
total mass of debris are presented in Figure 6.2.6. While the reference calculation with
the debris radial relocation model enabled had core debris entering the cavity earlier,
due to the earlier vessel failure in that, analysis, the sensitivity study calculation with
the debris radial relocation model disabled had more core debris eventually ejected to
the cavity; the greater mass of core debris in the cavity in the sensitivity study analysis
was a direct result of the greater retention of structural steel in the lower plenum in the
reference calculation (as visible in Figure 6.2.5).

The different degrees of structural steel retention in the lower plenum did not sub-
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stantially perturb the overall inasses of cor(; debris ejected to the cavity or the amount of
concrete ablated in the cavity, because tile steel mass was a small fraction of tile overall
core material mass. However, the increased retention of steel mass in the lower plenum
in the reference calculation with the debris radial relocation model enabled resulted in a

significantly smaller, thinner metallic layer in the cavity, which was completely oxidized
by the end of the transient in this case, as indicated in Figure 6.2.7.

The disappearance of the metallic layer before the end of the transient had a sig-
nificant and unanticipated effect on the ex-vessel source term (given in Table 6.2.3) for
several radionuclide classes, as already discussed in Section 4.5. (Note that the problem
discovered does not apply only to the implementation of the VANESA code in MELCOR,
but also to the VANESA code itself.) As the metallic layer in the cavity went to zero, the
releases of radionuclide species associated with that layer (i.e., Te, Ru, Cd and Sn) began
growing exponentially. This is illustrated in Figure 6.2.8 for several of these radionuclide
species. The effect is not pronounced for Te, because most of that species mass had been
released prior to the metallic layer vanishing; however, the release of other species, such
as Cd and Sn, is significantly in error. There is not much effect on Ru, because very little
of that species was released in any case at these temperatures.

As already noted, this problem is inherent in the VANESA formulation itself, not
just in MELCOR, but is more likely to be encountered with MELCOR 1.8.2 than with
MELCOR 1.8.1 because of the increased likelihood of more retention of lower plenum
structural steel in-vessel.

6.3 Core Material Eutectics Interactions

In response to a high-priority code deficiency identified by the MELCOR peer re-
view [11], the capability to model a variety of material eutectics also has been added in
MELCOR 1.8.2, to improve the core package modelling of material interactions [28].

Severe accidents often generate conditions under which core materials begin to rapidly
melt, oxidize or otherwise interact with one another. When molten materials mix or

contact other solids, reactions can occur that produce new mixtures with properties
which may or may not be like those of the reactants. Exact analysis of all the reactions
and products that could conceivably occur may be impossible; however, to accurately
describe the course of an accident., it is necessary to consider and effectively treat only
those material interactions which could significantly affect the course of that accident.
Reactions that lead to fuel relocation are potentially important because they could affect
the source term in risk assessment.; reactions that affect blockage formation are potentially
important because blockages affect both material relocation and subsequent coolability;
reactions that affect the reactor vessel integrity are obviously important.

Earlier versions of MELCOR treated each material melting as a separate process (with
no consideration of independent, multicomponent phases), although there was coding for
a specified fraction of solid material to be relocated by molten Zr or steel, to represent
dissolution of UO2 and/or ZrO2 in melts. Rather than calculating melting, candling
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and refreezing of individual nlaierials in a given core conll)OVlent (_l.q., fuel/clad, catl-
ister, other structure) sel)arately, the (_ulte(:ti('snl()(tel deposits all n_ollen tl_al(,rials itl
each component in the eutectic mixture for that component and then collsiders possil,l_'
dissolution of solid material by the resultant mixt_lre before calculating canalling all(t
refreezing of the liquid eutectic mixture.

Addition of liquid material to the eutectic mixture occurs either as single matt,rials
reach their normal melting point, or as solid material pairs undergo a ¢'uteclic rea(,lioll
and enter the mixture when the temperalure of the component in which tll/,y reside
reaches the appropriate eutectic temperalure. Three eutectic reactions are consi<lere(l:
1) inconel grid spacers touching Zircaloy fuel cladding, 2) Zircaloy glli<le tul)es totlching
steel control rod cladding, and 3) B4C and the steel blad(' that contains thal poison in
a BWR control blade. The first two reactions become significmlt at -,-1400K, while the

third reaction becomes significant above 1500K.

For each component containing eutectic above the liquidus lemperature, a hierar<'hical
scheme is used to determine dissolution of solid material by the component eutecti<', based
upon the assumed configuration of intact materials and the availability of [tow palhs to
the solid; Zircaloy-based mixtures are assumed to attack oxidic solids suctl as ZrO2 and
UO: preferentially, while B4C attacks metal and the Ag-ln-C<t in PWR control rods has
an affinity for Zircaloy. For each solid attacked, the amount of dissolution is that required
to achieve phase equilibrium, subject to prescribed dissolution rate linfitations.

The primary effect of this material eutectic interactions model is a tendency to slow
temperature excursions because of the formation of a relatively large heat sink associated
with the heat of dissolution; the different materials also tend to relocate milch more

coherently than when melting and candlitlg are done separately for each material.

The material eutectic interactions model has been tested both during <tew'lopnlenl [28]
and after implementation in the production code [9]. The eutectics model was enabled
through user input in most of our MEI,COR 1.8.2 Surry rI'MI,B' analyses, as mentioned
in Section 3, but a calculation was done with this new model disabled (the default state)

as a sensitivity study.

Using the new material eutectic interactions model generally had only a small effect
on the results for the Surry TMLB' station blackout sequence. Table 6.3.1 coral>ares
the timings of various key events predicted by MELCOR with and without the material

eutectics model enabled. As would be expected, the calculations are identical early
in the transient, before any significant, material heatup, as evident froln the identical
clad-failure/gap-release times predicted for the inner two rings. Note, however, that

the material eutectics model had then affected the core degradation process (and/or
the time step) sufficiently that a slight difference is seen in the clad-failure/gap-release
times predicted for the outer ring. Core plate and lower head failure occurred slightly
(<4rain) later if material eutectic interactions were neglected. (Both tl_e calculations
being compared were run on an IBM RISC-6000 Model 550 workstation.)

Table 6.3.2 summarizes the state of the various materials in the lower plenum when
a lower head penetration first failed (i.e., at vessel breach), in calculations witll an<t
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Table 8.3.1. 'l'illlil_g of Key Evcnl,s Material Eulcctics Sensiliviiy Study

Time

Even! With Eutectic Interactions Wilh No Eutectic Interactions

(;ap Release

Ring 1 10,235.0s (2.X.lhr) 10,235.0s (2.X4hr)
Ring 2 10,334.4s (2.X7hr) 1(),334..1s (2._7hr)

11ing 3 10,667.9s _2.96h r) 10,66,1..:Is(2.96h r)

('ore Plate Fails

Ring 1 11,177.9s (3.10hr) ! 1,624.3s (3.23hr)
Ring 2 11,906.3s (:i.31hr) 12,192.4s (3.39hr)

Ring 3 13,062.9s (3.63h r) 12,172.8s (3.38hr)

l.ii Penetralion Fails

Ring 1 11,219.3s (3.12hr) 11,675.0s (3.24hr)
Ring 2 13,029.5s (3.62h r ) 13,1 x0.5s (3.66h r)

Ring 3 13,s,12.3s (3.85hr) 13,379.Xs (3.72hr)

l)ebris to ('avity 11,219.3s (3.12hr) 11,6x5.0s (3.25hr)

II I'M E/I)( '11 St arts i 1,219.3s (3.12hr) 11,6x5.0s (3.25hr)
I! I'M El l)('tl Ends 11,251.7s (3.13hr) 11,73(]. 1s (3.26hr)

I)eflagralions Start 12,x63.2s (3.57hr) 13,257.5s (3.68hr)
l)eflaKra tions l,;nd 13,766.2s (3._2h r ) 13,935.0s (3.87hr)
l)eflagrat ions St art 32,970.0s (9.16hr) 34,954.9s (9.71hr)
l)eflagrations l';nd 4,1,77X.9s (12.44hr) 40,30x.9s (11.20hr)
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without material eutectic interactions modelled, and giw,s the average t('mperalllre of
the debris in the lower plemlm, the fraction of core material relocated in or frorll tile
active fuel region, and the fractions of Zircaloy and steel oxidized by the l inle tlw vessel
fails.

The biggest difference in plant response found was in the lower plenum stru<'tllrai
response. Figure 6.3.1 shows the total masses of core Iimterials (liOn, Zircaloy and zirc
oxide, stainless steel and steel oxide, and control rod poison) re_naining in the vessel
in these two calculations. Without the material eutectic interactioils tlmclelled, nmst

(,-,80%) of the steel structure in the lower plenum melted and fell into the cavity; m_te
that the behavior predicted by MELCOR 1.8.2 with the material eutectic interactions

not modelled was very similar to the results previously obtaine<t using MI',I:C,OI/1.8.1 (as
discussed in Section 5). With the eutectics interaction nlodel enabled, Zr and stainless

steel debris in the lower plenum melted at lower temperatures and [lowed to the cavity
somewhat sooner, with less heating of the lower plenum steel structure due to the lower

melt temperature and shorter residence time of the debris; thus, most (,-,70%) of the
lower plenum structure remained in the vessel throughout the entire transient period
analyzed.

The larger amount of stainless steel transferred to the cavity in the case without the

eutectics interactions modelled resulted in a thicker metallic layer in COlIC.ON existing
for a longer time period, as shown in Figure 6.3.2.

Figure 6.3.3 illustrates that the total amount of hydrogen generated by the end of the
problem was similar in both calculations. More hydrogen was generated in-vessel in the
case with the material eutectic interactions modelled due to continued oxidation of the

lower plenum steel structure remaining in the vessel; hydrogen generation in the cavity
was similar during much of the transient in both cases, but the earlier disappearance
of the metallic debris layer in the case with the eutectics interactions resulted in less

hydrogen production in the cavity late in the transient, so the final overall hydrogen
production was quite similar in both calculations.

Table 6.3.3 presents fractional fission product releases both in-vessel and in the cavity
from the fuel by 90,000s (25hr), together with total releases. These amounts consider
only the release of radioactive forms of these classes, and not additional releases of nonra-
dioactive aerosols from structural materials. (Note that Table 6.3.3 also shows the same
lack of any ex-vessel release for Class 4 in the analysis with no material eutectics interac-

tion modelled as in the reference MELCOR 1.8.2 analysis, due to the same class-mapping
coding problem already discussed in Section 4.5.)

The results in this table indicate that the fission product reJeases calculated by MEI:-
COR 1.82 with the material eutectics model or without it are generally quite similar.
When the material eutectics interaction model was not used, the in-w'ssel releases were

slightly higher (probably because various materials had to reach their individual, higher
melt temperatures in order to melt and relocate, rather thall nlelting and relocating at

somewhat lower eutectics-mixture melt temperatures); however, the ex-vessel releases are
slightly lower when the material eutectics interaction model was not used, so the overall
releases were very similar.
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Table 6.3.2. ( or( State at Vessel Failure Material l']u1('cli(:s Setlsitivity Study

i
\Vith Eulecticlnteractions With No Eutecticlnleraclions

,'_lnt act D( J)li, Intact l)ebris

Acl ix'(' t'u'ei l{egioll Nlass(,s (kg)

"8 9""[ ;()2 o, ,..:)u 1 759 20,358 4,910

Zi r(:aloy 9,,I15 56 8,632 74 (i

Zirc Oxide 69,1 217 2,769 176

Steel 267 0 213 5

Steel Oxide 3.'1 0 113 2

('1{I) 1,672 0 1,.180 110

Total 50,362 9 ".,032 33,565 5,94 9

(,or( l'lale _lasses (kg)
_ ('l !02 95:] 1,233

Zircaloy 51 168

Zirc Oxi(le 98 62

St eel 1,815 4 1,81,1 5

St,'('el" Oxide 12 1 1

("liP 0 0

Total 12,;15 1 118 1,815 1028

l,ower l'lenuln Masses (kg)

ITO:a 39,751 53,198

Zircaloy 2,450 3,375

Zir<, Oxid(' .1,486 1,167
Sl,eel 32,655 96 32,(i(;7 103

Sie(,l Oxide 6 78 10 4'2

('1{ 1) 33,1 4162

'1'oi a l 32,(;61 ,t7,195 :32,677 58,301

l:ra(,ti(m Oxidiz('d Zircaloy Si e(,I Zir('aloy St,(''('1

.._307, _().,1 V, _20% - ;--0.4'/,

.,---

1'20
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Table 6.3.3. Fission Product Release- Material Eutectics Sensitivity Study

(% Initial Inventory)
Class In-Vessel Release In-Cavity Release Total Release

With Without I With Without I With Without
Material Eutectics Material Eutectics Material Eutectics

1 (Xe) 63.517 66.311 36.458 31.993 99.975 98.304
2 (Cs) 63.545 66.324 39.245 34.430 102.79 100.75
3 (Ba) 3.1039 3.8909 20.651 19.329 23.755 23.220
4 (I) 63.500 66.277 0.0 0.0 63.500 66.277

5 (Te) 4.4007 4.6483 43.727 38.323 48.128 42.971
6(Ru) 0.0870 0.1156 6x10 -7 5x10 -7 0.0870 0.1156
7 (Mo) 2.3793 2.2519 0.7352 0.69,'12 3.1145 2.9461
8 (C,e) 0.0025 0.0027 0.0011 0.0010 0.0036 0.0037
9 (La) 0.0088 0.0455 0.111.5 0.1046 0.1203 0.1502
10 (U) 0.0092 0.0515 0.0021 0.0019 0.0113 0.0534

11 (Cd) 10.224 17.068 0.2411 0.1861 10.465 17.254
12 (Sn) 10.225 17.068 2.5394 1.9286 12.764 18.997
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6.4 CORSOR Options

A set of MELCOR Surry TMLB' assessment analyses were run with different release
model options enabled in MEI,(',OR, as a sensitivity study o)l fissio)l product source
term. These include the CORSOR and CORSOR-M models, each witll and without a
surface/volume correction term, and the new CORSOR-Booth model with low- _md high-
burnup coefficient sets, for a total of six possible variations. (Exce.pt in these source-ternl
sensitivity study calculations, all the rest of our Surry TMI, B' analyses were run usillg
the CORSOR model including the surface/volunm correction term.)

The CORSOR model is a simple correlational relationship based on data from early
experiments [29]. Release of volatiles is assumed to be limited by diffusion, and all
volatiles share the same release parameters, obtained by averaging experimental results;
release of nonvolatiles is assumed to be limited by vaporization, and vapor pressures
are scaled for consistency with experimental observations. The fractional release coef-
ficients in CORSOR are simple exponentials, with constants selected for each species
in specific temperature ranges based upon fitting experimental data. The fractional re-
lease coefficients used in CORSOR-M utilize an Arrhenius-type equation with constants
representing empirical fits to experimental data.

The only substantial change in the utilization of the standalone CORSOR model in
MELCOR is the (optional) use of a surface-volume (S/V) ratio to modify the calculated
CORSOR and CORSOR-M release rates based on the ratio of the S/V ratios of the
structure modelled to that of the typical experiments on which the coefficients are based.
Other parameters possibly affecting release rates (such as pressure, atmospheric compo-
sition, fuel characteristics, chemistry, radiation environment, flow rates and the extent
of fuel degradation) are not considered explicitly in either the CORSOR or CORSOR-M
correlations.

The CORSOR code has been updated recently [30]. Time-dependent Cs release data
from the larger data base currently available were used to fit parameters describing an
effective diffusion coefficient in the new diffusion- and mass-transfer-based model; release

rates of other species are then scaled to the Cs release rate. This model includes high-
and low-burnup expressions, and also is a function of fuel grain size. This new CORSOIL

Booth release model has been added to MELCOR in MELCOR 1.8.2 [31].

The final amounts of each class released by the end of the calculated transient period

(90,000s or 25hr) in-vessel (in both the core active-fuel region and in the lower plenLim),
ex-vessel (in the cavity) and overall are given in Tables 6.4.1, C_.4.2and 6.4.3, respectively,
for analyses using CORSOR and CORSOR-M both with and without the surface/volllme
correction term, and for analyses using the low- and high-burnup COltSOILBooth op-
tions (although obviously only the high-burnup version of the CORSOR-Booth model
should apply to most plant analyses); these releases are expressed as percellt of inven-
tory initially present in the core. (Note that these amounts consider only the release of
radioactive forms of these classes, and not additional releases of nonradioactive aerosols
from structural materials.) There are a number of points to note about the r('s_iits sum-
marized in these tables.
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Table 6.4.1. In-Vessel Source 'l>rms- CORS()I{ Options Sensitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class CORSOR CORSOR CORSOR-M CORSOR-M CORSOR-Booth

(S/V) (S/V) high-burnup low-burnup

In-Core

1 (Xe) 46.277 47.910 45.174 52.812 24.580 27.697
2 (Cs) 46.274 47.892 45.144 52.795 17.567 12.554
3 (Ba) 1.9813 4.1330 0.2312 0.4311 0.0761 0.0492

4 (I) ,16.258 47.871 45.130 52.783 24.552 27.662

5 (Te) 1.6303 3.2899 44.793 52.465 9.0455 21.675

6 (Ru) 0.0725 0.1596 0.00006 0.0001 0.3217 0.4606
7 (Mo) 0.8373 1.6993 0.0 0.0 0.0225 0.0146

8 (Ce) 0.0015 0.0034 0.00001 0.00002 0.0008 0.0005

9 (La) 0.0056 0.0109 0.0 0.0 0.0050 0.0025

10 (U) 0.0056 0.0112 0.0033 0.0059 0.0024 0.0015

11 (C(1) 8.0196 14.898 0.0 0.0 10.608 7.4393
12 (Sn) 8.0206 14.896 1.2971 2.4876 10.609 7.4407

In LP

1 (Xe) 20.328 12.409 11..579 20.426 22.509 22.105

2 (Cs) 20.373 12.547 11.579 20.432 18.351 18.505
3 (Ba) 5.3462 3.0679 0.5401 1.2951 0.1143 0.0986

4 (I) 20.341 12.413 11.588 20.436 22.513 22.115

5 (Te) 4.5250 2.6940 11.708 20.558 22.434 16.633
6 (Ru) 0.1823 0.1169 0.0004 0.0011 1.5136 1.5864

7 (Mo) 2.0899 1.3373 0.0 0.0 0.0344 0.0296

8 (Ce) 0.0033 0.0024 0.0002 0.0005 0.0011 0.0010
9 (La) 0.0790 0.0349 0.0 0.0 0.0034 0.0030

10 (U) 0.0819 0.0368 0.0202 0.0505 0.0036 0.0031

1l (Cd) 22.873 10.195 0.0 0.0 13.710 13.200
12 (Sn) 22.875 10.195 1.7707 3.8036 13.709 13.201
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Table 6.4.2. Ex-Vessel Source rI_rms-- COlt SOI/ ()ptiolls Sensitivity S(lldy

R adionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class CORSOR CORSOR CORSOR-M CORSOR-M COllSOt{-l)ooth

(S/V) (S/V) high-I)urnup low-burnul)

1 (Xe) 33.382 38.937 42.029 25.683 49.626 49.136
2 (Cs) 35.932 41.817 45.305 27.673 63.597 71.117
3 (Ba) 21.256 30.585 30.157 29.273 28.546 22.122

4 (I) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 (Te) 46.162 84.122 35.706 25.539 56.190 29.245

6 (Ru) lx10 -6 4x10 -6 2×10 -6 2x10 -6 3x10 -6 8×10 -7

7 (Mo) 0.8525 2.2436 2.2908 2.2279 2.1269 0.8710

8 (Ce) 0.0011 0.0010 0.0009 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010
9 (La) 0.1508 0.2845 0.1732 0.1808 0.1980 0.1305

10 (U) 0.0021 0.0024 0.0018 0.0020 0.0020 0.0019

11 (Cd) 0.2363 2.7877 0.8048 2.4303 1.2353 0.1776
12 (Sn) 2.3571 27.097 7.6480 29.935 11.535 1.9773

Table 6.4.3. Total Source Terms-- CORSOR Options Sellsitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class CORSOR CORSOR CORSOR-M CORSOR-M CORSOR-Booth

(S/V) (S/V) high-burnup low-burnup
l(Xe) 99.987 99.256 98.782 98.921 96.715 98.937

2 (Cs) 102.58 102.26 102.03 100.90 99.515 102.18
3 (Ha) 28.584 37.786 30.928 30.999 28.'737 22.270

4 (I) 66.600 60.284 56.718 73.219 47.065 49.777

5 (Te) 52.317 90.106 92.208 98.562 87.669 67.553
6 (Ru) 0.2547 0.2765 0.0005 0.0012 1.8352 2.0470

7 (Mo) 3.7796 5.2802 2.2908 2.2279 2.1838 0.9152

8 (Ce) 0.0059 0.0067 0.0011 0.0015 0.0029 0.0025
9 (La) 0.2353 0.3303 0.1732 0.1808 0.2064 0.1360

10 (U) 0.0896 0.0503 0.0253 0.0584 0.0080 0.0065
11 (Cd) 31.129 27.881 0.8048 2.4303 25.553 20.x17
12 (Sn) 33.252 52.188 10.716 36.226 35.853 22.(il 9
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In-vessel, using the (',OIiSOI{_ and (',()IiSOR-M options resulted in similar releases of
Sthe Xe, C,s and I volatiles. The COIl, O!1 expression an_l (:onstants gave higher releases

for many classes (Ba, Ru, Mo, Ce, l,a, Cd and Sn), while tile CORSOR-M expression and
constants produced significantly higher release of Te, with no release at all of Mo, La or
Cd. Tile new CORSOt{-Booth model predicted lower releases for the most volatile species
(Xe, C,s and I), as well as for Ba, '1> and U, than either of the older CORSOR options,
while the releases of soine other species were intermediate between the higher CORSOR
and lower CORSOR-M predictions. The effects of using various CORSOR options are
less evident, in the total-release comparisons, because the later ex-vessel release somewhat
compensate for in-vessel differences.

The overall release behavior predicted by MELCOR can be grouped into several
subdivisions. Assuming the correct iodine behavior (as discussed below), _100% of the
Class 1, Class 2 and Class 4 radionuclide inventories were released, about 50%/50%
in-vessel and ex-vessel. The next major release fractions were of Te (50-90%) and Ba
(20-40%), both mostly predicted to occur primarily in the cavity. About l-a0% and
10-50% of the Cd and Sn radionuclide inventories, respectively, were released, and about
1-5% of the Mo radionuclide inventory; with the CORSOR and CORSOR-Booth options,
the larger releases were in-vessel, while with the CORSOR-M option most of the release
was ex-vessel. Finally, a tot,_d _<1% of the initial inventories of the refr_cLories (Ru, Ce,
La and []) were released.

Using any of the CORSOR options, almost, all of the Class 1 and Class 2 vola,tiles were
predicted to be released from the fuel by the end of the MELCOR calculation. About
>_50% of that release occurred in-vessel, with the remaining <50% released ex-vessel in
the cavity. Note that Tables 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.a show a very similar release pattern
for Class 4 (halogens like iodine, also volatiles) in-vessel, but no additional release in the

cavity. This is due to a. coding problem in which the default radionuclide class mapping
between MELCOR and the VANESA code, which is used to calculate the ex-vessel release

within MELCOR. VANESA considers iodine to be released only as CsI. Since there is no
separate Csl class in these MELCOR calculations, MELCOR assumes that CsI release
to be a Class 2 (Cs) release (incidentally explaining why the total Class 2 release fraction

shown in T_tble 4.5.1 is greater than 100%, which should be impossible). Based upon
physical insight, the Class 4 release should closely resemble the Class 1 and 2 results.

(This problem does not occur if CsI in Class 16 is ena.bled by the user, as is normally
done in many plant analyses. However, the default class mapping needs to be corrected.)

The Class 5 release in-vessel appears surprisingly high, particularly in the analyses
using CORSOR-M where its release matches the release of the volatiles. MELCOR

includes a model for holdup of % by unoxidized Zircaloy clad, in the form of ZrTe, which
reduces the release by a factor of 1/40=0.025 if sufficient clad (>_70%) remains unoxidized.
There seemed to be enough unoxidized Zircaloy present during the core degradation
process in these calculations to activate this hold-up model. However, inspection of the
coding by the develoI)ers found that only intact Zircaloy in the clad component was used
to calculate the degree of Te holdup; unoxidized Zircaloy present in either the particulate
debris componeIit or in conglomerate debris in any component (e.g., Zircaloy calldled and
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refrozen onto clad or other structure) was not included ill the holdtlp calclllation, l_ecause

significant amounts of Zircaloy had relocated as either conglonwrai e or pariiclllale _lelJris,
little holdup of 'I_ as ZrTe was being predicted in these analyses. (Note thal. sitllil_lr,
unexpectedly high, Class 5 releases have been reported in other cases, c.q., [32], tJrobably
due to the same cause.)

As expected, including the surface-to-volume (S/V) term increased tile releases ilk-core
in the analyses with CORSOR and CORSOI{-M. ttowever, note that tlw correspondiljg
releases fi'om fuel debris in the lower plenum were lower including the S/V tel'Ill with the
CORSOR option, but higher including the S/V term with the ('ORSOI{-M oplion. This
does not represent a direct result of using the S/V term, which only applies to intact fuel,
but instead an indirect result of using difDrent release options; different releases l)redicted
using the different CORSOR options affected tile time step used and the subsequent

overall transient sequence (as already noted in our I,OFT I,P-F1)-2 MEI,('.()I_ assesslncnt

[61).
Table 6.4.4 compares the timings of various key events predicted by Ml",l,(',Ol/ in

this set of source-term sensitivity study calculations. The different initial gap release
times calculated with the different CORSOR, CORSOI(-M and (_Ol{SOl{-Booth optiowls
indicate that some differences existed in these calculations evell prior to clad failure, an
unobvious result. The differences prior to clad failure and gap release were due to release
of (nonradioactive, i.e., structural) small masses for Classes 7, 9, 11 and 12; the amounts
released were very small, but sufficient to affect the code time step, causing small but
noticeable divergence of system response early in the transient. The differences were ini-
tially quite small, and generally did not result in significantly different transient behavior,
but could potentially accumulate and increase until some important divergences occur.
Also, the different releases of various radionuclides calculated using the various (',()RSOI:{.
options affected the local distribution of decay heating of fuel, debris, atmosphere and
structures, which could further perturb the subsequent transient sequence.

In particular, note that in two cases (using CORSOR without the S/V term and
using the low-burnup form of CORSOR-Booth) there was no high-pressure melt t:iection
of debris immediately following lower head penetration failure, but, instead debris falling
into the lower plenum water pool was sufficiently quenched that it remained in the lower
plenum for _2,000-3,000s before reheating sufficiently (to melt) that it could fall into the
cavity.

These calculations all used the default debris ejection model ill MI",I,(_()I{, in wliich
the masses of each material available for ejection are the total debris material masses,
regardless of whether or how much they are melted. (In the other debris ejectioll option
available, the masses of steel, Zircaloy and UO2 available for ejection are simply the
masses of these materials that are melted; the masses of steel oxide and control poison
materials available for ejection are the masses of each of these materials multiplied by the
steel melt fraction, based on an assumption of proportional mixing, and similarly the nmss
of ZrO2 available for ejection is the ZrO2 mass multiplied by the Zircaloy melt fraction.
Additionally, the mass of UO2 available for ejection is lhe Zircaloy melt fraction l inles

the mass of UO_ that could be relocated with the Zircaloy as calculated in the candling
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Table 6.4.4. Timing of Key Events - CORSOR Options Sensitivity Study

Time (s)
Event CORSOR CORSOR CORSOR-M CORSOR-M CORSOR-Booth CORSOR-Booth

(S/V) (S/V) high-burnup low-burnup

Gap Release

Ring 1 10,244.9 10.235.0 10,215.5 10,232.3 10,229.8 10,241.6

Ring 2 10,344.9 10,334.4 10,325.5 10,332.3 10,329.8 10,338.3
Ring 3 10.684.9 10,667.9 10,655.5 10,681.1 10,669.8 10,675.5

Core Plate Fails

Ring 1 11,158.5 11,177.9 11,182.3 11,235.1 11.207.0 11 260.9

Ring 2 11,875.7 11,906.3 11,900.5 12.063.4 11.922.6 11.961.7
Ring 3 13,479.5 13,062.9 13,052.7 13,121.6 13.128.6 13.970.5

,..

LH Penetration Fails

Ring 1 11,220.9 11,219.3 11,225.5 11,278.7 11,253.1 11,308.7

Ring 2 11,250.9 13,029.5 13,013.0 13,304.9 13,161.4 11,349.7
Ring 3 11,262.8 13,842.3 13,795.4 13,943.6 13,791.8 11.366.5

Debris to Cavity 14,152.4 11,219.3 11,225.5 11,278.7 11,253.1 13,588.1

HPME/DCH Starts - 11,219.3 11,225.5 11,278.7 11,253.1 -

HPME/DCH Ends - 11,251.7 11,257.7 11,307.5 11,281.6 -

Deflagrations Start 12,857.0 12,863.2 12,785.5 12,770.8 12,597.9 12,763.6
Deflagrations End 14,069.5 13,766.2 13,951.2 13867.5 13,838.6 14.183.1

Deflagrations Start - - 29,351.3 .....
Deflagrations End - - 29,353.0 .......

Deflagrations Start 33,854.3 32,970.0 45,049.2 40,265.8 35,466.7 34.430.0
Deflagrations End 44,057.8 44,778.9 50,202.1 41,760.2 44,047.7 45,338.1



Table 8.4.5. Lower Plenum l)ebris Masses at Vessel l"ailure ('OilS()II ()t_tions
Sensitivity Study

Debris Mass in l,owor I::'lt'lililli (kg;)

CORSOR CORSOR ('ORSOI/-M ('OtlSOtl-M ('OllSOll-llooth
(S/V) (S/V) high- t:lilrllllll low-blirliiill

Total 10,235.2 9,991.0 10,596.1 17,,176.3 17,85;I.3 1'2,7:1',1.2
Molten 359.5 434.4 455.9 575.1 1,926.2 3_'2.:1

model.) Regardless of which of these two options is used, ill all these calculatiolis the

mass of debris to be ejected at vessel failure was being controlled by oth¢'r constraints
imposed. In particular, a total molten mass of 5000kg or a melt fractioll of 0.1 (l,ol, al

mass melted divided by total debris mass) is necessary before debris eje¢:l,ioil tail begiil.
The latter constraint is implemented in the, COR package as 0.1 times the volilllle of

the core cell times 2000kg/m 3 (an assulned molten debris density), which iii tllese cases
corresponds to a threshold molten debris mass of 42(i.3kg needed for debris ej¢'cl,ioll to
occur at first lower head penetration failure.

Table 6.4.5 presents the calculated total and molten debris masses in the lower plenuili
at the time of first lower head penetration failure in these source-term sensitivity study
analyses. Note that the two cases with no I|PME predicted (using COl{SOIl wii,|lolit
the S/V term and using the low-burnup form of C,Ol_SOt/-13ooth) h_td molten debris
masses 10-15% below this cutoff value, the reference calcttlation (usitlg C,()I_S()I_ with
the S/V term) had a molten debris mass just 2% above this culoff value, two other
cases (using CORSOR-M with,Jut and with the S/V tertn) had molten debris Inasses
7% and 35% above this cutoff value, and one calculation (using the high-burnup forln of
CORSOR-Booth) had a rn¢:,iten debris mass substantially above this cutoff value.

The delay in debris ejection in the two cases without ttPME at vessel failure explains
why the releases in the lower plenum were larger in the calculation using the ('OI_SO1¢
model with no S/V term than with the S/V term, while the releases in the lower plenum
were smaller in the calculation using the CORSOR-M model with no S/V terlil thall wit,ll
the S/V term; there was more debris in the lower plenum for a longer period of tiille 1,o
contribute to the in-vessel source term.

The delay in debris ejection in the two cases with no tlPME at w,sscl failure also

affected the melting and ejection of the structural steel mass in the lower plenuln, as
illustrated in Figure 6.4.1. With more debris in the lower plenum for a longer t)erio(t of
time to heat the structural material in the two cases with no ttPMI" at vess(,l failure,

most of the lower plenum steel was eventually melted and lost to the cavity; witll less
debris in the lower plenum for a shorter period of time to heat the structural IIiat('rial
in the other four cases (with tlPME at vessel failure), most of the lower l)lellum sl,(_el
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rmllaitl_'d in the lower pleIlulll and lil lh" was llwlted alId lost to the caviiy. The different
degrees of slructural steel retenlioll ill lhe lower plenulll did lint substantially perturb the
ow'rall lllasses of core (lebris ejecied to the cavily or the alnount of concrete ablated in
lh(" cavity, I)ecause t ll_' steel nl,_s was a s111alifraction _f the overall core l_alerial nlass.
llowew'r, lhe increased reteIItion of steel mass in the lower ph,nuni in the four calculations

with tlI)MI ', at vessel failure resulted ill a sigllificantly smaller, thinner nwtallic layer in
the cavity, which was completely oxidized by the end of the transient in those four cases,
as illdical, ed iIl Figure 6.4.2.

The disappearance of the metallic layer before the end of the transient in the four
source-term sensitivily study calculations with tlI)ME predicted at vessel breach had a
significant and unanticil)ated effeci on the ex-vessel source term (given in '|'able 6.4.'2)
for several radionuclide classes, discussed in more detail in Section 4.5. (Note that the
t)roblenl is not in ihe inlplenlentation of the VANESA code in MEI,COfL but also to
the VANESA code ilself.) As the nletallic layer in the cavity disappeared, the releases of
radionuclide species associated with that layer (i.e., Te, Ru, Cd and Sn) began growing
exponentially. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4.3 for several of these radionuclide species.
The effect is not pronounced for Te, be(:ause most of that species mass had been released
prior to the metallic layer vanishing, the effect is not pronounced for Ru, because very
little of that species nmss had been released at all; however, the release of other species,
such as Cd an(l Sn, could be significantly in error.

As already noted, this l)roblem is inherent in the VANESA formulation itself, not
just in MELCOR, but is more likely to be encountered with MELCOR 1.8.2 than with

MEI,COR 1.8.1 because of the increased likelihood of more retention of lower plenum
structural steel in-vessel.

(All these C()I_SOI_ options sensitivity study calculations were run on an IBM RISC-
6000 Model 550 worksiation.)

6.5 High Pressure Melt Ejection and Direct Containment Heat-

ing

One of the major severe accident phenoznena identified as a missing model in MEL-
(IX)l( by the peer review [11] was high-pressure melt ejection and direct containment
heating. A HPME/I)('.[t lll()(lel has beell added to the fuel dist)ersal interactions (FI)I)
package in MEI,COI( 1.8.2 [33].

The FI)I package in MIgLC()I{ calculates the behavior of debris in containnmnt from

the time it is ejected fl'om a failed reactor pressure vessel until the time it is deposited in a
cavity. Both low pressure nlelt ejection (LPME) fronl the reactor vessel and high pressure
melt ejection (]tPME) from the reactor vessel (leading to direct containlnent heating)
now are modelled. If the velocity of the molten debris ejected from the reactor vessel
exceeds a critical value (default to 10m/s), or if the user has invoked the stand-alone
HPME ot)tion, then the fuel disl)ersal interactions will be treated by the high pressure
model instead of the low l)ressure model. The parametric high t)ressure model requires
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' . . s',' for Starry TMLB' ('_()R.S()R OptionsFigure 6.4.2. (avitv Melallic l,aver Ma,.st.s
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user input to control both tile distribution of debris throughout the containment and the

interaction of tile hot debris with tile containment atmosphere.

The HPME model does not include a mechanistic debris transport model; rather, the

user specifies a set of debris destinations with a corresponding se.t of trarlsport fractions

that prescribe where the ejected debris is assumed to go. The debris destinations may

include the atinosphere of any CVIt control volume, the surface of any heat structure,

and cavities defined by the CAV package; the sum of the transport fractions over all the

specified control volurne atmospheres, heat structure surfaces and cavities must equal

one. Transport of the ejected debris to its assumed destinations occurs instantaneously

with no interactions occurring between the point of ejection arid the destination sites.

As long as the tIPME model is active (i.e., a_s long as the ejection velocity exceeds

the LPME/tlPME transition velocity or if the user has invoked the stand-alone HPME

model) the ejected debris will be partitioned among the destinations as specified by the

transport fractions. When the ejection velocity falls below the LPME/ttPME transition

velocity for non-stand-alone applications, any debris subsequently ejected is passed to

the LPME model, which uses I.PME model input instead of the HPME transport model

to determine the debris destination. However, debris that was transported to the ttPME

debris destinations before the model transition occurred will continue to be treated by
the HPME model.

The processes modelled include oxidation of the metallic components of the debris

in both steam arid oxygen, surface deposition by debris trapping or airborne-debris set-

tling and heat transDr to the atmosphere and heat structure surfaces. However, debris

which is transported to cavity destinations is not treated further by the FDI package, be *

rather by" the CAV package. As implemented in the ttPME model, surface deposition

of debris can occur in two distinct ways. Ejected debris which impacts structures prior

to any significant interaction with the atmosphere is sourced directly to the destination

surface via the user-specified transport fraction for that surface; this process is referred

to as trapping in MELCOR. Alternatiwely, debris which interacts significantly with the

atnlosphme can be sourced to the appropriate control volurne, in which a user-specified

settling time constant will determine the rate of deposition to the specified settling desti-

nation (either a heat structure surface or a cavity); this process is referred to as settling

in Mt!_LCOR. First ord,.I rate equations with user specified time constants for oxidation,

heat transDr and settling are used to determine the rate of each process.

If the MEI.COR Radionuclide (RN) package is active, then FI)I will call RN1 any-

time fuel is mow:d so that the associated radionuclides can be moved simultaneously.

Furthermore, the decay heat associated with the radionuclides will be deposited in the

appropriate location. However, there is no release of fission products calculated from

airborne debris during the FI)I/HPME/DCH interaction, or from debris deposited onto
structures rather than into the cavity.

The simple direct colltainrnent heating model described above is not intended to

predict all details of DCtt events from first principles. To do so, nodalization requirements

would be much greater than for normal MELCOR models. Rather, it is intended to allow
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users to evaluate the overall effect of varying the relative rates of the Illost inlporl.ant
processes controlling DCH loads.

For these PWR TMLB' HPME/DCH analyses, sellsitivity studies have l:)cell done

1. varying the amount of debris ejected from tile vessel during the lligh-pressure Inelt
ejection process;

2. varying the relative amounts of debris deposited directly ill the ca,vii,y, in the var-
ious containment volume atmospheres, and on various heat, structures in the cav-
ity, basement and containment dome during the HPME process (while any debris
ejected later during low-pressure melt ejection is always deposited directly into tile
cavity);

3. varying the characteristic interaction tirnes specified for oxidation, heal, transfer
and settling of airborne debris; and

4. enabling hydrogen combustion below tile default mole fraction ignition limit in
volumes during periods of HPME/DCH interactions.

These Surry TMLB' DCH analyses and sensitivity studies relied heavily on modelling
insights and code improvements from the earlier MELCOR DCtI assessment analyses of
the lET experiments [10].

6.5.1 HPME Debris Mass

The reference PWR TMLB' calculation described in detail in Section 4, which in-
cluded input enabling the new HPME/DCH model added in MELCOR 1.8.2 (as discussed
in Section 3), showed a rapid, brief pressure and temperature spike in conta.inment im-
mediately upon high-pressure melt e,jection and direct containment heating. The e,ff¢,¢t,"
was not extremely pronounced, because only _10-15% of tile available core material was

predicted to be ejected during the high-pressure melt ejection phase in our reference
Surry TMLB' calculation.

The amount of melt in the lower plenum at vessel failure is a concatenation of early-
time core damage, core plate failure criteria, falling debris heal; transt'er and possible
quench in the lower plenum, and lower head penetration heat transt'er and failure criteria.
Further, as discussed in Section 6.4, the amount of material actually lost fi'olll the w:ssel
at failure also depends on the relative amounts of molten and total debris in tile lower
plenum at vessel failure.

The core plate and bottom head penetration failure teInperatures, and the fa,lling
debris and lower head penetration heat transfer coefficients were all s('t to tlleir default
values in these MELCOR Surry TMLB' calculations. Limited sensitivity studies were
done varying some of these parameters, but there is lii*!e data available h)r these, phe-
nornena, either for evaluation of the MELCOR models' adequacy or for guidance on the
values to use for the various input parameters controlling predicted respo_lse.
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Instead, calculations were done in which tile peaking factors used were adjusted until
,_60% of the available core material was predicted to be ejected during the high-pressure
melt ejection phase. In particular, tile peaking factor of the innermost core radial ring
(containing about 15% of tile total core material) was lowered, while the peaking factor
of the second, middle core radial ring (containing about 60% of the total core material)
was increased until that ring failed first. This was not intended to represent "correct"
values for core power peaking, but simply to allow a comparison of DCH behavior in
otherwise similar calculations with different amounts of high-pressure melt ejection.

Several sets of calculations were done with _15% and _60% of the core material

ejected at vessel failure. Calculations were done with no HPME/DCH modelled (i.e.,
using the LPME model in the FDI package for both initial and subsequent debris ejec-
tion), with IIPME modelled but no DCH (i.e., with any HPME debris specified to go
directly to the CORCON cavity, with no interaction with containment atmosphere and/or
structures), and with ItPME/DCH modelled (i.e., with the initial [tPME debris ejection
specified as described in Section 3).

The atmospheric pressures predicted during the HPME period in the cavity and
inner containment dome control volumes are shown in Figures 6.5.1.1 and 6.5.1.2, for
calculations with --_15% and with _60% of the total degraded core material coming
out as HPME debris. Corresponding pressures calculated with the same debris ejection
masses, but specified as HPME with no DCtt or as LPME, are included to provide an
indication of the magnitude of the HPME/DCH contribution to the pressurization. The
pressures in the other containment control volumes were very similar to the pressures
shown for the inner dome volume. (The differences in timing of vessel breach, HPME
initiation and containment pressurization in these figures and in the rest of the figures
in this subsection are due to delaying material retention in-vessel to create the larger,
,_60% HPME debris mass.)

There was little or no difference in the calculations with only the LPME model used
and with the HPME model used, but all the debris deposited directly into the cavity (i.e.,
no DCH). There is a difference in modelling: with the LPME model used, debris falling
into the cavity can interact with any water present in the cavity, with the resulting heat
transfer contributing to debris cooling, while the HPME model assumes any water in the
cavity is "blasted" up into the cavity atmosphere into fog droplets. In this sequence,
there is little or no water in the cavity prior to vessel failure. Substantial amounts of
water fall into the cavity after vessel breach, representing residual lower plenum water
not vaporized by interaction with debris, and both accumulator water and remaining
pressurizer water entering the primary system after vessel breach and primary system
depressurization. Little if any of this water will be present in the cavity during the first
0.5rain after vessel breach, the time scale of the HPME process. Therefore, the different
assumptions about interaction with cavity water have little or no effect.

The long-term containment pressure history, fox"the containment dome, is presented
in Figure 6..5.1.3; except for differences in the pressure spike in the cavity, the pressures
in all containment volumes are the same. Very small differences are seen in the long-term
containment response in the three calculations with ,,_15% initial debris ejection, with or
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Figure 6.5.1.2. Containment Dome Pressure during HPME and DCIt
HI:)ME/I)(JH Debris Mass Sensitivity Study
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without high-pressure melt ejectioll and direct containtllent llea,tiIIg, jtlst as owlly silla,Ii
differences were seen in the short-term containnmnt response itl these three ('alcttlatiotls
in Figure 6.5.1.2.

The two calculations with ,-,60% initial debris eject.ion wit.bout direct CO111,aiIlllIont

heating, using either the LPME or the HPME model ill ttle FI)I package for file iIlitial
debris ejection, also gave very similar results; a snlall l.inlilig offset ill tlle cllaJlge in
pressurization rate occurring when the cavity water is all boiled away was ¢ille to the
different treatment of debris interaction with cavity water in these two models. 'l'he
calculation using the HPME model, which "blasts" the cavity water irlto the atnlosptlere
as fog, had slightly less water" in the cavity at later tilnes because some of tllat fog mass
was carried by steam blowdown flow into other containlnent volunles before settling out;
the slightly smaller amount of cavity water in that calculation allowed the cavity to
boil dry, core-concrete interaction to begin, and the contail_ment pressurization rate to
decrease, all slightly earlier than in the calculation using only the I,PME nlo¢h,i.

There is a visible difference in the late-time containment pressurization predicted ill
the calculation with ,-,60% initial debris ejection and with bot]_ HPME and I)CH mod-
elled. Includir_g both HPME and DCH in the Surry TMLB' analysis affected the amount

of material in the cavity (because any debris specified to be transported to volumes
and/or structures outside the cavity eventually settles onto heat structures outside the
cavity). This also affected the time required to boil dry the cavity after which significant
core-concrete interaction starts, the total amount of concrete ablated and the noncon-
densable gases generated, and the source term because release of fission products froln
airborne debris and from debris settled onto heat structures (instead of into the cavity)
is neglected in the MELCOR model, These effects are discussed itl more detail in the
following subsection.

6.5.2 HPME Debris Distribution

Sensitivity studies also have been done varying the relative amounts of melt deposited
directly in the cavity, in the various containment volume atmospheres, and on variolls
heat structures in the cavity, basement and containment dome.

The reference calculation included input to model high-pressure melt ejection and
direct containment heating, taking advantage of the new t|PME/DC, II model added in
MELCOR 1.8.2. That input specified 60% of the debris ejected in high-pressure rilelt
ejection to go to the cavity control volume atmosphere, 10% of the HI'ME debris to go
to the basement control volume atmosphere, and 3% of the HPME debris to go to the
inner dome control volume atmosphere; 18% was specified to fall directly into the cavity,
and 2%, 5% and 2% were specified to go directly onto various heat structures in tile
cavity, basement and dome, respectively. This distribution was selected with two goals
in mind: to specify some ttPME debris to at least, a few of each possible end site available
in the MELCOR FDI/HPME/DCH model (i.e., to the cavity itself, to conlrol volunw
atmospheres, and directly to heat structure surfaces), arid to include a relatively 111il¢l
DCH interaction in the reference analysis.
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Several other calculations were done with different debris distributions, as su,nnlarized
in Table 6.5.2.1, including one in which all the debris was specified to go directly to the
cavity during HPME as well as in LPME. The debris distributions in these sensitivity
study analyses were selected to cover three basic potential patterns: nlost of tlic ttl}ME
debris to remain in the cavity, most of the HPME debris to be blown into the contaialnent
dome, and most of the HPME debris to be trapped in some subcompartment(s), rl'Ilc
last case was done using the only subcompartments available in the MELCOR Surry
containment nodalization; other potential trapping sites such as the seal table room are
not included separately in the MELCOR Surry containment model.

In most of these sensitivity study calculations, none of the HPME debris was specified
to fall directly into the CORCON cavity or be deposited directly onto heat structures;
all the HPME debris was specified to be deposited first somewhere in the containment
atmosphere, and then to settle either into the cavity or onto floor heat structures. (Debris
deposited in the cavity control volume atmosphere settles into the CORCON cavity;
debris deposited in the other containment control volume atmospheres settles onto user-
specified floor heat structures.) This is slightly more HPME debris deposited into the
contaiIiment atmosphere than in the reference analysis, where most of the HPME debris
(73%) was specified to be deposited first somewhere in the containment atmosphere; 18%
of the HPME debris was specified to fall directly into the CORCON cavity and only 9%
was specified to be deposited directly onto heat structures.

The atmospheric pressures predicted during the HPME period in the cavity and
inner containment dome control volumes are shown in Figures 6.5.2.1 and 6.5.2.2, for
calculations with the four debris distributions given in Table 6.5.2.1 as "Case N"; the
pressures in the other containment control volumes were very similar to the pressures
shown for the inner dome volume.

Depositing more debris directly into the cavity or onto heat structures reduces the
magnitude of the pressure/temperature excursion in the atmosphere by bypassing the di-
rect containment heating mechanisms; increasing the amount of debris deposited in the

containment atmosphere increased the magnitude of the pressure/temperature excursion
due to more debris oxidation and heat transfer. Further, varying the relative amounts of
debris deposited into various containment control volume atmospheres changed the rela-
tive magnitude of the pressure/temperature excursion predicted: specifying more debris
into the cavity atmosphere (a relatively small volume) resulted in a very large pressure
and temperature spike in that local volume, but much smaller pressure/temperature ex-
cursions throughout the rest of containment before equilibration, while specifying more
debris into the containment dome atmosphere (a relatively large volume) resulted in a sig-
nificantly smaller local pressure and temperature spike, but a slightly larger global spike
spread more uniformly throughout the containment. (Similarly, specifying more debris
into subcompartments (also relatively small volumes) resulted in a very large pressure
and temperature spike in those local volumes, but much smaller pressure/temperature
excursions throughout the rest of containment, before equilibration.)

In particular, with 100% of the HPME debris deposited directly into the CORCON
cavity, there was no direct containment heating and the pressures were very similar to
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Table 6.5.2.1. l)ebris l)istril)utions Assumed- HPME/1)CH Debris Distribution

Sensitivity Study

Locatioll Debris (% Ejected)
Reference Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

('avity (('ORCON) 18 100 0 0 0

Control Volume Almosphere
Basement 10 0 10 10 i 0

(',avity 60 0 75 15 10
SG Cubicle 0 0 0 50 0
Przr Cubicle 0 0 0 15 0

Inner Dome 3 0 10 5 75

Outer Dome 0 0 5 5 5

C,olll:rol Volunm Structures

Basement 5 0 0 0 0

Cavity 2 0 0 0 0
SG Cubicle 0 0 0 0 0
Przr Cubicle 0 0 0 0 0

Inner Doine 2 0 0 0 0

Out, er Dome 0 0 0 0 0
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those predicted using tile original, LI'MI'2 nlodei (as showll in Figurrs 6.5.1.1 allcl 6.5.1 .:2).
With most of tile debris specified to go to the cavily ainlOsl)hert. , a large strike ill cavity
pressure (and temperature) was calculate(t, ltowever, ill general, excep! for sucl_ local
pressure (and temperature) spikes in those volu111esto which nlost of the debris was
specified to go, if a similar total fraction of debris iss specified to interact witll tlw
containment atmosphere (regardless of distributioll witlli_l individual w)lunles) therl a
similar overall containment pressure (and lenlperature) respoIlse to direct containllwnt
heating is predicted.

The long-term containment pressure history is presented in Figure 6.5.2.3. The nlajor
division into two curves is due to the different debris distributions assumed, l,ower
late-time pressures were calculated for the two calculations with 100% all(l 75% of tile

ttPME debris specified to go to the cavity; significantly higher late-time pressures were
calculated for the two calculations with 15% and 10% of the HI)ME debris specilie(l

to go to the cavity. The two calculations with little debris deposite(t into the cavity
took much longer to boil off the cavity water, as illustrated by the cavity water masses
presented in Figure 6.5.2.4 for these sensitivity study calculations. While the debris
decay heat was primarily being dissipated by boiling away the cavity water pool, the
containment pressurized more rapidly. Later, after significant core-concrete interaction
began, the debris decay heat was diverted to concrete decomposition and the containment
pressurized more slowly.

Including DCH in the Surry TMLB' analysis thus affected the amount of material
in the cavity (because some debris settled onto heat structures outside the cavity). The
amount of concrete ablated was then affected both by how long before the cavity wa-
ter was boiled away (after which significant core-concrete interaction begins), and by
how much debris was in the cavity at late times to attack the concrete. Figures 6.5.2.5

and 6.5.2.6 present the mass of core debris in the cavity and the mass of ablaled cavity
concrete, respectively, for calculations with the four debris distributions giv(_,n in Ta-
ble 6.5.2.1 as "Case N". The more core debris in the cavity, the sooner the cavity water
boiled away and the more concrete was ablated.

The differences in core debris mass in the cavity in Figure 6.5.2.5 are not as great as
suggested by the curve labels and by the debris distributions in Table 6.5.2.1 because the

DCH distribution specified only affects HPME debris; all debris ejected after the firs!
,,-30s goes through the LPME model directly to the cavity. Also, the debris source to
the cavity was affected by different material retention in-vessel, shown in Figure 6.5.2.7
for these debris-distribution sensitivity study calculations. Small differences in time step
histories in the HPME/DCH period due to the different debris distributions and resulting
differences in containment response feed back to affect the subsequent core material loss
and/or retention, sometimes substantially.

The final amounts of each radionuclide class released by the end of the calculated

transient period (90,000s or 25hr) in-vessel (in both the core active-fuel region an(t in the
lower plenum), ex-vessel (in the cavity) and overall are given in Tables 6.5.2.2, 6.5.2.3
and 6.5.2.4, respectively, for analyses run with different ttPME debris distributioIls.
These releases are expressed as percent of inventory initially present in the core, and
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consider only the release of radioactive fomns of these classes, not additional releases of
nonradioactive aerosols from structural materials.

The large in-vessel releases reflect the retention cf the core material in the vessel
for a longer period of time, as a result of forcing later w;_::_'lbreach al_d more HPMI';
debris (relative to the reference analysis discussed in detail in Sectiou 4 and to Iilost other
sensitivity study calculations done). Tl_e in-w::ssel releases were vir_,a,lly identical in all
these cases; the releases in the active fuel region were exactly identical, while the releases
in the lower plenum differred slightly (due primarily to time step differences caused by the
different HPME/DCH scenarios resulting from the different HPME debris disl.ributions
assumed). Less radionuclides were released ex-vessel in those cases where a large fraction
of the HPME debris was specified to go into non-cavity control volume atnlospheres
and/or heat, structures; the differing amounts of material in the cavity (because some.
debris settled onto heat structures outside the cavity) affected the ex-vessel source term
because release of fission products from airborne debris and from debris settled onto heat

structures (instead of into the cavity) is neglected in the MELCOR model. This may or
may not be a reasonable assumption. Debris dispersed throughout containnlent is quickly
cooled and quenched, and fission product release is a strong flmction of temperature.
However, the dispersal of debris into relatively small fragments during the ttPME/DCtt
process, fragments which then undergo rapid oxidation, could conceivably facilita,te fission
product release from the greatly increased debris surface area.

6.5.3 Debris Characteristic Interaction Times

In the reference calculation, the characteristic interaction times for airborne-debris
oxidation and heat transfer were set to 0.1s in all control volumes, while the character-
istic settling time for airborne debris was set to ls; the characteristic interaction time
for oxidation of deposited debris was set to 600s for all heat structures. These time con-
stants represent a relatively rapid DCH transient, based upon previous MELCOR DC,tI
assessment analyses and results [10].

Another set of PWR TMLB' DCH calculations were run with characteristic inter-
action times for airborne-debris oxidation and heat transfer set to 0.5s in a]] control

volumes, while the characteristic settling time for airborne debris was set to 5s in the
dome and 2s in the other containment control volumes; the characteristic interaction time
for oxidation of deposited debris was kept at 600s for all heat structures. These time
constants allow more time for DCH interactions to occur, and are probably reasonable
values for plant analyses, based upon previous MELCOR DCH assessment analyses and
results [10].

The atmospheric pressures predicted during the ttPME period in the cavity and inner
containment dome control volumes are shown in Figures 6.5.3.1 and 6.5.3.2, for calcu-
lations with two different debris distributions assumed and with the two sets of debris

characteristic interaction times just described; the pressures in the other containment
control volumes were very similar to the pressures shown for the inner dome volume.
(The small differences in timing of vessel breach, HPME initiation and containment
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Table 6.5.2.2. In-Vessel Source Terms - Debris Distribution Sensitivity Study

Ra,dionu clide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

(100% to cav) (75% to cav) (15% to cav) (10% to cav)

In-Core

1 (Xe) 95.943 95.943 95.943 95.943

2 (Cs) 95.931 95.931 95.931 95.931

3 (Ba) 50.296 50.296 50.296 50.296
4 (I) 95.969 95.969 95.969 95.969

5 (Te) 42.447 42.44.7 42.447 42.447
6 (Ru) 2.6956 2.6956 2.6956 2.6956

7 (Mo) 19.855 19.855 19.855 19.855

8 (Ce) 0.0491 0.0491 0.0491 0.0491

9 (La) 0.5454 0.5454 0.5454 0.5454

10 (U) 0.5606 0.5606 0.5606 0.5606

11 (Cd) 86.278 86.278 86.278 86.278
12 (Sn) 86.277 86.277 86.277 86.277

In LP

1 (Xe) 3.5159 3.3950 3.4669 3.5053
2 (Cs) 3.5258 3.4056 3.4752 3.5126

3 (Ba) 2.8807 2.9394 2.8528 2.8677
4 (I) 3.5173 3.3968 3.4689 3.5068

5 (Te) 2.7657 2.8160 2.7797 2.8221

6 (Ru) 0.1940 0.1997 0.1947 0.1945

7 (Mo) 2.1000 2.0584 1.9574 2.0147
8 (Ce) 0.0044 0.0045 0.0043 0.0043

9 (La) 0.0136 0.0145 0.0139 0.0138
10 (U) 0.0157 0.0172 0.0162 0.0159

11 (Cd) 2.9180 3.0035 2.9278 2.9320

12 (Sn) 2.9170 3.0034 2.9294 2.9318
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6.5.2.3. Ex-Vessel Source rI_rms Debris Distribution Selmitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class Ca,se 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

(100% to cav) (75% to cav) (1,5% to cav) (10% to car)

1 (Xe) 0.5363 0.5824 0.4910 0.4464
2 (Cs) 0.5656 0.6158 0.5183 0.4709

3 (Ba) 9.3572 0.3114 0.2607 0.1758

4 (I) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 (Te) 53.397 21.047 3.3867 2.0027

6 (Ru) 3×10 -5 2x10 -s 7×10 -l° 3×10 -1°

7 (Mo) 1.5298 1.3682 0.1915 0.1709
8 (Ce) 0.0012 0.0006 0.0002 0.0002
9 (La) 0.5413 0.0009 0.0003 0.0002

10 (U) 0.0030 0.0007 0.0003 0.0002

11 (Cd) 0.3926 0.0934 0.0030 0.0016

12 (Sn) 3.8647 0.8132 0.0280 0.0149

Table 8.5.2.4. Total Source Terms - Debris Distribution Sensitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class Case 1 Care 2 Case 3 Case 4

(100% to eav) (75% to cav) (15% to cav) (10% to cav)
1 (Xe) 99.996 99.921 99.901 99.895

2 (Cs) 100.02 99.953 99.925 99.915
3 (Ba) 62.534 53.547 53.410 53.320

4 (I) 99.486 99.366 99.438 99.476

5 (Te) 98.609 66.310 48.614 47.272
6 (Ru) 2.8896 2.8953 2.8903 2.8901

7 (Mo) 23.485 23.281 22.004 22.040
8 (Ce) 0.0547 0.0542 0.053t) 0.0536

9 (La) 1.1003 0.5608 0.5597 0.5594

10 (U) 0.5793 0.5785 0.5770 0.5768
11 (Cd) 89.589 89.375 89.209 89.212

12 (Sn) 93.059 90.094 89.234 89.224
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pressurization ill these figures and in ttle rest of tile figures in this subsection are due
to one set of calculations being run on a SUN Sparc2 workstation and tile other pair
of calculations being run on an IBM RISC-6000 Model 550 workstation, as discussed in
more detail in Section 7.1, and is not due to any effect of varying debris characteristic
interaction times.)

Figure 6.5.3.1 shows a very large increase in the nlagnitude of the pressure spike in
the cavity control volume as the characteristic interaction times are shortened (i.e., with
more rapid oxidation of and heat transfer from airborne debris, in the two cases with
most of the HPME debris deposited into the cavity atmosphere; the large effect was due
to the relatively large amount of debris introduced into the relatively small volume of the
cavity atmosphere. In contrast, Figure 6.5.3.2 shows a small increase in the magnitude
of the pressure spike in the rest of containment as the characteristic interaction times are
made longer; the longer settling times specified allowed more DCH interaction to occur
between ttle airborne debris and tile containnlent atmosphere, even though the longer
oxidation and heat transfer characteristic interaction times caused that interaction to

occur more slowly.

The long-term containment pressure history is presented in Figure 6.5.3.3. The major
division into two curves is due to the different, debris distribution assumed (as discussed
in Section 6.5.2); varying the characteristic HPME/DCH interaction times had very little
effect on the longt,erm containment response, as would be expected.

6.5.4 DCH-Driven Hydrogen Combustion

As reported in detail in [10], the hydrogen combustion behavior observed in +.he IET
direct containment heating experiments done at l:10-scale at Sandia and at 1:40-scale
at Argonne could not be calculated using the default burn package input in MELCOR,
because the default ignition criteria are never satisfied in these experiments. Instead,
in the majority of our IET analysis calculations, the hydrogen mole fraction ignition
criterion in the absence of igniters was set to 0.0, which (in the absence of CO) also gives
a combustion completeness correlation value of 0.0; in addition, burn was suppressed
in all control volumes except the vessel dome. This particular combination of input
was found to produce reasonable agreement with test data in all cases. The combustion
completeness being set to 0 prevents the burning of any pre-existing hydrogen, but allows
burning of any additional hydrogen generated during the HPME. Suppressing burn except
in the dome mimicked the experimental behavior of a jet flame burning at the outlet from
the subcomp_rtments to the dome; because little or no hydrogen was generated by debris
oxidation in the dome in our analyses, only hydrogen advected into the dome from the
subcompartments burned, and only on the time scale over which it was advected into
the dome.

While these non-standard combustion criteria could be specified with the standard
BUR package input for those experiment analyses, the same input modification could not
be made conveniently in piant analyses such as the PWR TMLB' calculations, becaus_
the non-standard input could affect the results calculated both before and after the
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HPME period; these combustion input parameters can be changed upon restart, but this
would require the user knowing exactly when HPME/DCI-[ begins and ends, and doing
several runs with different input. As a user convenience, new, optional input ttave been
provided in the BUR package, allowing the user to specify one set of input parameters
to be used only during periods of HPME and another set of input paranieters to be used
during other times.

The atmospheric pressu_'es predicted during HPME in the cavity and inner contain-
ment dome control volumes are shown in Figures 6.5.4.1 and 6.5.4.2, for calculations with
and without modified hydrogen combustion ignition parameters during the HPME/DCH
period, and with the two sets of debris characteristic interaction times described in Sec-
tion 6.5.3; the pressures in the other containment control volumes were very similar to
the pressures shown for the inner dome volume. (The small differences in timing of vessel
breach, HPME initiation and containment pressurization in these figures and in the rest
of the figures in this subsection are due to one set of calculations being run on a SUN
Sparc2 workstation and the other pair of calculations being run on an IBM RISC-6000
Model 550 workstation, as discussed in more detail in Section 7.1, and is not due to any
effect of varying debris characteristic interaction times or hydrogen combustion.)

The cavity pressures were identical in the two calculations with different burn ignition
criteria during HPME/DCH, for the larger characteristic interaction times. The cavity
pressure in the case with the default burn and the shorter characteristic interaction times
appears higher than the cavity pressure in the case with the enhanced burn ignition
during HPME/DCH and the shorter characteristic interaction times; this is unexpected,
and probably reflects numerical problems in the burn coding (discussed in more detail in
Section 7) more than any actual effect of the enhanced burn during HPME/DCH.

The pressures in the rest of containment also were identical in the two calculations
with different burn ignition criteria during HPME/DCtt, for the larger characteristic in-
teraction times. The containment dome pressures in the case with enhanced burn during
HPME/DCH and shorter characteristic interaction times were slightly higher than the
containment dome pressure in the case with the default burn and shorter characteristic
interaction times; this is the expected result, but the effect appears quite small.

The long-term containment pressure history is presented in Figure 6.5.4.3. There
was relatively little difference in the results in these various cases. Both sets of cal-
culations, with larger and with smaller characteristic interaction times, showed higher
late-time containment pressures with enhailced burn ignition during HPME/DCH than
with default burn throughout the transient. While this would be expected during the
HPME/DCH period, the late-time effect appears larger than might be expected, and is
most likely due to accumulating small numerical differences rather than to differences in
calculated hydrogen burn.

Further analysis of the effects of enhanced hydrogen ignition during HPME/DCH is
severely hampered and prevented by the numerical problems in the burn coding (dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 7), which can be large enough to dominate and cover up
the actual physical effect we want to study.
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7 Numeric Effects

The MELCOR peer review (and a number of MELCOR users) have expressed concern
about numeric effects seen in various MELCOR calculations [11], which produced either
differences in results for the same input oil different machines or differences in results
when the time step used is mv'aried.Several calculations have been done to identify whether
any such effects existed in our Surry PWR TMLB' assessment analyses.

7.1 Machine Dependency

The calculation discussed in detail in Section 4 and the majority of our sensitivity
study analyses were run on an IBM RISC-6000 Model 550 workstation. The reference
calculation was rerun, using the same code version (1.SNM, the release version of MEL-
(?OR 1.8.2), on a SUN Spare2 workstation, on an HP 755 workstation, on a CRAY
Y-MP8/864, and on a 50MHz 486 PC, to check for machine dependencies. The user-
allowed maximum time step was set to 10s in all these runs, as in the reference calculation
discussed in Sectioh 4.

'Table 7.1.1 compares the timings of various key events predicted by MELCOR in this
set of machine-dependency sensitivity study calculations. The differences are generally
small, accumulating and growing somewhat as the transient progresses, but with no
significant branching into different, accident sequences. There was a _<20s spread in
clad-failure/gap-release times predicted in the various rings on the different hardware
platforms used. Both 1!' +' plate and the lower head penetration failed first in the
innermost, high-power all cases, and the failure times were all within a 4min
time span. Debris eject. ,: cavity began immediately upon lower head penetration
failure in all cases, thus aib,, within a 4rain time window, and DCH always lasted about
30s.

The biggest timing difference found was in hydrogen deflagrations occurring in the
cavity. Calculations on the five platforms showed one set of hydrogen burns occurring
<_0.5hr after vessel breach and the start of core-concrete intera.ction. Except for the IBM
workstation, the time of this initial burn agreed within 2s on the other four platforms; the
number and duration of burns were generally somewhat different, however. Calculations
on each of the five platforms predicted a second period of hydrogen burns in the cavity
later in the transient, but the timing and extent of that second burn period differed
substantially among the various platforms; three of the five calculations (on the HP
workstation, Cray and PC) showed a single, isolated burn at ,-_30,000s, while the other
two (on the IBM and SUN workstations) showed a series of multiple burns starting
somewhat later in the transient and lasting for a considerable length of time.

Comparing the calculations on these various hardware platforms, the first difference
visible is in the boiloff of the secondary side inventory early in the transient. Figure 7.1.1
presents the SG secondary system pressures calculated on these various platforms, ex-
panded to show the first few hours in detail. The pressures oscillate as the SRV cycles,
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Table 7.1.1. Timing of Key Events - Machine Dependency Sensitivity Study

Time (s)

Event IBM SUN HP Cray PC

Gap Release
Ring 1 10,235.0 10,226.4 10,244.6 10,235.1 10,233.3
Ring 2 10,334.4 10,326.4 10,334.6 10,335.1 10,323.3

Ring 3 10,667.9 10,666.4 10,680.1 10,665.1 10,663.3

Core Plate Fails

Ring 1 11,177.9 11,280.3 11,329.0 11,100.6 11,323.9

Ring 2 11,906.3 11,980.0 12,775.2 11,832.6 12,029.7
Ring 3 13,062.9 13,120.5 11,864.3 13,042.5 13,350.8

LH Penetration Fails

Ring 1 11,219.3 11,322.5 11,376.6 11,152.5 11,362.5

Ring 2 13,029.5 13,241.7 13,750.4 13,112.9 11,419.5

Ring 3 13,842.3 13,977.2 13,196.8 13,823.5 14,009.9

Debris to Cavity 11,219.3 11,322.5 11,376.6 11,152.5 11,362.5

HPME/DCH Starts 11,219.3 11,322.5 11,376.6 11,152.5 11,362.5
HPME/DCH Ends 11,251.7 11,353.8 11,406.8 11,177.9 11,392.7

Deflagrations Start 12,863.2 12,685.3 12,685.8 12,684.9 12,684.2

Deflagrations End 13,766.2 13,961.1 14,121.4 1.3,807.0 14,011.0
CORCON Layer Flip ,,_24,000 ,,_24,000 ,,_24,500 ,,_24,500 ,,,24,500

Cavity Dries Out ,,,28,200 ,,_27,900 _28,200 _28,500 _28,800

Deflagrations Start - - 29,687.0 29,116.4 30,576.2

Deflagrations End - - 29,688.6 29,118.0 30,577.7
Deflagrations Start 32,970.0 44,958.5 - - -

Deflagrations End 44,778.9 47,209.6 - - -
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venting steam. The pressures are initially identical on all platforms, but then gradually
get slightly out of phase as small differences in SRV setpoint over- and undershoots ac-
cumulate. (Similar divergences in SG SRV cycling calculated on different platforms have
been identified and reported in other analyses [6], also.) Figure 7.1.2 gives tile cycling
of the SRV and Figure 7.1.3 demonstrates the cumula.tive effect on the steam generator
seconda,'y pressure, later in the transient; note that, even in cases when the SRV cycles
the same number of times (i.e., "IBM" and "Cray", or "liP" and "SUN"), tile resulting
pressure history can diverge, due to small differences in amount of outflow and/or time
that the SRV was open.

The predicted vessel pressures for the SUN, IBM and HP workstation, and Cray
and PC, calculation sets are presented in Figure 7.1.4. In all cases, the primary system
pressure initially dropped as decay heat was transferred to the secondary system and
removed by vented steam; then after the loss of the secondary-side heat sink, the primary
system pressure and temperature began to rise. The primary system pressure histories
on all platforms are qualitatively identical and quantitatively very similar (as are the
pressurizer liquid levels), with the major difference seen in the slight offsets in vessel
failure time and associated primary system depressurization.

In all these calculations, the primary coolant pressure was sufficiently high to cause
the PORV to open by ,-_5250s. As predicted earlier in the transient sequence for the
SG secondary-side relief valve, the pressurizer PORV cycled rapidly and often, but with
accumulating small differences in valve cycling and outflow in the calculations on different
machines, as shown in Figures 7.1.5 and 7.1.6.

Figure 7.1.7 demonstrates that the accumulating small changes in valve cycling and
inventory loss did not significantly change the core uncovery. There are some differences
visible in liquid level oscillations, but these are minor. The very small differences found
in clad-failure/gap-release times in Table 7.1.1 (<20s) reflect the very small differences
in calculated core uncovery in all these cases.

Table 7.1.2 summarizes tile amount of the various materials in the lower plenum
debris bed at the time a lower head penetration first fails (i.e., at vessel breach), for the
calculations done on various machines, and also gives the average temperature of the
debris in the lower plenum, the fraction of core material relocated in or from the active
fuel region, and the fractions of zircaloy and steel oxidized by the time the vessel fails.

The fraction of core materials relocated and the amount of debris in the lower plenum
at vessel failure varies in otherwise-identical calculations run on different hardware plat-
forms, and there is no apparent direct correlation between differences in lower head
failure time (given in Table 7.1..1) and in the amount of core damage at the time of vessel
failure. Averaging these five results, the lower plenum debris mass at vessel failure is
.._52,000kg+6,000kg; given that the initial total intact core mass in the active fuel region
(i.e., above the core support plate) is > 100,000kg, this range corresponds to ±6% of the
total core mass in the active fuel region, not a large variation. The debris temperature in
the lower plenum also varies somewhat, over a 200K range, and there is no obvious cor-
relation between the debris temperatures and the amount of debris in the lower plenum
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Figure 7.1.3. Later-Time SG Secondary-Side Pressures - Machine Dependency
Sensitivity Study
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Figure 7.1.6. Pressurizer PORV Integral Plows - Machine Dependency Sensitivity
Study
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Table 7.1.2. Core State at Vessel Failure- Machine Dependency Sensitivity Study

IBM SUN HP Cray PC

Lower Plenum Debris Masses (kg)
UO2 39,751 44,434 45,504 41,080 48,425
Zircaloy 2,450 2,825 3,262 2,950 3,200
Zirc Oxide 4,486 4,943 4,893 3,600 6,052
Steel 96 95 86 105 102
Steel Oxide 78 114 96 77 79
CRP 334 334 166 334 334

Total 47,195 52,745 54,008 48,147 58,192

Average Debris Temperature (K) ,,_2450 _2450 _2400 -_2300 _2480

Fraction Material Relocated ,-,47% ,,_53% 0-_54% _48% _58%

Fraction Oxidized

Zircaloy _25% ,-_30% _30% _23% ,,_35%
Steel _,,0.3% ,-_0.4% _0.3% ,-,0.2% ,_0.3%
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at the time of vessel failure. The fraction of zircaloy oxidized by the time of vessel 1)reacll

varies from 23% to 39%, with most of these Inachine-dependency sensitivity study cal-
culations predicting <30%; tile fraction of steel oxidized by the time of vessel breach
also varies in these machine-dependency analyses, from 0.2% to 0.4% with most of these
calculations predicting <0.3%.

Figure 7.1.8 shows the total masses of core materials ([102, Zircaloy and zirc oxide,
stainless steel and steel oxide, and control rod poisoll) remaining in the vessel; the masses
of fuel and of control rod poison remaining in the vessel are given in Figure 7.1.9, while
the masses of Zircaloy and zirc oxide, and stainless steel and steel oxide, remaining in
the vessel are presented in Figure 7.1.10. As noted in Table 7.1.1, debris ejection began
immediately after lower head failure in all cases. Also, for all platforms tested, all the
UO2 was transferred to the cavity within a short period of time (<lhr), as was the
unoxidized zircaloy, the associated zirc oxide and the control rod poison. There are,
however, differences visible in how much material was lost in the initial high-pressure
melt ejection w how much mass left the vessel later, in a low-pressure melt pour. Some
of the structural steel in the lower plenum (and associated steel oxide) was predicted to
remain unmelted and in place even after vessel breach in all ca_es, although the amount
remaining varies from ,-_85% to ,-,50% of the steel initially present in the core and lower
plenum region.

The total mass of debris in the cavity and the mass of ablated concrete calculated in

these machine-dependency sensitivity studies are illustrated in Figure 7.1.11; the mass of
core debris in the cavity is basically an inversion of Figure 7.1.8. Before about 24,000s,
the debris in the cavity was dominated by debris ejected from the vessel; after ,-_24,000s
significant core-concrete interaction began and substantial masses of ablated and reacted

concrete were added to the total cavity debris. While there is some spread among the
various results shown, the same overall behavior was predicted in all cases, and the
quantitative differences are generally small.

Figures 7.1.12, 7.1.13 and 7.1.14 show the masses and temperatures of the light oxide,
metallic and heavy oxide debris layers in the cavity, respectively. In the calculations on

all five hardware platforms, a CORCON layer flip occurred at around 24,000s, switching
from an initial configuration with a metallic debris layer above a heavy oxide layer to
a later configuration with a light oxide layer above a metallic debris layer. Very little
difference was found in any of the layer temperature histories, or in the masses initially in
the heavy-oxide layer and later in the light-oxide layer. There was a significant difference
in the masses of the metallic layer predicted in the calculations on the different machines,
directly reflecting the differences in predicted retention of lower plenum structural steel
in the vessel.

The pressure calculated in the containment dome control volume is given in Fig-
ure 7.1.15. There is very little difference visible in the early-time containment response
in either magnitude or timing, for any of _he hardware platforms tested. The offset
differences seen at later 'times in the transient sequence reflect different times needed
to boil off water in the cavity, switching from more rapid containment pressurization
due to that steam generation to a slower pressurization due primarily to continued core-
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Figure 7.1.8. Total C,ore Masses-- Machine Dependency Sensitivity Study
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concrete interaction; tile range in times at which the cavity water disappeared in l.url_
reflects different amounts of core debris transferred to the ca.vity from the vessel.

The temperature behavior of tile contaizlment atnlosphere was w-wysilllilar to that of
the pressure. Most of the containment remairled saturated, except for the cavity. Slightly
different temperature spikes in the cavity reflect the differences ill hydrogen detl_grations
in the cavity noted in Table 7.1.1, and the temperature of the cavity atnlosphere ew_'tl-
tually rose to that of the core debris materials at slightly different times, reflecl,illg the
different times when all the water in the cavity had boiled off.

Figure 7.1.16 shows a substantial difference in the numt)er and timing of hydrogen
burns in the cavity and in the amount of hydrogen burned in deflagrations in these
various calculations; no hydrogen burns occurred ill the containment outside the cavity
during any of these calculations, because the other control volumes modelling contain-
ment remained steam/CO2 inerted. Calculations on the five platforms used showed one
set of hydrogen burns occurring _<0.Shr after vessel breach and the start of core-concrete

interaction. All these calculations also predicted a second period of hydrogen burns in
the cavity later in the transient, but the timing and extent of that second burn period
differed substantially among the various platforms; three of the five calculations showed
a single, isolated burn at _30,000s, while the other two showed a series of nmltiple burns
starting somewhat later in the transient and lasting for a considerable length of time.
The amount of hydrogen burned generally reflected the number of deflagrations occurring
in these various machine-dependency sensitivity study calculations.

Figures 7.1.17 through 7.1.19 show mole fractions in the cavity control volume atmo-
sphere as calculated on four of the hardware platforms used, the SUN Sparc2 and It P
755 workstations, a Cray supercomputer and a 486PC, compared to the default ignition
limits used in MELCOR. (Corresponding results for the reference calculation run on an

IBM RISC-6000 Model 550 workstation can be found in the upper left of Figures 7.2.1.7
through 7.2.19.)

Figure 7.1.17 presents a combined equivalent mole fraction of H2 and CO (equal
to Xu2 + _Zco), which must be greater than 0.10 for detonation in the absence of
igniters. Figure 7.1.18 presents the 02 mole fraction which must be greater tha,n 0.05
for detonation in the absence of igniters. Figure 7.1.19 presents a combined total mole
fraction of H20 and CO2, which must be less than 0.55 for the mixture to not be i_ssumed
inert. [34]

' The first period of hydrogen combustion occurred in all five nlachine-dependellcy
sensitivity study calculations between >12,680s (>_3.5hr) and _<14,100s (_<3.ghr);the
timing was similar on all platforms, as were the number and total mass of hydrogen
burned. In some calculations (i.e., on the HP workstation, (',ray supercomptlter and 486

PC), a single burn was predicted somel,ime between ,,_29,100 (Shr) and -,_30,600s (8.Shr);
the mole fraction plots indicate that this burn corresponded to a spike up in coml)ined II2
and CO concentration, and in 02 also, with a simultaneous spike down in total 1120 plus

CO_ concentration. The combined t{2 and CO concentra.tion and the 02 co_lcentration
both easily exceeded their ignition limits; the ignitiolt wa.s controlled t)y whether the,
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total H20 plus CO2 concenlration was re(lla('ed to below tile i11ertil,g liIllit, rl'lle plot in

the upper lefl. of Figure 7.1.1{) suggests tlla.t the SIJN Spare2 calclllatio,l approaclled l.tlis

limit very closely, also.

In these machine-dependency studies, a separate, proloilged series of ('onll)ustio,1

events was seen only in the two calcldations (oil the llIM I{ISC,-(i0()0 Model 550 a,l(l

SUN Spare2) which did not show a sillgle l:)llr'll predicted SOIllel,itlle l)etween _-,2.q,100

(8hr) and _30,600s (8.5hr); that third l)hase of hydrogen co_bustio_ was q_ite exte_-

sive in the IBM RISC-6000 calculation (as seen ill Figures 4.3.7 aTld in l.lle ul)per left

of Figures 7.2.17 through 7.2.1{)) while it was snlaller all(t t_riet'er in tile S/IN Spare2

calculation. Figures 7.1.17 through 7.1.19) indicate tllat in all cases the combined I12

and CO concentration and the O2 concentratioll both easily exceeded their ig,lition li,llil.s

throughout most of the later portions of the transiellt, after ,-_8-9hr; as iii the brief single

burn predicted sometime between ,-,29,100s (Shr) and _-,30,600s (8.5hr) only in some cal-

culations, the combustion ignition at later times also seenled controlled by whether tlle

total H20 plus CO2 concentration was reduced to l)elow the inerting limit. Figure 7.1.19)

also demonstrates how closely all the calculatiolls approached tlle inerting limit for a long

period of time between >12.5hr and <17.5hr. It is clear from Figure 7.11.19) that the po-

tential for a prolonged period of hydrogen burn existed in all cases later in the tra.nsient,

and it is not clear from Figure 7.1.19) why combustion was not predicted in nlore of the

cases during that time (especially for the calculation done on the SIJN Spare2, whicli

appears to remain below the inert concentration limit for some tiine after combustion

was predicted to end).

The final amounts of each radionuclide class released by the end of the calculated

transient period (90,000s or 25hr) in-w_ssel (in both the core active-fuel regio,, and izl

the lower plenum), ex-vessel (in the cavity) and overall are given in Tables 7.1.3, 7.1.4

and 7.I.5, respectively, for analyses run on different hardware, platfornls. These r¢'leases

are expressed as percent of inventory initially prese_t i_ the core, and consider only l,t_¢'

release of radioactive forms of these classes, not additional releases of nonradioactiw;
aerosols from structural materials.

The ex-vessel source terms given in Table 7.1.4 for these machine-depe_lden,'y sensitiv-

ity study calculations were affected by the different amounts of structural steel retained i_

the lower plenum and by the resulting differences i_ lhe size and e.ve_t_al disappeara_ce

of the metallic debris layer, for reasons discussed in detail in Sectio_l 6.4. In su_n_ary,

the VANESA code [22], which is used to calculate ex-w_'ssel releases i_ MEl,(:Ol/,.t_as

no provision for a disappearing metallic layer; therefore, as the _netallic layer i_ tl_e cav-

ity goes to zero, the releases of radionuclide species associated witl_ ti_at la.ye_ (i.e., Te,

Ru, Cd and Sn) can begin growing exponentially, as shown in I"igure 7.1.20 for several

of these radionuclide species. The effect, was not pronou_ced for 'li_, because _ost of

that species mass had been released prior to the _netallic layer wH_ishi_g, mid also was

not pronounced for Ru, because very little of that species mass was lining released at

all; however, the release of other species, such as Cd and S_, is sig_ifica_tly in error.

As noted in Section 6.4, this problem is inherent i_ the VANI,;SA I'or_ulatio_ itself,

not in MELCOR, but is more likely to be encountered with MI';I,(_OI{ 1.8.2 l]_an witil
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Table 7.1.3. In-Vessel ,Source rl_erms - Machine Dependency Sensitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)

Class IBM SUN HP Cray PC
In-Core

1 (Xe) 47.910 .56.243 54.89.5 .14.153 64.534

2 (Cs) 47._92 56.247 54.869 44.155 64.521
3 (Ba) 4.1330 6.2409 6.6245 2.6088 8.4150

4 (I) 47.871 56.235 54.869 44.144 64.504
5 (Te) 3.2899 4.9998 5.3303 2.2527 6.6664
6 (Ru) 0.1596 0.2441 0.2605 0.0958 0.3350
7 (Mo) 1.6993 2.5169 2.7380 1.2492 3.2504

8 (Ce) 0.0034 0.0051 0.0054 0.0021 0.0069

9 (I,a) 0.0109 0.0187 0.0207 0.0055 0.0282

10 (IT) 0.0112 0.0192 0.0212 0.0056 0.0282
ll (Cd) 14.898 21.780 22.242 9.4772 28.535

12 (Sn) 14.896 21.784 22.248 9.4767 28.529

In LP

1 (Xe) 12.409 12.306 11.363 24.311 12.682
2(Cs) 12.547 12.356 11.506 24.624 12.715

3 (Ba) 3.0679 4.3090 2.6386 3.5315 4.4384

4 (I) 12.413 12.309 11.370 24.324 12.688
5 (Te) 2.6949 3.6060 2.2909 2.9384 3.7708

6(Ru) 0.1169 0.1671 0.0913 0.1303 0.1719

7(Mo) 1.3373 1.8267 1.2980 1.4799 1.8519

8 (Ce) 0.0024 0.0032 0.0019 0.0026 0.0,933
9 (La) 0.0349 0.0496 0.0395 0.0344 0.0629

10 (U) 0.0368 0.0515 0.0409 0.0358 0.0654

ll (Cd) 10.195 13.605 10.071 13.526 13.989
12 (Sn) 10.195 13.605 10.07i 13.526 13.988
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Table 7.1.4. Ex-Vessel Source Terms ....Machine I)epelldency Sellsitivity Stu(ty

R adionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class IBM SUN tip Cray PC

1 (Xe) 38.937 30.744 33.002 30.429 22.232

2 (Cs) 41.817 33.067 35.426 32.488 23.913

3 (Ba) 30.585 23.336 21.861 27.36.1 18.603
4 (I) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 (Te) 84.122 53.210 51.674 66.431 45.473
6(Ru) 4x10 -6 lx10 -6 2x10 -6 3x10 -6 lxl0 -6
7 (Mo) 2.2436 1.2773 1.0752 1.8755 0.9002

8 (Ce) 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010

9 (La) 0.2845 0.1530 0.1771 0.2099 0.1475

10 (U) 0.0024 0.0018 0.0019 0.0020 0.0018
11 (Cd) 2.7877 0.3952 0.;3707 0.8107 0.2486

12 (Sn) 27.097 3.4945 3.3711 6.8015 2.2954

Table 7.1.5. Total Source Terms - Machine Dependency Sensitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)

Class IBM SUN HP Crab, PC

1 (Xe) 99.256 99.293 99.260 98.892 99.448

2(Cs) 102.26 101.67 101.80 101.27 101.15
3 (Ba) 37.786 32.886 21.125 33.454 31.456

4 (I) 60.284 60.544 66.239 68.468 77.192

5 (Te) 90.106 61.816 59.295 71.623 55.910
6 (Ru) 0.2765 0.4112 0.3518 0.2260 0.5069
7 (Mo) 5.2802 5.6209 5.1113 4.6046 6.0025

8 (Ce) 0.0067 0.0093 0.0083 0.0058 0.0111

9 (La) 0.3303 0.2213 0.2373 0.2498 0.2386
10 (U) 0.0503 0.0724 0.0641 0.0434 0.0954

11 (Cd) 27.881 35.780 32.684 23.814 42.773
12 (Sn) 52.188 38.884 35.690 29.805 44.812
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MEI,COll 1.8.1 becaus(, of the increased likelihood of more retention of lower plenum
structural steel in-vessel.

Figure 7.1.21 presents ow_rall run times for calculations oil tile various platforms
for these Surry PWR TMLB' simulations. The SUN and PC were slowest in run time
required; the IBM, ttP and Cray were all significantly faster, with the HP tile fastest for
this particular analysis.

7.2 Time Step Effects

The reference calculation used a user-specified maximum time step AtMAX of 10S
throughout the entire transieIlt period. As a. time-step sensitivity study, otherwise iden-

" TM 'tical MLLCOR Surry LB calculations were run on an IBM RISC-6000 Model 550

workstation with the user-input maximunl allowed time step progressively set to 5s, 2.5s
and ls.

Table 7.2.1 compares the timings of various key events predicted by MELCOR in
this set of time-step sensitivity study calculations. As in the similar comparison for the
nlachine-dependency sensitivity study (Table 7.1.1), the differences are generally small,
accumulating and growing somewhat as the transient progresses, but with no significant

r-'x
branching into different+ accident sequetlces, lhere is a +1 rain spread in clad-failure/gap-
release times predicted in the various rings with different maximum time steps allowed.
Both the core plate and the lower head penetration failed first in the innermost, high-
power ring in all cases, and the failure times were all within a 4min time span. Debris
ejection to the cavity began immediately upon lower head penetration failure in all cases,
thus also within a 4rain time window, arid DCH always lasted about 30s. The variation
in various timings observed in this time-step nunleric effects sensitivity study are very
similar in magnitude to the differences found in our machine-dependency numeric effects
sensitivity study (Table 7.1.1).

I

Again, as found in our machine-dependency numeric effects sensitivity study (Ta-
ble 7.1.1), the biggest timing difference was in hydrogen deflagrations occurring in the
ca\,!ty. All four time-step-study calculations showed one set of hydrogen burns initially
occurring _<0.5hr after vessel breach and the start of core-concrete interaction, lasting
about 600-900s. One calculation (with AtvAx=Ss) showed a single hydrogen burn at
>__29,160sand then a third period of burns late in the transient, between 47,200s and
47,_o0s; the other three time step study calculations showed a single, second set of hy-
drogen burns occurring later in tile transient, but the timing and extent of that later
burn period differed substantially among these various cases.

Figure 7.2.1 presents tile SG secondary systenl pressures calculated with different

maximum allowed time steps, expanded to show the first two hours in detail. Again,
as found in our machine-dependency numeric eff(.ct_• s sensitivity stud), (Figure 7.1.1), the
pressures were initially identical with all ttlaxirnutn allowed time steps, but then gradually
got slightly out of phase as small differences in SRV setpoint over- and undershoots accu-

", _.roulette. Figure 7.2.2 gives the cycling of the SRV and t lgure 7.2.3 demonstrates the cumu-

lative eft'ect on the steam generator secondary pressure, later in the transient; note that,
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Table 7.2.1. Timing of Key Events - Time Step Sensitivity Study

Time (s)
Event MELCOR AtitiAX =

10s 5s 2.5s ls

Gap Release

Ring 1 10,235.0 10,237.2 10,211.8 10,170.2

Ring 2 10,334.4 10,342.2 10,315.2 10,269.2
Ring 3 10,667.9 10,687.2 10,660.2 10,608.2

Core Plate Fails

Ring 1 11,177.9 11,215.9 11,422.7 11,318.2

Ring 2 11,906.3 11,962.7 12,172.5 12,104.5

Ring 3 13,062.9 13.131.6 11,870.4 11,834.4

LH Penetration Fails

Ring 1 11,219.3 11,262.3 11,460.3 11,417.4

Ring 2 13,029.5 13,085.0 13,722.4 13,455.7

Ring 3 13,842.3 13,896.0 13,221.5 12,862.3

Debris to Cavity 11,219.3 11,262.3 11,460.3 11,417.4

HPME/DCH Starts 11,219.3 11,262.3 11,460.3 11,417.4

HPME/DCH Ends 11,251.7 11,301.8 11,491.7 11,447.5

Deflagrations Start 12,863.2 13,011.3 13,321.5 13,109.3

Deflagrations End 13,766.2 13,907.9 13,905.7 14,028.4
CORCON Layer Flip ,,_24,000 _24,750 ,,-25,750 _22,750

Cavity Dries Out ,',28,200 ,,_28,500 _29,100 ,,,28,500

Deflagrations Start - 29,162.5 - -

Deflagrations End - 29,164.2 - -

Deflagrations Start 32,970.0 47,214.2 37,986.7 33,963.9
Deflagrations End 44,778.9 47,751.7 45,565.5 40,461.1
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unlike the results seen in the machine-dependency study (Figures 7.1.3 and 7.1.2), in tile
time step study cases when the SIIV cycled t.lw same mHnber of tiaras (i.e., "dtMAX=5S"
and "dr =2. = "MAX os ) the resulting pressure history remained the same indicating little or
no difference in an_ount of outflow an(l/or time thai. the SI',V was open.

Tim predicted vessel pressures for"this time step sensitivity study are presented in Fig-
ure 7.2.4. The prinmry system l)t'e"ssurehistories were qualitatively identical and quanti-
tatively very similar (as are the pressurizer li(luid levels), with the major difference seen
in the sligllt offsets in vessel failure time and associated t)rimary system depressurization,
also similar to the bellavior noted in our Inachine-dependency numeric effects sensitivity

study (l!'igure 7.1..4).

In all these calculations, the primary coolant pressure was sufficiently high to cause
the PORV to open by ,-_5250s. As predicted earlier in the transient sequence for the
SG secondary-side relief valve, the pressurizer PORV cycled rapidly and often. Reducing
the maximum allowed time step significantly increased the valve cycling, as shown in
Figure 7.2.5, but note that it did not result in much change in total outflow, as shown
in Figure 7.2.6; the PORV cycled more frequently as the maximum allowed time step
was reduced because there was les. over--,-s and undershooting the valve controller pressure
setpoints, but the time the valve was opened shortened, so overall inventory loss was
virtually unchanged.

Figure 7.2.7 demonstrates that the accumulating small changes in valve cycling and
inventory loss did not significa.n!,ly change the core uncow'_ry. Again, as found in our
machine-dependency numeric effects sensitivity study (Figure 7.1.7), there are some dif-
Drences visible in liquid level oscillations, but these are minor. The small differences
in calculated core uncovery in these cases are reflected in the small difDrences found in

clad-failure/gap-release times in Table 7.2.1 (,-_60s).

Table 7.2.2 summarizes the amount of the various materials in the lower plenum
debris bed at the time a lower head penetration first failed (i.e., at vessel breach), for
the calculations clone with various user-specified maximum time steps, and also gives
the average temperature of the debris in the lower plenunl, the fraction of core material
reloca.ted in or from the active fuel region, and the fractions of zircaloy and steel oxidized
by the time the vessel fails.

The fraction of core materials relocated and the amount of debris in the lower plenum
generzdly increased as the user-specitied time step was reduced, althougtl not monoton-
ically. Averaging these four results, the lower plenum debris mass at vessel failure is
,_53,000kg+6,500kg; given that the initial total intact core mass in the active fuel region
(i.e., above the core support plate) is >__100,000kg,this range corresponds to :[:7% of the
total core mass in the active fuel region, not a large variation. There was little or no
change in the average temperature of the debris in the lower plenum, or the fractions
of zircaloy and steel oxidized by the time the vessel fails, in these time step sensitivity
study calculations.

Figures 7.2.8, 7.2.9 and 7.2.10 show the total and individual masses of core materials
(UO2, Zircaloy and zirc oxide, sttdnless steel and steel oxide, and control rod poison)
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Figure 7.2.5. Pressurizer POI{V Cycling - Tinw St(.l) S(",isitivitv.. Study
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Table 7.2.2. C()re State at Vessel Failure - Time Step Sensitivity Study

MELCOR AtMAX =
10s 5s 2.5s 1s

Low(:r Plemun l)ebris Ma,sses (kg)
UO_ 39,751 40,377 51,139 50,538
Zircaloy 2,450 2,329 3,237 2,644
Zirc Oxide 4,486 4,631 5,500 3,583
Steel 96 99 76 91
Steel Oxide 78 62 85 60
C it P 334 335 334 334

Total 47,195 47,834 60,371 57,249

Average l)ebris 'l'('rnperature (K) ,,_2450 ,--,2450 --_2450 ,-_2500

Fra('tion Material Relocated ,',,47% ,_48% '-_60% ,_57%

Fra('tioll Oxidized

Zircaloy ,-_25% ,-_26% --_33% ,-_39%
Steel ,--0.3% ,--,0.3% _0.3% ,'-,0.3%
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remaining in the vessel, a.s predicted in tile va,rious tinm-stel>stu(ty ca.lculatioils. As
noted in Table 7.2.1, debris ejection began imnlediately after lower hea(t failure in all
cases. The overall response is quite similar to tha.t obserw_d in our machille.-dependeilcy
numeric effects sensitivity study (Figures 7.1.8, 7.1.9 and 7.1.10). Al_llost all of the. UO2
was transferred to the cavity within a short period of tillle (_<1hr), as was the nla,jority

of the unoxidized zircaloy, the associated zirc oxide and tile control rod poison, altllough
there are differences visible in how much material was lost in tile initial higtl-pressure
melt ejection vs how much left the vessel later, in low-pressure melt pours betweell 5hr
and 10hr. Some of the structura,1 steel in the lower plenunl (a,11dassociated steel oxide)
was predicted to remain unmelted and in place even after vessel breacll in all cases,
although the amount remaining varied from _85% to .-_70% of the steel initially present
in the core and lower plenum region.

The total mass of debris in the cavity and the ma.ss of ablated collcrete calculated
using different maximum allowed time steps are illustrated in Figure 7.2.11, while the
mass of core debris in the cavity is basically an inw_rsion of Figure 7.2.8. The range
of variation in results was genera,lly small, and similar to that found in our nla.chine-

dependency numeric effects sensitivity study (Figure 7.1.11). Before about 24,000s, the
debris in the cavity was primarily only debris ejected from the vessel; after ,-_24,000s
significant core-concrete interaction began and substantia,1 masses of abla.ted and reacted
concrete were added to the total cavity debris.

Figures 7.2.12, 7.2.13 and 7.2.14 show the masses and temperatures of the light oxide,
metallic and heavy oxide debris layers in the cavity, respectively. In all these time step
study calculations, a CORCON layer flip occurred at around 24,000s, switclling from
an initial configuration with a metallic debris layer above a heavy oxide layer to a later
configuration with a light oxide layer above a metallic debris layer. Very little difference

was seen in any of the layer temperature histories, or in the masses initially in the heavy-
oxide layer and later in the light-oxide layer. There was again a significant difference
in the masses of the metallic layer predicted in the calculations with the different user-

specified maximum time steps, directly reflecting the differences in predicted retention of
lower plenum structural steel in the vessel, as noted in our machine-dependency numeric
effects sensitivity study (Figure 7.1.13).

The pressure predicted in the containment dome control volume is given in Fig-
ure 7.2.1/5. There is very little difference visible in the early-time containment response
in either magnitude or timing, for any of the cases shown. The offset differences seen at

later times in the transient sequence reflect different times needed to boil off water in the

cavity, switching from more rapid containment pressurization due to that steaTll genera-
tion to a slower pressurization due primarily to continued core-concrete interaction; the
range in times at which the cavity water disappeared in turn reflects different amoullts
of core debris transferred to the cavity from the vessel.

The temperature behavior of the containment atmosphere was very similar to that of

the pressure. Most of the containment remained saturated, except for the cavity. Sliglltly
different temperature spikes in the cavity reflect the differences in hydrogen deflagratioils
in the cavity noted in Table 7.2.1, and the temperature of the. cavity atmosphere ewm-
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ttlally rose to tllat of the core del)ris tllaterials at sligtltly (lifferellt !inms, reflcctillg the
different times whetl all tt_e water it1 the cavity Ilas I)oile(i off.

Figure 7.2.16 shows the nlllnber at_d tin_ing of hydrogen burns in the cavity, alld the
anlount of hydrogell I,urned, in these various calculations; no hydrogell burns occurred
i11the containment outside the cavity d_lring any of these calculatiol_s, I)('cau_(s,the r(,st
of containtnent generally, remained in(,rte<t after the first _,3hr. As found in our mach'll_e-
dependency numeric cit'_ct.,• s sensitivity study ('l'able 7.1.1), one of the biggest timing
differences seen in ibis lin,e-step sensitivity stu<ty was in hydrogen deflagrations occurring
in the cavity. All four time-step-study calculations showed one set of hydrogell burns
initially occurring <0.5hr after vessel I)r_'a<,hand the start of core-concrete interaction.
One calculation showed a single hydrogen t)urll at ,--30,000s; the other three time-step-
study calculations showed a second set of multiple hydrogen burns occurring later in the
transient, but the timing and extent of that later burn period differed substantially among
these various cases. As found for our nmchine-dependency numerics study (Figure 7.1.16),
the amount of hydrogen burned generally tended to reflect the mlmber of deflagrations
occurring in these various tinm-ste t) sensitivity study calculations.

Figures 7.2.17 through 7.2.19 show mole fractions in the cavity control volume at-
mosphere as calculated on an IBM I/ISC,-6000 Model 550 workstation with different
user-sl)ecified nmximum time stel)s, (onlt)m""e:dto the default ignition limits used in MEI,-
('OR. Figure 7.2.17 presents a corot)|ned equivalent mole fraction of It2 and CO (equal to

o.10
xtt2 + _._c:o), which must 1)egreater than 0.10 for detonation in the absence of igniters
[34]. Figure 7.2.18 presellts the ()._ mole fraction which must be greater than 0.05 for
detonation in the absence of igniters [34]. Figure 7.2.19 presents a combined total mole
fraction of H20 and CO2, which must be less than 0.55 for the mixture to not be assumed
inert [34]. (Corresl)onding r(,'sults for the machine-dependency study calculations were
given in Figures 7.1.17 through 7.1.19).

The first period of hydrogen combustion occurred in all four time-step sensitivity
study calculations between _>12,860s (>3.5hr) and _<14,100s (<3.9hr); the timing was
similar for all four cases, as were the number and total mass of hydrogen burned. For a
user-specified maximum time ste l) of 5s, a single burn was predicted just after _29,160s
(Shr); the mole fraction plots indicate that this I)urn corresponded to a spike up in
combined H2 and (_O concentration, and in 02 also, with a simultaneous spike down in
total H20 plus CO2 concentration. The combined H2 and CO concentration and the O2
concentration both easily exceeded their ignition limits; the ignition was controlled by
whether the total H_O plus C()2 concentration was reduced to below the inerting limit.

A later, prolonged series of combustion events was seen in the other three time-step
sensitivity study calculations which (:lid not show that single burn at _29,160s (Shr); in
the calculation with a user-specified maximum time step of 5s and a single burn just
after ,,_29,160s (Shr), a third, small series of combustion events was predicted between
-_47,200s (13.1hr) an(t ,_47,750s (13.3hr).

Figures 7.2.17 through 7.2.19) show that in all cases the combined tt2 and CO con-

centration and the ()_ concentration both easily exceeded their ignition limits throughout
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Figure 7.2.16. Number of (l,op) and Masses Burned in (bottonl) Cavity llydrogen
Deflagrations Time Step Sensitivity Study
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most of tile later portions of the transient, after _8-911t'; tile combustion igllition at later

times again seemed controlled by whether the total H.aO plus CO2 concer_tration was

reduced to below the inerting limit. Figure 7.2.19) illustrates how closely all the cal-

culations approached the inerting limit for a long period of time between > 12.Shr aiid

<17.5hr. It is clear from Figure 7.2.19) tha.t the potential for a prolonged period of hydro-

gen burn existed in all cases later in the transient, and it is not clear f'roIll Figure 7.2.19)

why combustion was not predicted in more of the cases durirlg that time (especially for

the calculation done with AtMAx=ls, which appears to reillain significantly below tlw

inert concentration limit for 2-3hr after combustion was predicted to elld).

The final amounts of each radionuclide class released by the end of the calculated

transient period (90,000s or 25hr) in-vessel (in both the core active-fuel region and ill

the lower plenum), ex-vessel (in the cavity) and overall arc given in Tables 7.2.3, 7.2.4

and 7.2.5, respectively, fox' analyses using different maximum allowed tinw steps; these

releases are expressed as percent of inventory initially present in the core. (Note that
these anmunts include only the release of radioactiw: t'orms of these classes, and not

additional releases of nonradioactive aerosols from structural materials.)

As for the ex-vessel source terms for the machine-dependency sensitivity study analy-

ses given in Table 7.1.4 and Figure 7.1.20, the ex-vessel source terms givezl in Table 7.2.4

for these time-step sensitivity study calculations were affected by the different anlount, s

of structural steel retained in the lower plenum and by the resulting differences in the size

and eventual disappearance of the metallic debris layer, for reasons discussed in detail

in Section 6.4. In summary, the VANESA code [22], which is used to calculate ex-vessel

releases in MELCOR, has no provision for a disappearing metallic layer; therefore, as the

metallic layer in the cavity goes to zero, the releases of radionuclide species associated

with that layer (i.e., Te, Ru, Cd, and Sn) can begin growing expollentially, as shown in

Figure 7.2.20 for several of these radionuclide species. The effect was not pronounced for

Te, because most of that species rn_ss had been released prior to the metallic layer van-

ishing, and also was not pronounced for R u, because very little of that species inass was

released at all; however, the release of other species, sucll as Cd and Sn, is significantly ixl

error. As noted in Section 6.4, this problem is inherent in the VANESA formulation itself,
riot in MELCOR, but is more likely to be encountered with MEI,COI{ 1.8.2 than with

MELCOR 1.8.1 because of the increased likelihood of more retention of lower plenum
structural steel in-vessel.

Figure 7.2.21 and 7.2.22 present run times and time step histories, respecl, ively, for

calculations using different allowed maximum time steps. There wa.s generally little

difference in overall run time required as the maxilnunl allowed time step w_ts reduced

from 10s to 2.5s, but there was a substantial time penalty when the maximum allowed

time step is reduced further, to ls (Figure 7.2.21); with the larger allowed tithe steps, the

code spent a greater fraction of time sinlply running at its own, internally determined
time step (Figure 7.2.22).
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Table 7.2.3. In-Vessel Source Terms -Time Step Seilsitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class MELCOR AtMAX =

10s 5S 2.5S ls

In-Core

1 (Xe) 47.910 47.992 59.633 66.780
2 (Cs) 47.892 47.973 59.603 66.785

3 (Ba) 4.1330 4.1926 10.195 10.782
4(I) 47.871 47.946 59.592 (i(i.770

5 (Te) 3.2899 3.3993 8.3613 8.5798

6 (Ru) 0.1596 0.1606 0.4080 0.4332

7 (Mo) 1.6993 1..7548 3.8290 4.1837
8 (Ce) 0.0034 0.0034 0.0079 0.0088

9 (I,a) 0.0109 0.0114 0.0522 0.0410

10 (U) 0.0112 0.0116 0.0535 0.0412

11 (Cd) 14.898 15.137 32.431 35.094
12 (Sn) 14.896 15.131 32.428 35.093

In LP

1 (Xe) 12.409 17.457 10.840 7.1559

2 (Cs) 12.547 17.581 10.949 7.2531

3 (Ba) 3.0679 3.6730 2.5027 3.0436
4 (I) 12.413 17.468 10.849 7.1578

5 (Te) 2.6940 3.2885 2.2865 2.6009

6(Ru) 0.1169 0.1389 0.1020 0.1211
7(Mo) 1.3373 1.7010 1.1903 1.3267

8 (Ce) 0.0024 0.0029 0.0021 0.0023

9 (I,a) 0.0349 0.0354 0.0308 0.0460
10 (I,T) 0.0368 0.0375 0.0321 0.0477

11(('d) 10.195 11.727 6.5536 9.0903
12(Sn) 10.195 11.727 6.5547 9.0917
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Table 7.2.4. Fx-Vessel Source 'lbrms - Time Step Sensitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initial Inventory)
CIass ME I,C O R At AtAX =

10s 5s 2.5s ls

1 (Xe) 38.937 34.027 28.771 25.581

2 (Cs) 41.817 36.533 30.897 27.460
3 (Ua) 30.585 28.211 2,4.,16,g 25.213

4 (i) o.o o.o o.o 0.0
5 (Te) 84.1.22 6,4.523 82.911 83.191

6(Ru) 4x10 -6 2x10 -6 2xl0 -6 4x10 -6
7 (Mo) 2.2436 1.9350 2.030.1 1.943,1

8 (Ce) 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0011
9 (La) 0.2845 0.2083 0,1308 0.2261

10 (U) 0.0024 0.0019 0.0020 0.0026

11 (Cd) 2.7877 0.7284 3.4324 3.4478
12 (Sn) 27.097 6.1105 32.008 33.637

Table 7.2.5. Total Source 'I)_rlns Time Step Sensitivity Study

Radionuclide Release

(% Initia.1 Inventory)
Class MEI,(_OR AtMAX =

10s 5s 2.5s ls

1 (Xe) 99.256 99.476 99.2,14 99.517

2(Cs) 102.26 102.09 101.45 101.50
3 (Ba) 37.786 36.077 37.166 39.039

4 (I) 60.284 65.414 70.440 73.928

5 (Te) 90.106 71.211 93.569 94.371
6 (Ru) 0.2765 0.2994 0.5099 0.5543
7 (Mo) 5.2802 5.3908 7.0,197 7.4537

8 (Ce) 0.0067 0.0072 0.0110 0.0122

9 (La) 0.3303 0.255l 0.2138 0.3131

10 (U) 0.0503 0.0510 0.0876 0.0915
11 (Cd) 27.881 27.592 42.417 47.633

12(Sn) 52.188 32.968 70.991 77.822
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7.3 Valve Controller

• " ' ] e _ •In both tile ma(.hlne-d(t) nd(Il(y and tinle-ste I) siu(ties dis('llss('(! irl N('('li,.)lls 7.1

and 7.2, a ntlmber of differences were nol(,d early iu ill(' trallsielll ill file tlUlill)(,r of titl_(,s

that the steam generator SRV an(l, later, the pressurizer l)()l{\: ('y('l('(I. 'l'hos(' (lilr(,reil('(,s

were traced to differences in over- a11(t undersllootitlg the valve co_ltroll(,r setl)oirit l)r(,s-

sures with different time steps and/or different nla(,hiIle a('('llra(:ies. 'l'tl(, tal)lllar t'llu(,ti(_II

logic WaS modified to allow step function input, to IlliniIllize valv(,s g(,t,l,illg (,allghl in a

part-open state interpolating between table entries. A tinle-st(,p ('ontroll(,r is now being

tested which is intended to limit the time step whenever a valve pressure Setl)oint is being
approached in a control volun_e.

To evaluate this new valve-setI)oint time-stet) (:ontroll(,r, sensitivity study (:alclllalions

were done with the maximum allowed time step set to 10s a.II(1 to Is, and with the new

time-step controller told to limit pressure setpoint ow'r- and u11(lerstloots for 1)oth lh('

SG secondary relief valves and the pressurizer P()I{V and SI{V to <lkPa (_<0.01atnl);

early-time results from these calculations were then conq)ared to results froth e(lllivalellt

calculations also done with the maximum allowed time step set to 10s and to l s, t)lal,

with no attempt to control valve •s • " and/or un(tershoots.pros, llre-sctpolnt over-

The early-time steam generator secondary side pIe_sui(,s"s "" presented in t"'lgure 7.3.1

demonstrate that this addition to the code's time-step control algorithm sigllificatitly

decreased the valve pressure-setpoint over- and underslloots, and helpe(l keep the pres-

sure oscillations in phase. (Note that the valve open and close v,('s°.._ure setl)oints are

included on these figures as dotted horizontal lines.) llowever, Figure 7.3..2 sllows similar

cumulative effects on (and offsets in) the steam generator secon(tary t)ressure, lat(;r in th('

transient, with and without the new valve-setpoint time step controller. The (:ycliug ()f

the SG relief valve in these various calculations is illustrated in Figure 7.3.3; the discrep-

ancy in the number of valve cycles with the new valve-setpoint time step ('onlroller and

different maximum time steps was not significantly reduced froin the discrepan(,y in the

number of valve cycles without the new valve-setpoint time step controller and different

maximum time steps.

Figure 7.3.4 shows the primary system pressures calculated in these valve-co_troller

sensitivity study analyses. There was a significantly greater delay i_ w'ssel fail_re and

primary system depressurization as the maximun_ allowed time step was re(l_c(,(l l'ro_n

10s to ls in the pair of calculations using the, new valve-setl)oint lime step controller

(<l,000s) than was observed in the equivalent pair of calculations without it (_<250s).

The corresponding PORV cycling comparison in Figure 7.3.5 demo_strate_s that 1.1_("

new valve-setpoint time step controller did succeed in maintaining identi(,al t)()llV ('ycli_g

for a significant period of time in calculations with differ(:,nl, n_axin_u_n allow(,d tin_(, steps,

quite different from the behavior seen in the pair of calculations witt_oul i.. llowever,

after _3hr, the results diverge.

The results of this sensitivity study indicate that, while one sour('.(', of n_n_(,ri(: sensi-

tivity affecting the early time period of this Surry TMI,B' analysis (and i_ oi,t_er a_alys(,s
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[6]) has been idelltified and rcdltced or eliilliilated, (liscrel,allt r('sillts ar(' still visibl(,;
therefore, other contributing effects still ten,a ill to be t'oltIl(i.

7.4 Hydrogen Burns

In both the machine-dependency and tixlw-ste 1) studies (tis('tlss('(t ill Se('tions 7.1
and 7.2, a number of differences were noted later in the transit:lit ill the l,illlillg ail(l
nuinher of hydrogen deflagrations occurring in the cavity. All the nlachiiw-d(,l)(,n(iency
and time-step sensitivity study calculations showed one set of hy(trogett burns initially
occurring _<0.5hr after vessel breach and the start of core-coilcr(.te ilgeractioIl; these cal-
culations also all predicted a second period of hydrogen burns in the cavity lat"('_t"in tilt.
transient, but the timing and extent of that second burn period differed substantially
among the various platforms. Some of the calculations showed a single, isolate(t burll a!
,-.30,000s, while others showed a series of nmltiple burns starting somewhat later izl tll('
transient and lasting for a considerable length of time.

One possible cause of these numeric differences is ow_r- and/or undershooting various
combustion ignition criteria by different amounts in different calculations, just as over-
and/or undershooting various valve controller pres_ulc_ s "' setpoints by different amotults
in different calculations caus('d accumulating differences in predicted rcspon._ st.' (a.s just
discussed in Section 7.3.

The default criteria for hydrogen (:ombllstioll in the absence of igniters were used
in these Surry TMLB' analyses: a hydrogen mole fraction xH2 > 0.10 and/or a carbon
monoxide mole fraction xco >_0.167, an oxygen mole fraction xo2 >_0.05, alld a com-
bined steam plus carbon dioxide mole fraction xu.2o+co_ < 0.,5,:5.In the BUR package
coding, a time advancement is rejected and repeated with a smaller time step if either
the combustible fraction overshoots the ignition limit excessively while flammable or if
the diluent or oxygen concentration overshoots the deinerting limit excessively while the
combustible concentration is above the ignition limit. The default overshoot allowed ()ll
combustible gas concentration (H2+CO) is a mole fraction differellce of 0.005, wllile the
default overshoot allowed on the deinerting limit for O2 or tt20+C, O2 is 0.01.

A set of sensitivity study calculations was done in which these default overshoots

allowed were both reduced by an order of magnitude, to 0.0005 and 0.001, respectively,
in calculations otherwise identical to the four used in tim time-step sensitivity study
described in detail in Section 7,2, for comparison.

Figure 7.4.1 shows the number and timing of hydrogen burns in the cavity', and the
amount of hydrogen burned, in these various calculatiolls; no hydrogen burns occurred
in the containment outside the cavity during any of t[lese calculation, t)e(:aus(.' those
other containment volumes remained inerted by sufliciellt steam and/or (',O._ in their
atmospheres. As found in both our maclfine-dependellcy and time-step sensitivity stu¢l-
ies (Table 7.1.1 and 7.2.l), one of the biggest timing differences found in l,]lcs(, nun_eli,
effects studies is in hydrogen deftagrations occurring in the cavity. All five of our naachine-

depe_ldency and all four of our time-stel) study calculations showed on(, s.(,l ot"ttv(lrogen.
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burns initially o('currillg <0.5hr after vessel breach and the start of core-concrete interac-

tion, lasting about 600-900s. Three of tile nlachine-dependency studies and one time step

study calculatioil showed a single hydrogen burn at ,-_30,000s; the other two machine-

dependeIi('y and ot h('r lhrve iilnc-step study calculations showed a second set of ,nultiple

hydrogen burns occurring later in the i,raIlsient, but the tilning and extent of that later

burll period differed sul)stalltially among these various cases.

Figures 7.4.2 through 7.4.4 show mole fractions ira the cavity control vohlme atmo-

sphere as calculated oI_ a_l IBM RISC-6000 Model 550 workstation with diiferent user-

specified maximum tinle steps and the c(mlbustible concentration limit allowed overshoots

reduced by _n or(ler of nlag_litude, together with the default ignition limits used in MEL-
0.10

C,Ot(, for the colnl)ined equivalent mole fraction of tt2 and CO (equal to xu,_ + _xco),
the 02 mole fraction alld a ('on a/)ined total mole fraction of I-t20 and CO2, respectively.

(The results in these plots should be conlpared to corresponding results for the corre-

spollding tilne-st.ep study cal, ulations using tlu" default combustible concentration limit

allowed ow_rshools given in Figures 7.2.17 through 7.2.19).

Figures 7.4.2 throllgh 7.-1.4) demonstrate that, in all the cases with the reduced con>

bustion linlit allowed overshoots, the combined H2 and CO concentration and the 02

concentration botll easily exceeded their ignition limits throughout most of the later por-

tions of lh(' trar_sie_lt, after _8-ghr; as discussed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, the late-time

con_bustion ignition at later times always was controlled by whether the total I120 plus

('O2 coil('entration was reduced to below the inerting limit.

Figure 7.4..1 illustrates how closely all these calculations approached the inerting limit

for a long period of tinle between >12.5hr and <17.Shr. These results are very similar

to those presenled in Figure 7.2.1!). Both tigures indicate the potential for a prolonged

period of hyd,'ogen burn i1_all cases later in the transient. As was the case in Figure 7.2.19,

it is not clear from Figur(" 7.4-.4) why combustion was not, predicted in more of the cases

during that tilne. The calculations done with £xt/Ax=ls in particular, either with the

default or with the reduced combustion limit allowed overshoots, appeared to remain

significantly below the inert concentration limit, and above both the combined 112 and

('O, and O_, ignitioli con(:entratio_ ]imits, for a long period of time after combustion was

predicted to end.

These resulls indicate both a particular problem in the BUR package coding, not

pi"edicling ('onll_ustioll to occur under conditions which obviously allow ignition (accord-

ing to l he MELCO]{ (locumellta, lion [34]), and a more general problem of how to avoid

"threshhold" etDcts (i.e., burn v.s no burn) when calculations approach and relnain very

near an ignition (:Tm('entration threshhold; furthermore, the coding problem which is pre-

venl ing igIlition u _(ter condit ions which should allow it may be causing these calculations

to re_nain so c_,.,_' to the 1120+CO2 inert limit for' so long.
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Figure 7.4.2. Combined It_ and CO Mole Fraction in Cavity C,alculated with

AtMAX=10s (t_I)per left), AtMAx=5s (upI)er right), AtMax=2.5s

(lower left), and AtMAx=ls (lower right) with l{educed

(:ombustion/l)ilution Concentration Allowed Overshoots ttydrogen

Burns Set_silivity Study
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8 Comparison to Other Codes

The reference MEI,COR calculation for the Surry PWl/ TMI_ll' acci(lewlt sequ('ll(,('
described in Sectioll 4 has been colnpared to similar calculalions dolle for tllat SeqU¢'llC¢'
in that plant with other codes, when available. Note that, ulllike experilllent analyses, ill
these plant analysis comparisons there is no implied or tested guaranlee l,hal the illl)Ut

models and/or modelling and sequence assumptions are identical; the input decks arc
generally proprietary and not available h)r comparison, a.lld the steady state conditions
assumed may not always be the same. teurther, a11alyses of this scenario may produce
different, diverging sequences due to difl>rences in basic code a.ssulnptions (such as ves-
sel failure modes and criteria). Finally, some codes (e.g., CON'I'AIN) do not l)erforlll
an integrated calculation for the entire plant and beginning at full power but instead
analyze later-time response of part of the plant (c.9., cavity and containnlent) based
upon assumed behavior earlier in the rest of the plant (i.e., in the prilnary sysl,¢qll a11¢i
core); the sources used to drive such partial calculations nlay not be the sazne as 1,lie
equivalent, internalized sources calculated by MV,LCOR. Also, the conlparisons possible
are limited to the relatively small amount of published figures and tables for these otlmr
code analyses.

8.1 Primary System and Core Response

The early-time behavior of the Surry PWR TMLB' accid<'lll has been calculated by
several best-estimate codes, notably by SCI)AP/REI, AP5 [18], MEI, Pt/O(]/TftAC [35]
and MELPROG-PWR/MOD1 [36].

The SCDAP/RELAP5 calculation was an integral cah'ulation of the prinmry syst('_ll
thermal/hydraulics and the core behavior, beginning at full power steady stat(, aIld ter-
minated at 200min. The calculations selected for comparison to MEI,(',OIt in this section

are "scoping Case 1" and "scoping Case 2" froin [18]; these are best-estinlate silmllalions
with a once-through model of the core and upper I)lenum in "Case 1" (i.e., without in-
vessel and hot leg circulation flows modelled), chosen because that model most closely
resembles the MELCOR representation, and with in-vessel natural circulation modelled
in "Case 2" (i.e., without hot leg circulation flows modelled), included to indicate how
big an effect the lack of an in-vessel natural circulation model in MEI,(:,OI{ 1.8.2 could
have.

The standalone MELPROG calculation was run from the l)oint wllere th(' prinmry
system saturates (taken as 6500s) to the point where the reactor vessel fails. The cal-
culations selected for comparison to MELCOR in this section are "MELPI{OG-2I)" and

"MELPROG-1D" from [36]; as with the SC'DAP/I1EI, AP5 cases selected, tl_es(_inclu(te
calculations with and without in-vessel natural circulation simulated. Tile "fi'o_lt end" of

the TMLB' transient, needed to begin the standalone MEI,1)ItOG calculatioll at 6500s,
was based on TRAC-PF1 calculations; the flow into the vessel tll(;n was ternliIlate(1 wllell

boiling began. There was only one MELPROGfI'RAC, calculation in [35]; it was rui_ fr()lll
the accident initiator through disruption of the core. region.
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Table 8.1.1 compares the timillg of various event_'s in the first phase of the TMLB'
transient, from accident initiation to vessel failure, as predicted to occtlr in tile refer-

_' _ 'ITence MELCOR 1.8.2 calcula, tion and in the SCI)AP/RtI]LAP5, MI,LI ROG RAC atid
MELPROG-PWR/MOD 1 analyses.

Figure 8.1.1 conipares tile primary system pressures early in ttie TMI,B' sequence
--i '1 _ "predicted by MI;,I,COR and by SC1)AP/RLI,AP5. (Note that al, these times the "Case

1" and "Case 2" SCDAP/I/.I_LAP5 would be virtually idenl, ical.) Qualil, atively, both
codes predict the same behavior - a small decrease in presstlre over the first >_lhr,
followed by cycling at the pressurizer PORV setpoints after steam generator dryout.
Quantitatively, MLLCOR predicts a greater presstire drop during the first > lhr than
seen in the SCDAP/RgLAP5 calculation. The greater depressurization in MELCOR
during the period when the decay heat. is being transferred to the steam generators and
the steam general, or secondary sides are removing the decay heat by boiling dry and
venting suggests some imbalance in the primary-to-secondary heat transfer modelling in
MELCOR; in particular, the steady state conditions were established with such an older
code version (pre- MELCOR 1.8.1) that accumulated code changes may have disturbed
that steady state heat balance.

;_The collapsed liquid level in the pressurizer predicted in the MLLCOR 1 8.2 ref-
erence calculation is compared to the corresponding result frorn SCI)AP/RELAP5 in
Figure 8.1._.9 (There is no significant swelling predicted in the pre_ssunzer,' so the swollen
liquid level appears the same.) Recall that Figure 6.1.1 shows the collapsed liquid level
in the pressurizer predicted in the MELCOR 71.8.2and 1.8.1 basecase calculations and in
various momentum exchange length sensitivity study analyses, all compared to the pres-
surizer response predicted by SCDAP/t{ELAP5 for the same TMLB' accident sequence.

C,omparing these MELCOR results to corresponding SCDAP/IIELAP5 results for
tile same accident,, there is an initial timing shift visible in pressurizer filling and venting
due to a higher initial liquid level. The subsequent pressurizer drainage rate from SC-
DAP/RELAP5 appears somewhat faster than the MFLCOR 1.8.2 reference calculation
result (but somewhat slower than in the MELCOt{ sensitivity study analyses when the
interracial momentum exchange length specified in the pressurizer surge line is further
reduced, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.1). The pressurizer was still _25% full of liquid
when the SCDAP/RELAP5 calculation was ternlinated at 200rain; the lower pressurizer
water inventory in the SC,I)AP/REI, AP5 analysis is due to drainage occurring over a
longer period than in any of the,' MEI,COI/calculations. Note that the pressurizer was
predicted to drain more quickly in the SC1)AP/RFI,AP5 calculation with in-vessel nat-
ural circulation ( v.ase 2") than in the SCDAP/IILI,AP5 calculation with once-through
core and upper plenum flow ("Case 1"), reflecting slower core damage progression and
reduced steam g.nelation with in-vessel natural circulation

Figure 8.1.3 shows the collapsed liquid levels in the various vessel control volumes

calculated in the MELCOI{ 1.8.2 reference calculation, together with the vessel response
predicted by S(',I)AP/REI,AP5 for the same TMLB' accident sequence (Figure 8 in
[18]), for comparison. (I{esull.s were given in [18] only for "Case 1".) There is riot much
difference in initial core uncovery time, but the MELCOR calculation uncovers the core
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Table 8.1.1. Timing of Key Events from Accident Start to Vessel Failure - Code
Comparison Study

Event Time (s)
MELCOR SCDAP/RELAP5 MELPROG MELPROG/TRAC

1.8.2 "Case 1" "Case 2" "ID" "2D"

Loss of Electrical Power 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SG Secondary Side Dried Out -_5000 4524-4632 4524-4632 (4170 (4170)
Pressurizer PORV First Open _5250 4308 4308
Core Uncovery ,-_7200 ,-_7610 _7610 7070 7750

¢_ Natural Circulation Stopped ,,_7850 6582 6582
Incipient Boiling 6500 6500 6430
Core Heatup 7776 7788
Core Empty _11,900 _10,225 8350 9450
Start of Zr Oxidation/H2 Production ,_10,000 8646 8778 9280 10400
Control Rods Fail/Relocate 9432 9972 9970 11310
Clad Melts/Fuel Rods Fail 9630 10020-10200 10156-10181 11635
Core Slumps 14877
Core Support Plate Fails 11,181.5
Lower Head Fails 11,225.5 12800 15928
Calculation Stopped 12000 12000 12800 15928
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Figure 8.1 1. MI.,IJ(,Ot_ ri:nary System Pressure, CoInpared to SC,I)AI_/I:U'3I,AP5
• Code CoIlll)arison Study
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more slowly thai1 seetl witll S('I)AI'/i_I';I,AI'5. 'File nlajor dilferellce appears to be the
delay of _0.Shr early in tlw core ulit'overy l)rocess, whm_ MI'_I,(',()I_ predicts sig_lificant
waler l'elllaillillg ill the Ul>l)er l)lenuul wllih, i,lle collapsed li¢tlli¢tlew, l itl the core regioll
drops as sl,eanl l)ubblcs apl)ear in tlw saturai, ed core water; once the Ul)per plcllunl is
conlpletcly drained, the rat,e of core utlcovcry in the M 1+,I,(',()I{calculal.ioll appears sinlilar

to the S(!!)AP/t{Ii;I,AI_5 result. There is llot eIlough ¢letail givell irl [18] to atlalyze this
difference filrl,her.

This difference iI_ predicted core uncovcry is reflecle<! in the subsequen! core heatup
behavior cal<:ulated by MI';1,COf{ an<! by SC,DAI_/I{I'_I:AP5. Clad telnperature compar-
isons at follr core elevatiolls are presented in Figures 8.1.4 through 8.1.7. A single set of
clad lelllperaiures were givell ill [18] (in Figure 5) for "Case 1", the SC'.I)AI_/I{EI,AI'5
calculati¢)n with once-through core and upl)er plenum flow, while two sets of clad tem-
peratures, for the center and outer channels, were given in [18] (in Figures 12 and 14)
for "Case 2", the SCDAP/I{I_LAP5 calculation with in-vessel natural circulation. At
all four levels, the initial heatlip is offset, by the timing difference in core uncovery but
the subsequent heatup rates calculated by MEI, COR and by SCDAP/REI,AP5 generally
agree very well. The SCDAI'/I_EI,AP5 calculations show somewhat slower core heatup
with in-vessel natural circulation, but lhe differences are not very large.

Figures 8.1.8 and 8.1.9 show the nmjor effect of including or neglecting the in-vessel
natural circulation. These figures colllpare the temperatures in the upper plenum, hot
leg, pressurizer surge line and steam generator tubes calculated by MELCOR and by
SCDAP/I_ELAP5 without ("Case 1") and with ("Case 2") in-vessel natural circula-
tion, respectively. Note that the MEI,COR results for the temperatures in the hot leg,
pressurizer surge line and steam generator tubes closely resemble those from the SC-
I)AI)/RELAP5 calculation with the once-through core and upper i)lenum, with all the
temperatures generally at or near satllration, while the SCI)AP/REI,AP5 calculation
with in-vessel natural circulation included exhibits much higher hot leg and surge line
temperatures, increasing continually after core uncovery. The MELCOR calculation does

show superheated steam in the upper plenum late in the core uncovery process, just be-
fore vessel breach, but these superheated steam temperatures are much lower and much
later than in the "Case 2" SCDAP/RELAP5 calculation with in-vessel natural circula-

tion, and do not persist in tile hot; leg or surge line, which remain at saturation. (Note
that none of these calculations includes a hot leg countercurrent flow model, analyzed in
[18] as "Case 3".)

Figure 8.1.10 shows the swollen liquid levels in the v_ri,,us vessel control volumes
calculated in the MEIg',OR 1.8.2 reference calculation, together with the two-phase
core levels predicted by MEI,I_I¢OG and MELPRO(I/TRAC for the same TMLB' ac-
cident sequence (l+igure 2 in ['].5]), for comparison. The MELPROG calculation (the
"2D" calculation in [36]) uncovers the core significantly earlier than MELCOR, SC-
I)AP/I_EI,AP5 or MI_I,PI_OG/TI_A(_; MEI,PROG/TF_AC uncovers the core later than
MEI,COR, and slightly later than SC'I),\P/I_EI_AI-'5. As with the vessel level compari-
son t,o SCI)AP/REI,AI)5 in Figure 8.1.:], there appears to be a _0.5hr delay early in the
core uncovery process in the MEL(',OR calculation, when MEI,COR predicts significant
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water remaining in the upper plenunl while the collapsed and swollen liquid levels in tile
core region drop slightly as steam bubbles appear in the saturated core water. Once tile
upper plenunl is completely drained, the MEI,COR calculation uncowws the core more
slowly than seen with MEI,PROG or MELPRO(_/'I_I{AC, which both uncow;r the core
at the same rate ' 'e" initial tim _'_'eln .r:eafl,_I an ing offset, is not enough detail givei! in [35] or
[36] to a.na.lyze this difl>rence further.

This difference in predicted core' uncovery is reflected in the subsequent core hea-
tup behavior calculated by MELCOI{. and by MI']I,PROG a.nd MEI, PI{OG/TRA(_. Core
maximum temperatures for these calculations are conlpared in Figure 8.1.11. Since Fig-
ure 3 in [35] and Figure 5.1 in [36] did not _,mke clear what "maximun_ core temperature"
was being plotted, we included comparisolls to the maximum fuel, clad and debris tem-
peratures in the MELCOR reDrence calculation; however, there was little or no difference
in the maxirnum temperatures for the various MELCOR core components.

Again there are timing offsets due to the differences in predicted core uncovery. The
subsequent core heatup rate calculated by MEI,COR closely resembles the result from the

MEI_PROG "ID" calculation, which did not include any in-vessel natural circulation; this
is reasonable since MELCOR also does not include in-vessel natural circulation. As seen

with SCDAP/RELAP5, the core heatup was visibly slower in the MELPROG "2D" and

MELPROG/TRAC ca.lculations (both of which included in-vessel natural circulation).

Figures 8.1.12 through 8.1.14 illustrate individual clad temperatures calculated by
MELCOR and by MELPROG ("2D") throughout the core. Note that MELCOR used
ten axial levels in the active fuel region, as described in Section 3, whil,, the MELPROG
input model had only six levels in the active core region (with clad temperatures shown for
only five of those levels [36]). Also note that, while both MELCOR and MELPROG used

three radial rings, the MELPROG calculation divided the core equally, while MELCOR
had a large middle ring and smaller inner and outer rings. The results do suggest a
smaller difDrence in behavior in upper and lower levels, and among radial rings, in the
MELPROG analysis than seen in the MELCOR reference calculation.

The in-vessel hydrogen production for the MELCOR, MELPROG and MELPROG/
TRAC calculations are compared in Figure 8.1.15. Despite timing shifts reflecting dif-
ferences in beginning core uncovery and heatup, the total hydrogen produced in-vessel
calculated by MELCOR close.ly resembles the corresponding final value from the MEL-
PROG "ID" calculation, which did not include any in-vessel natural circulation; this
is reasonable since that calculation agreed best with MELCOR on predicted core hea-
tup rates. The total in-vessel hydrogen production in the MELPROG "2D" calcula-

tion ( which included in-vessel natural circulation) is also only _-,20% higher than the
MELCOR result. The total in-vessel hydrogen production in the MELPROG/TRAC
calculation is both significantly higher than any of the other results and qualitatively
different in that tlle MELPROG/TRAC rc:ault does not show any slowdown in hydrogen
production rate after the initial rapid generation. The higher hydrogen production in the
MELPROG/TRAC calculation is due to setting the core failure temperature to 2500K
[35] instead of to 2200K as in tile MELPROG calculation used in this comparison; a
MELPROG sensitivity study calculation using a l'_dlure temperature of 2500K instead
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of 22()0K also stlo,a,ed iligller ill-vessel hydrogen productioil, quantitatively similar to the
MI_;I_I)lt()(;/:I'tlA(! r{'stlll, as described ill [36]. Also, the MI-",I,I)ItO(I/TI/AC cal('ulation
was nol rlill Io vessel failure, as were itle MI'I,I)I{()(_ calculaliolls, so the "plateau" in
hydrogejl prodllction is not seen illthat case.

Table 8.1.2 Sllllllllal'iZeS tile state of l_laterials in tile core at vessel breach, as predicted
by MELCOt{ a11d by MlCI,PI{O(I. It is assu111ed in this cozllparison that the values
reported for debris states in [35] and [36] are for debris i_ the lower plenum at vessel
failure, so tile MI!'I,(!OI{ values for t,lle reference calculation are taken froln Table 4.2.1
for debris ill lhe lower plenttnl.

The results of conllmrisons for primary system respoIlse and core damage with de-
tailed, besl-estimate, state-of-tile-arl co(tes such as SC1)AP/I{EI, APS, MELPROG and
MEI,PIIOG/TIIAC (and with older, engilleering-level integrated codes such as STCP,
a:, described later in Section 8.3) highlight the iml)ortance of continued assessment of

MELCOR's ability to calculate the early-time thermal/hydraulics in the severe accident
precursor. This portion of MEI,COR (i.e., the CVtt/FI, packages) is significantly dif-
ferent than the corresponding RI!;I,AP5 and/or Tt/AC modelling approach (and also
significantly different than the corresponding MARCIt modelling approach), and the
biggest dil[>rences found in the results were in the predicted tinles to core uncovery,
which then propagated throughout the relnainder of the accident sequence. The max-
imum and average (:ore heatup rates in the various calculations were generally similar,
if best-estimate calculations without in-vessel natural circulation were used as the com-

parison values; including in-vessel natural circulation tends to slow the ('ore heatup and
degradation process somewhat.

The MELCOR calculations generally showed core damage and relocation at lower
temperatures than the MI_I,PIIOG, MELPROG/TI/AC or STCP analyses using default
failure temperature and other failure criteria, but the various failure criteria are ad-
justable through input. Because of this, MELCOR also generally seemed to have less
debris in the lower plenum at, the time of vessel failure (although there is some question of
the exact definition of the quantities being compared). Since MELCOR can continue to
lose debris from the vessel to the cavity throughout an integral transient calculation, this
difference may not be as significant as appears, tlowever, the amount of debris present
in the lower plenum at vessel failure and the conditions in that debris (i.e., temperature,
composition, etc.) are very important parameters for DCIt analyses. The variations in
core state and lower plenum debris found in the various MEI, COI/sensitivity-study anal-
yses done, and ttle differences seen between MELCOII results and corresponding results
from other codes such as MELPROG, MEI,PROG/TRAC and STCP identify late-time
vessel melt progression (and particularly core plat,(: and lower head failure) as an area
requiring further study.

8.2 Containment Response

The containment response of the Surry PWR to a TMLB' accident llas been calculated

by the best-estimate containment thermal/hydraulic code CONTAIN, both for the early-
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Table 8.1.2. MI,;IA'()t{ (!ore Stale at Vessel Failure, Cotnpared to MEI_PIIOG ....

('ode (_ollqmrison Sttidy

l_arameter MEI,(_OI/ M I';I_PtIOG
1.8.2 "1 I)" "2D"

Mass of I)ebris

U02 4,1,434 96,000
Zircaloy 2,825 9,600
Zirc Oxide 4,943 9,250
Steel 95 900 19,300
Steel Oxide 114

CRI _ 334 2,850
Total 52,745 117,500 137,000

Average Debris 'I_mlperature --,2450 2600 2460

Fraction l)ebris Molten ,--,6% 34% 30%
Fraction Material Relocated ,-_50%

Fraction Zircaloy Oxidized --,30% 31% 40%
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time contain_nent response at vessel failure including direct co1:tainnletlt l:(,ating efl't,cts
[37, 38, a9], and recently for the longter_n containment response [40] with _t, ¢tit'ect
containment heating.

Many of the DCH calculations documented were done with older v('rsioIls of th(,
CONTAIN code [37, 38], and ttre not used in this conll)arison. The nlost recellt (I'ONTAIN

)DCH calculations for Surry were done as l)art of an integrated prograill ()111 (II issue
" ",q 12"resolution lag].The calculations selected for comparison were cases "SYll and __Y

in [39].Both these calculations assumed the prilnary system at 16MPa at vessel failure;
one calculation ("SYll") assumed an autoignition temperature of 950K, while the other
("SY12") assumed an autoignition temperature of 700K.

Figure 8.2.1 shows short-term containment dome pressures for a nund)er of MI{LCOt{,

HPME/DCH sensitivity study calculations, described in more detail in Section 6.5.1, to-
gether with CONTAIN results from Figure 3.20 in [a9]. Vessel failure and high-pressure
melt ejection were assumed to occur at 10,900s in the CONTAIN calculation, and con-
tainment was assumed to be at 200kPa at the start of HPME/DCIt. CONTAIN results
were presented for a 20s period following the start of HPME/DCH.

These results are difficult to compare graphically because of the short period for which
CONTAIN results are available. The timing offsets are obviously due to differences in
assumed (CONTAIN) or calculated (MELCOR) vessel failure times. More interestingly,
the peak pressure excursions (i.e., APMAx) for these CONTAIN DCH calculations are
0.aSMPa for the calculation with an autoignition temperature of 950K ("SYll" in [ag]),
and 0.46MPa for the calculation with an autoignition temperature of 700K ("SY12"
in [39]).The result for either value of autoignition temperature is substantially higher
that the peak pressure rise of _<0.20MPa in the MELCOR calculation with -,,60% ini-
tial debris ejection and with both high-pressure melt ejection and direct containment
heating modelled. There _re also several qualitative differences in the CONTAIN and
MELCOR results. Unlike the CONTAIN result, little or no pressure increase was calcu-
lated by MELCOR using an enhanced burn ignition during HPME/DCIt, as discussed
in Section 6.5.4; this may reflect numerical problems in the burn coding in MELCOR
(already discussed in Section 7) more than any actual effect of enhanced combustion dur-
ing HPME/DCH. Also, the pressures in the CONTAIN calculations appear to drop more
quickly from their peak values than the pressure decreases predicted in the MELCOR
analyses; however, note that, since the CONTAIN results are only given for a 20s period,
this comparison is quite limited.

CONTAIN calculations have also been done studying the late containment pressur-

ization resulting from a station blackout in Surry, but with no DCH modelled [40]. Those
results are compared to the long-term containment pressure response from the MELCOR
reference calculation in Figure 8.2.2.

This CONTAIN calculation also assumed vessel failure at 10,900s, and a containment
pressure of _130kPa at vessel failure. The amount of core debris sourced into CONTAIN

was probably comparable to the MELCOR core debris ejected from the vessel. The start-
ing pressure in the CONTAIN calculation is quite similar to the MELCOR containment
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Figure 8.2.2. MELCOR Containment Dome Pressure, Compared to CONTAIN-
Code Comparison Study
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pressure just before vessel failure, with that early pressurization due to primary inventory
loss out the pressurizer POt/V. The initial pressure spikes ill the CONTAIN calculation
are due to hydrogen deflagrations in addition to debris ejection, and are larger than the
corresponding MELCOR pressure spike; however, the CONTAIN calculation sources the
core debris over a short period of time after vessel failure and calculation start, while
the MELCOR calculation can lose debris from the vessel more gradually (as shown in
Figure 4.2.12. The more rapid containment pressurization in MELCOR between ,-,4hr
and ,-oShr corresponds to the time when water in tile cavity (from the lower plenum,
accumulators and pressurizer) is being boiled away; the much slower containment pres-
surization in MELCOR after ,-_8hr corresponds to the time when significant core-concrete
interaction is occurring. The CONTAIN calculation assumed a dry cavity, and thus be-
gan core-concrete interaction soon after vessel failure and debris introduction into the
cavity. The long-term pressurization rate predicted by CONTAIN is very similar to the
corresponding behavior predicted by MELCOR, neglecting the offset due to boiling off
cavity water in the MELCOR analysis.

8.3 Overall Transient Response

The overall tratlsient behavior of the Surry PWR TMLB' accident has been calculated
several times by STCP, by various users [41, 42, 43, 44]. At the time they were done,
these were best-estimate source term calculations, using a linked set of codes to analyze
the entire accident sequence.

The NRC sponsored a large number of calculations for various accident sequences in
a number of representative plants done at Battelle [41, 42]. For these analyses, over-
all thermal/hydraulic conditions on a time-dependent basis were calculated with the
MARCtt code, and detailed thermal/hydraulic conditions for the primary system esti-
mated with the MERGE code; the resultant time-dependent core temperatures were used
as input to CORSOR, which predicts time- and temperature-dependent mass releases of
radionuclides from the fuel within the vessel, while releases during core-concrete inter-
actions of radionuclides remaining with the melt were provided by VANESA. Using the
MARCH/MERGE-predicted thermal/hydraulic conditions and the CORSOR-predicted
radionuclide release rates as input, the TRAP-MELT2 code was used to predict vapor
and particulate transport in the primary coolant system; transport and deposition of
radionuclides in the containment were calculated using the NAUA-4 code.

Results are given in [41.]for TMLB' sequences in the Surry plant with both early and
late containment failure by overpressure (TMLB'-a and TMLB'-e, respectively) assumed;
these were the first calculations done, and used early code versions such as MARCHI.1 for
the thermal/hydraulic response and CORRAL-2 for radionuclide transport in the contain-
ment (as well as NAUA-4). These calculations were repeated with the thermal/hydraulic
response calculated by MARCH2 and the radionuclide transport in the containment all

by NAUA-4, with results given in [42]; again, variants with both early and late contain-
ment failure by overpressure were analyzed. (The MELCOR 1.8.2 analysis corresponds
to the TMLB'-_, late containment failure case.)
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An independent verification of tile source teriil predicted by Battelle using STCt'
in selected accident sequences was performed by BNL [43],includillg tile Surry TMLB'
with early containment failure. Although in this case the conl,ainmerlt fails very soon
after vessel breach, the system response prior to that is identical to tile case with late
containment failure assumed. In this analysis, updated versions of sew_ral codes were
used, notably MARCIt3.

EPRI also sponsored a best-estimate recalculation of the source ternl and accident

consequences for several different transient sequences in the Stu'ry plant, using STCP [44].
In this set of calculations, a mixture of NRC and EPRI codes were linked to analyze the
entire transient sequence. The overall thermal/hydraulic conditions on a time-dependent
basis were calculated with the MARCH2 code, and detailed thermal/hydraulic condi-
tions for the primary system estimated with the EPRI PTSAC code. Radioactivity and
structural materiM releases from the core, both in-vessel and ex-vessel, were developed
specifically for these analyses from reports of experimental studies and detailed analytical
modelling results, with timing requirements provided by MARCH-2. Using the PTSAC-
predicted primary system thermal/hydraulic conditions and the MARCH-2/CORCON-
MOD1 containment thermM/hydraulic conditions and the CORSOR-predicted radionu-
clide release rates as input, the TRAPMELT-82 code was used to predict vapor and
particulate transport in the primary coolant system; transport and deposition of ra-
dionuclides in the containment were calculated using the MATADOR code. Finally,
the radioactivity releases to the environment were fed to the ex-plant consequence code
CRAC-2.

Table 8.3.1 compares the timing of various events in the TMLB' transient as predicted
to occur in the reference MELCOR 1.8.2 calculation and in the various STCP analyses.

Figure 8.3.1 compares the primary system pressures early in the TMLB' sequence
predicted by MELCOR and by MARCH3 [43]. Qualitatively, both codes predict the same
behavior - a decrease in pressure over the first hour, followed by cycling at the pressurizer
PORV setpoints after steam generator dryout; quantitatively, MARCH predicts a greater
pressure drop during the first hour than seen in the MELCOR calculation.

The total water inventory predicted in the MELCOR 1.8.2 reference calculation is

compared to the corresponding result from MARCH3 [43] in Figure 8.3.2. As with the
primary system pressure comparison given in Figure 8.3.1, the two results agree well
qualitatively, but with some quantitative shifts in both magnitude and timing.

The earlier primary system water inventory loss seen in this STCP analysis is reflected
in earlier core uncovery and core heatup behavior calculated by STCP compared to

MELCOR. Core maximum temperatures for the STCP calculation [43]are compared to
corresponding MELCOR results in Figure 8.3.3. Since it was not clear what "maximum
core temperature" was being plotted, we included comparisons to the maximum fuel, clad
and debris temperatures in the MELCOR reference calculation. There was little or no

difference in the maximum temperatures for the fuel and clad MELCOI/core components,
but the maximum debris temperature obviously compares best to the STCP results just
before vessel failure. The maximum heatup rates agree reasonably well given the timing
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Table 8.3.1. Timing of Key Events for Overall Transient - Code Comparison Study

Event Time (s)
MELCOR STCP

1.8.2 [41] [42] [43] [44]

Loss of Electrical Power 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

SG Secondary Side Dried Out ,,-5000 4980 4050 4782 4574-4632
Core Uncovery ,-_7200 10980 5730 6624 7740
Clad Melts/Fuel Rods Fail 7098 8610
Core Slumps 16200 8778 9906 10200
Core Collapse 16380 8838 9936 10200
Core Support Plate Fails 11,181.5
Lower Head Fails 11,225.5 16500 9168 10566 10500
Cavity Dried Out ,,_30,000 16638 12894

Start Concrete Attack _30,000 23394 17394 25152 (INTER)
Containment Fails - 169848 44292

Calculation Ended 90,000 169848 66000
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difference in core uucovery, although the MELCOR core heal,ut) appears slower at low

temperatures, and the STCP core maintains high (_>2500K) core tenit)eratu,'es longer
before failing the vessel.

Figure 8.3.4 presents core average temperatures from two of the STC, t_ calctllatiolls

[43, 44], compared to corresponding result, s from the MEI,COR refe,'ellce analysis. Agai_l,
since it was not clear what "average core tenlperature" was being plotted, we iIlcluded
comparisons to the average fllel only, average fuel and debris, a lid average fuel, clad and
debris temperatures in the MELCOR reference calculation. There was little o,"no dift'er-
ence in the average temperatures with and without the clad temperature included, but

the average core temperature including both debris a.ud intact fuel is generally higher
than the average core temperature including intact fuel only, as ,night be expected. As
with the maximum temperature comparison given in Figure 8.3.3, the average heatup
rates agree reasonably well given the timiug difference in core uncovery, although the
MELCOR core heatup appears slower at low temperatures, a, ld the STCP core reaches
higher (_>2000K) average core temperatures before fafiling the vessel than does the MEL-
COR analysis.

Clad temperature comparisons at four core elevations are presented in Figures 8.3.5
through 8.3.8, for MELCOR compared to the two earlier STCP analyses [41, 42]. The
results in these figures once again show the effect of different core uncovery times being
calculated (given in Table 8.3.1); the MARCH1.1 analysis in [41] predicts core uncovery
significantly later than the corresponding MARCH2 analysis in [42].

Figure 8.3.9 compares the temperatures in the upper plenum, hot leg, pressurizer,
surge line and steam generator tubes calculated by MELCOR and by STCP (using the
PTSAC code) [44]. The MELCOR results for the temperatures in the hot. leg, pressurizer
surge line and steam generator tubes generally resemble those from the PTSAC calcula-

tion, given the earlier core uncovery and failure in that STCP analysis shifting results in
time. Both calculations show the hottest temperatures in the upper plenum, as would be
expected, and then lower temperatures farther fi'om the core. The MELCOR calculation

has superheated steam only in the upper plenum for a short time before vessel failure;

the STCP/PTSAC calculation has superheated steam also in the hot leg and pressurizer
surge line, with saturated conditions in the pressurizer. The saturated conditions in the

MELCOR surge line and hot leg may reflect the incomplete pressurizer draining prior to
vessel failure in our calculations (discussed in more detail in Sections 4 and 6.1).

Table 8.3.2 summarizes the state of materials in the core at vessel breach, as predicted
by MELCOR and by STCP. We assumed in this comparison that the values reported
for debris states in [41, 42, 43, 44] are for debris in the lower plenum at vessel failure, so
the MELCOR values for the referev.ce calculation are taken from Table 4.2.1 for debris
in the lower plenum.

The atmospheric pressures calculated in the containment by MELCOR and by STCP
are compared in Figure 8.3.10, divided into two displays for increased clarity; the upper
plot in Figure 8.3.10 presents a comparison of the MELCOR reference calculation result

to early STCP calculations [41, 42], while the lower plot in Figure 8.3.10 presents a com-
parison cf the MELCOR reference calculation result to more recent STCP calculations
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Table 8.3.2. MELCOR Core State at Vessel Failure, Compared to STCP ....Code
Comparison Study

Parameter MELCOR STCP

1.8.2 [41i [42] [43] [44]

Mass of Debris (kg)
UO2 44,434 78,844 79,630 79,643 79,700
Zircaloy 2,825 16,455 6,690 7,368 9,320
Zirc Oxide 4,943 13,210 12,289 9,650
Steel 95 6,563 34,140 33,034 18,940
Steel Oxide 114 4,860
CRP 334 1,931 2,798 265

Total 52,745 101,862 135,601 135,132 122,735

Average Debris Temperature (K) ,--2450 2550 2378 21.30t(28905)

Fraction Debris Molten ,-_6%
Fraction Material Relocated _50%
Fraction Core Melted 100% 85% 75%

Fraction Zircaloy Oxidized _30% 99.84% 59% 55.25% 42%

_at core slump
Sat head failure
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[44]. (The STCP ca.lculation in [43] was a TMLB'-b sequence, with early containment
failure immediately after vessel breach, so the containment response is not comparable.)

The _2hr vessel failure timing difference in the two early STCP calculations [41,
42], given in Table 8.3.1, is reflected as a timing shift in the containment responses
predicted in these two ca.lculations in tile upper plot in Figure 8.3.10. One of those early
STCP calcula,tions failed containment on basemat melt-through, at 738.2rain [42], seen
in Figure 8.3.10 as a sudden sharp drop in pressure to ambient, while the other reached
the failure pressure of ,_690kPa (100psia) at 28a0.Smin [41]. The STCP calculation
which failed the vessel earlier also failed the containment earlier, so both in-vessel core
damage and ex-vessel core-concrete interaction were accelerated in MARCtt2 relative to
MARCHI.1. However, other than the quantitative difference in vessel failure time, these
two STCP analyses show qualitatively similar containment response. In both, an initial
pressurization due to PORV outflow was followed by a much greater pressurization upon
vessel failure; the containment pressure then drops somewhat until a slow pressurization is
resumed, to eventual failure. The same qualitative behavior can be seen in the MELCOR
containment response calculated. Even the change from rapid pressurization while boilip.g
off cavity water to slower pressurization during core-concrete interaction can be seen in
the STCP calculation [41] which did not fail the basemat early. The containment pressure
in the MELCOR ana,lysis is generally lower than the STCP results, especially during the
first portion of the TMLB' transient analyzed, until after _8hr when MELCOR begins
significant core-concrete interaction.

Two containment-response calculations were included in the more recent STCP anal-
ysis [44], one using the INTER routines in MARCH for core-concrete interaction and the
other coupling to CORCON-Modl; both are shown in the lower plot in Figure 8.3.10.
These calculations also show the initial pressurization due to PORV outflow followed by a
much greater pressurization upon vessel failure; however, the containment pressure then
rises gradually for some period before dropping until a rapid pressurization resumes (with
INTER) or a slow pressurization (with CORCON) begins. The STCP behavior predicted
with CORCON-MOD1 resembles the late-time containment behavior calculated in MEL-

COR much more than the INTER, analysis result. As with the comparison in the upper
plot in Figure 8.3.10, the comparison in the lower plot also shows the containment pres-
sure in the MELCOR analysis generally lower than the STCP results, especially during
the first portion of the TMLB' transient analyzed, until after _8hr when MELCOR be-
gins significant core-concrete interaction. Qualitatively, the initial pressurization due to
PORV outflow followed by a much greater pressurization upon vessel failure are the same
with MELCOR as with this STCP analysis, but there is no counterpart in the MELCOR
result to the subsequent continued slow pressurization for some time after vessel breach
in this STCP calculation.

The calculated release of fission products from the fuel is summarized in Table 8.3.3.
In-vessel fractional releases are given, and both total in-vessel releases and releases prior
to vessel breach are presented.

The greater core damage predicted before vessel failure in the STCP calculations
resulted in significantly higher in-vessel releases of most fission products than in the ref-
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Table 8.3.3. Fission Product Release- MELCOR 1.8.2 Reference Calculation

In-Vessel Release

(% Initial Inventory)
Class MELCOR STCP

Before Vessel Failure by 90,000s I [41] [42] [43] [441

1 (Xe) 51.68 59.69 99.5 99.3 98.4
2 (Cs) 51.69 59.89 99.5 99.3 98.2 95.9
3 (Ba) 4.32 8.04 43.9 19.8 1.26

(St) 28.2 8.2 0.067 11.0
4 (I) 51.68 59.70 99.4 99.2 98.4 98.4

5 (Te) 3.50 6.68 94.4 34..6 46.5
6 (Ru) 0.17 0.31 11.2 4.53 ,-o10-4
7 (Mo) 1.89 3.44
8 (Ce) 0.0036 0.0064 - - 0
9 (La) 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.029 ,-,10-'_
10 (U) 0.01 0.05

11 (Cd) 15.27 27.33 (50.8)t
12 (Sn) 1,5.27 27.33 (6.0)t

iNonradioactive release from control rods
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erence MELCOR 1.8.2 calculation (although similar to tlle results from soI::le Sellsitivity
study calculations, notably calculations witll the debris radial relocatioll ll,odel disabled).
However, the added ex-vessel release of the volatiles in MEIL_OR produced similar (,oral
releases of noble gases, Cs, I and Te; the release fractions for more refractory spa,ties such
as Ba, Ru and La varied greatly in the various STCP analyses with the MI!;L(',OR result
somewhere in the range found.

(More comparisons of MELCOI{ 1.8.2 to STCP results are presented in [21], f(>_'_le
AG, S2D and S3D accident sequences in Surry.)
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9 Summary and Conclusions

As part of the MELCOR Peer Review process [11], Sandia performed and presented a
demonstration calculation of a Surry station blackout (TMLB') accident with MELCOR.
This was the first fully-integrated PWR severe accident calculation performed with the

code (since the earlier TMI analysis only included in-vessel phenomena). That calculation
was done using the release version of MELCOR 1.8.1. The calculation has been rerun
with the release version of MELCOR 1.8.2, allowing direct comparison of predicted results
for the same problem. That analysis also has been used as a standard test problem to
investigate problems identified by the Peer Review (e.g., lack of pressurizer draining prior
t.o vessel breach) and to evaluate the impact on the results of model improvements and

. extensions in MELCOR 1.8.2 (for example, adding the CORSOR-Booth fission product
release model) and of new models (such as radial debris relocation, material eutectics
interactions, and direct containment heating due to high pressure melt ejection).

No input changes were required between running with the release versions of MEL-
COR 1.8.1 and 1.8.2. Input changes made in the basecase model to take advantage of
new models and/or upgraded models included using step functions in valve area-vs-time
tables, and enabling the new eutectics model (not used by default); the new debris radial
relocation model is enabled by default. Other input changes for various sensitivity studies
included specifying high-pressure melt ejection debris distribution and interactions, vary-
ing the fission product release model option, varying the interracial momentum exchange
length in some flow paths, and changing in-vessel falling debris heat transfer parameters.

The results of the same transient run with MELCOR 1.8.1 and 1.8.2 show generally
very similar early-time behavior, for the steam generator secondary inventory boiloff, for
the pressurizer filling and venting through the PORV, and for the core uncovery and initial
clad failure and gap release. The vessel was calculated to fail ,,,lhr earlier by MELCOR
1.8.2 than by 1.8.1; of that difference, >_0.5hr was due to correcting the "levitating water"
problem diagnosed and corrected during our LOFT LP-FP-2 MELCOR assessment [6],
while _<0.5hr was due to incorrect failure of the blocked core plate in the MELCOR 1.8.1
analysis (corrected in 1.8.2). More hydrogen was generated in-vessel in the MELCOR
1.8.2 analysis than in the MELCOR 1.8.1 analysis, but the total hydrogen generated
(adding together in-vessel and in-cavity production) by the two code versions was within
5%. There was very little change in calculated containment response, with a pressure
spike at vessel breach shifted in time due to the different vessel failure times, but the
same long-term pressure and temperature response predicted by both MELCOR 1.8.1
and 1.8.2. (Note that this direct comparison did not use the new direct containment
heating model added in MELCOR 1.8.2, but even with that model enabled there was
simply an increase in the containment pressure spike at vessel failure, and no other
significant long-term differences in predicted system response, since the mass of debris
initially ejected was relatively small.)

During the MELCOR peer review [1!] , questions were raised concerning the failure
of the pressurizer to drain until the time of vessel failure and subsequent primary system
depressurization in the MELCOR 1.8.1 Surry TMLB' demonstration calculation; there
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was general agreement that this appeared to violate physical intuition, and ll_ight reflect,
a code problem. In particular, concern was expressed by members of the peer review
committee that the failure of the pressurizer to drain was a result of the inadequacy of
the momentum exchange model in MELCOR, leading to an incorrect two-phase coun-
tercurrent flow limit (CCFL). In response to this problem (and to other cor_cerl_s), a
number of modifications were made to the code including treating the momenl, uIll ex-
change length as a separate variable fi'om the inertial length, default.ed to the buoya.ncy
force characteristic dimension; user input can be used to override the default if desired.
As part of evaluating the current momentum exchange model, the Surry TMLB' analysis
which originally highlighted the pressurizer drainage problem was rerun with input ap-
propriate to the new interfacial momentum exchange model in MELCOR, in a number
of sensitivity study calculations. The results of this sensitivity study indicate that the
ability of the user to change the interfacial momentum exchange length t,hrotlgh input
added in MELCOR 1.8.2 obviously allows wide variation in countercurrent flow limits

and associated pressurizer drainage rates, but the question of the "correct" value to use
remains open.

Another code model added in MELCOR 1.8.2 is a debris radial relocation model.

Previous versions of MELCOR would show each radial ring in the core package model
responding independently, with artificial "stacking" of debris columns often obserw:d.
This new model was added to relocate molten and/or particulate debris between rings
(and axial levels), based upon hydrostatic head equilibration. Sensitivity study results
for the Surry TMLB' sequence show more coherent behavior among rings when l,he debris
radial relocation model is enabled. There is no effect on early core heatup or initial clad
failure and gap release, but a slightly faster core damage progression and earlier lower
head penetration failure (at 11,219s with the debris radial relocation model, v_s12,531s
with that model disabled).

The core state at vessel failure is also greatly affected by the new debris radial relo-
cation model. With the debris radial relocation model disabled, there is much less debris
in the lower plenum at the time a lower head penetration first fails; in particular, the
amount of debris in the lower plenum corresponds quite well to the mass of material ini-
tially present in the active fuel region in the ring whose core plate failed just previously
(i.e., the first, inner, high-powered ring). In the reference calculation with the debris
radial relocation model enabled, the mass of debris in the lower plenum at the time
a lower head penetration first fails is much greater, about half the total mass initially
present in the active fuel region. Also, in the reference calculation with the debris radial

relocation model enabled, most of the material remaining in the active fuel region is "in-
tact" (either still in its initial location or refrozen onto intact components). However, in
the sensitivity-study calculation with the debris radial relocation model disabled, almost

all of the material still in the active fuel region (i.e., above the core support plate) is
predicted to be particulate debris. This is the old problem of "stacking" of debris in sep-
arate columns, seen in MELCOR 1.8.1 calculations; without the debris radial relocation

model, debris in the outer two rings cannot move sideways to the empty inner ring and
move down to fall through the failed core plate in that innermost ring.
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The capability to model a variety of m_terial eutectics interactions (such as inconel

and zircaloy, zircaloy and stainless steel, B4C and stainless steel, zircaloy and Ag-In-Cd,

UO2 and ZrO2, and B4C and zircaloy) was also added to t,he core package modelling

in MELCOR 1.8.2. Earlier versions of MELCOR treated melting materials individually,

although there was coding for a specified fraction of solid material to be relocated by

molten Zr or steel, to represent dissolution of UO2 and/or ZrO2 in melts; the new model

has a better treatment of the dissolution of solid material by eutectics melts, based on

phase equilibrium and dissolution rate limits, proceeding sequentially as determined by

a solid dissolution material hierarchy.

Using the new material eutectic interactions model generally had only a small effect

on the results for the Surry TMLB' station blackout sequence. Both earlier core support

plate failure (11,178s vs 11,675s) and earlier vessel lower head penetration failure (11,219s

vs 11,685s) were calculated when the model was enabled, but the difference is quite small

(<500s). The biggest difference found was in the lower plenum structural response.

Without, the eutectic interactions modelled, most (_80%) of the steel structure in the

lower plenum melted and fell into the cavity. The behavior predicted by MELCOR 1.8.2

with the eutectic interactions not modelled was very similar to the results previously

obtained using MELCOR 1.8.1. With the eutectic interactions model enabled, Zr and

stainless steel debris in the lower plenum melted at lower temperatures and flowed to

the cavity somewhat sooner, with less heating of the lower plenum steel structure due to

the lower melt temperature and shorter residence time of the debris; thus, most ("_70%)
of the lower plenum structure remained in the vessel throughout the entire transient

period analyzed. The larger amount of stainless steel transferred to the cavity in the

case without the eutectic interactions modelled resulted in a thicker metallic layer in
CORCON existing for a longer time period, and the increased concrete ablation then

resulted in slightly higher (___5%) containment, pressures at late times.

A set of MELCOR Surry TMLB' assessment analyses was run with different fission

product release model options enabled in MELCOR, as a sensitivity study on fission

product source term. These include the CORSOR and CORSOR-M models, each with

and without a surface/volume correction term, and the new CORSOR-Booth model

with low- and high-burnup coefficient sets, for a total of six possible variations (although

obviously only the high-burnup version of the CORSOR-Booth model should apply to

most plant analyses). In-vessel, the CORSOR and CORSOR-M options result in similar

releases of the Xe, Cs and I volatiles. The CORSOR expression and constants give

higher releases for many classes (Ba, Ru, Mo, Ce, La, Cd and Sn), while the CORSOR-

M expression and constants produce significantly higher release of Te, with no release

at all of Mo, La or Cd. The new CORSOR-Booth model predicts lower releases for

the most volatile species (Xe, Cs and I), as well as for Ba, Te and U, than either of

the older CORSOR options, while the releases of some other species are intermediate

between the higher CORSOR and lower CORSOR-M predictions. The effects of using
various CORSOI{ options are less evident in the total-release comparisons, because the
later ex-vessel release can somewhat compensate for in-vessel differences.
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A number of our MELCOR 1.8.2 Surry TMLB' calculations predicted illcreased re-.
tention of steel mass in the lower plenum, which results in a smaller, thinner metallic
layer in the cavity, that can then be completely oxidized by the end of the transient.. The
VANESA code, which is used to calculate ex-vessel releases in MELCOR, ha_ no provisioll
for a disappearing metallic layer; therefore, as the metallic layer in the cavity goes to zero,
the releases of radionuclide species associated with that layer (i.e., Te, Ru, Cd and Sn)
can begin growing exponentially. This problem is inherent in the VANESA formulation
itself, not in MELCOR, but is more likely to be encountered with MELCOR 1.8.2 than

with MELCOR 1.8.1 because of the increased likelihood of more retention of lower plenum
structural steel in-vessel with the new eutectics model enabled. That increased retention

of lower plenum structural steel (together with the increased robustness of MEI,COR
1.8.2, which makes it easier to run long transients to completion without code failure)
results in an increased likelihood of oxidizing the entire cavity metallic layer before the
end of the transient period of interest. Code users can check for this potential problem
easily: if a vanishing metallic layer in CORCON is predicted, the time-dependent release
of radionuclides in the cavity should be inspected to determine if significant releases are
occurring ex-vessel and are increasing exponentially with time. Users sometimes could

extrapolate the releases occurring prior to the metallic layer disappearing to estimate the
degree of error. However, the problem is significant and needs to be addressed within
CORCON/VANESA.

The new direct containment heating model added in MELCOR 1.8.2, which models
high pressure melt ejection from the vessel into containment, also has been used in these
PWR TMLB' analyses. These Surry TMLB' DCH analyses relied heavily on modelling
insights and code improvements from the earlier MELCOR DCH assessment analyses of
the IET experiments [10].

Initial calculations showed a rapid, brief pressure and temperature spike in contain-
ment immediately upon high-pressure melt ejection and direct containment heating. The
effect was not extremely pronounced, because only ,-_15% of the available core material

was predicted to be ejected during the high-pressure melt ejection phase in our reference
Surry TMLB' calculation.

The amount of melt in the lower plenum at failure is a concatenation of early-time
core damage, core plate failure criteria, falling debris heat transfer and possible quench
in the lower plenum, and lower head penetration heat transfer and failu::e criteria.. The

core plate and bottom head penetration failure temperatures, and t.he falling debris and
lower head penetration heat transfer coefficients were all set to their clefault values in the

MELCOR reference calculation. Some studies were done varying these parameters, but
there is little data available for these phenomena, either for evaluation of the MELCOR

models' adequacy or for guidance on the values to use for the various input parameters
controlling predicted response. Sensitivity study calculations were done in which ,-_60%

of the available core material was predicted to be ejected during the high-pressure melt
ejection phase; this was not to represent "correct" values for HPME masses , but simply
to allow a comparison of DCH behavior in otherwise similar calculations with different

amounts of high-pressure melt ejection.
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Sensitivity studies also have been done varying the relative amounts of Inelt deposited

directly in the cavity, in the various containment volume atmospheres, and on various heat

structures in the cavity, basement and containment dome. As would be expected, deposit-

ing more debris directly into the cavity or onto heat structures reduces the magnitude

of the pressure/temperature excursion, while increasing the amount of debris deposited

in the containment atmosphere increases the magnitude of the pressure/temperature

excursion. In addition, varying tile relative amounts of debris deposited into various

containment control volume atmospheres changes the relative magnitude of the pres-

sure/temperature excursion predicted: specifying more debris into the cavity atmosphere

(a relatively small volume) results in a very large pressure and temperature spike in that

local volume, but much smaller pressure/temperature excursions throughout the rest of

containment, while specifying more debris into the containment dome atmosphere (a rel-

atively large volume) results in a significantly smaller pressure and temperature spike

more uniformly throughout the containment.

Including DCH in the Surry TMLB' analysis also affects the amount of material in the

cavity (because some debris settled onto heat structures outside the cavity) and hence
the amount of concrete ablated, and affects the source term because release of fission

products from Mr-borne debris and from debris settled onto heat structures (instead of

into the cavity) is neglected in the MELCOR model. This may or may not be a reasonable

assumption. Debris dispersed throughout containment is quickly cooled and quenched,

and because fission product release is generally a strong function of temperature, this

may inhibit further release of radionuclides over the long term. However, the dispersal of

debris into relatively small fragments during the HPME/DCH process, fragments which

then undergo rapid oxidation and heating, could conceivably facilitate fission product

release from the greatly increased debris surface area. Further model development may
be needed in this area.

In response to concerns raised on numeric effects seen in various MELCOR calcula-

tions, producing either differences in results for the same input on different machines or

differences in results when the time step used is varied, several calculations have been

done to identify whether any such effects exist in our Surry PWR TMLB' assessment

analyses, and to evaluate their impact on the accident sequence prediction. The reference

analysis has been run on a Cray, SUN Sparc2, HP Model 755 and IBM RISC-6000 Model

550 workstations, and on a 50MHz 486 PC, and with the code-selected time step and

then the maximum allowable time step set by user input to 5, 2.5 and is. Similar, mi-

nor differences were found in both numeric studies, including: 1) accumulating offsets in

both steam generator secondary and pressurizer relief valve cycling early in the transient;

2) timing shifts in clad failure and gap release, and core support plate and lower head

penetration failure; 3) variations in amounts of radionuclides released; 4) magnitude and

timing offsets in cavity and containment response; and 5) variations in hydrogen burn

frequency and duration. However, despite the number of small differences observable,

no significant branching into different response modes was found in the time-step or
machine-dependency studies.
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The differences seen in timing of key events such as clad failure, core plate failure,
lower head penetration failure, etc., in these macmne-dependency'" and tlme-_"_ s,t_p studies
vary by much smalh'r times (on the order of 10-100s) than the timestep-variation results
observed by BNL for their Peach Bottom station blackout analysis with MLI,(.OR 1.8 1
(which often varied by 1,000-10,000s) [45]. The fraction of core materials relocated and
the amount of debris in the lower plenum at vessel failure vary in otherwise-identical
calculations run on different hardware platforms and with different time steps, but the

range found 4-6-7% of the total core mass in the active fuel region, not a large variation;
the debris temperature in the lower plenum also varies somewhat, over a _<200I( range.
The fraction of zircaloy oxidized by the time of vessel breach varies from >_20% t,o _<40%,
with most of the numeric-effects sensitivity study calculations predicting <30%; the
fraction of steel oxidized by the time of vessel breach also varies in these analyses, from
0.2% to 0.4%, with most of these calculations predicting <0.3%. A large part of this
reduction in numeric sensitivity represents the significant efforts of the code developers
since the Peer Review in identifying and eliminating numeric sensitivities in MELCOR.
BNL has seen similar significant reduction in time step sensitivity rerunning their Peach
Bottom station blackout analysis with MELCOR 1.8.2 [45].

In both the mt_chine-dependency and time-step studies, differences were noted early
in the transient in the number of times that the steam generator secondary relief valve
and, later, the pressurizer PORV cycled. Those differences were traced to differences in
over- and undershooting the valve controller setpoint pressures with different time steps
and/or different machine accuracies. The tabular function logic was modified to allow
step function input, to minimize valves getting caught in a part-open state interpolating
between table entries. A time-step controller has been developed to limit the time step
whenever a valve pressure setpoint is being approached, through control function input.
Based on prototype testing, this addition to the code's time-step control algorithm will
decrease the numeric sensitivity significantly, but some other contributing effect,s still
remain to be identified.

Another numeric effect recently identified in these Surry TMLB' demonstration anal-

yses (in our machine-dependency and time-step sensitivity studies) are difl:_rences in the
time that hydrogen burns occur in containment, and in the amount of hydrogen burned,
which in turn can significantly impact containment failure times and releases to environ-
ment. A set of sensitivity study calculations was done in which the default overshoots

allowed in the combustion ignition mole fractions were both reduced by an order of mag-
nitude, with no visible improvement in the scatter of results calculated. This ilumerical
sensitivity severely hampered and essentially prevented any substantive analysis of the
effects of enhanced hydrogen ignition during HPME/DCH, because the numerical sen-
sitivities in the burn coding can be large enough to dominate and cover up the actual
physical effect we want to study.

The results from the MELCOR TMLB' analysis have been compared to results from
similar analyses by other codes. The early-time behavior of the Surry PWI/TMLB' ac-
cident has been calculated by several best-estimate codes, notably by S(',I)AI'/III!;I,AP5,
MELPROG/TRAC and MELPROG-PWR/MOD1. The containment response of the
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Surry PWR, to a TMLB' accident has been calculated by the best-estimate containment
thermal/hydraulic code CONTAIN, both for the early-time containment response at ves-
sel failure including direct containment heating effects, and recently for the long-term
containment response with no direct containment heating. The overall transient behav-
ior of tile Surry PWR TMLB' accident has been calculated several times by STCP, by
various users; at the time they were done, these were best-estimate source term calcula-
tions, using a linked set of codes to analyze the entire accident sequence.

The results of comparisons for primary system response and core damage both with
detailed, best-estimate, state-of-the-art codes such as SCDAP/RELAP5, MELPROG and
MELPROG/TRAC, and with older, engineering-level integrated codes such as STCP,
highlight the importance of continued assessment of MELCOR's ability to calculate the
early-time thermal/hydraulics in the severe accident precursor. This portion of MELCOR
(i.e., the CVH/FL packages) is significantly different than the corresponding RELAP5
and/or TRA(2 modelling approach (and also significantly different than the corresponding
MARCH modelling approach), and the biggest differences found in the results were in
the predicted times to core uncovery, which then propagated throughout the remainder
of the accident sequence. The maxinmm and average core heatup rates in the various
calculations were generally similar, if best-estimate calculations without in-vessel natural

circulation were used as the comparison values; including in-vessel natural circulation
tends to slow the core heatup and degradation process somewhat.

The MELCOR calculations generally showed core damage and relocation at lower
temperatures than the MELPROG, MELPROG/TRAC or STCP analyses using default
failure temperature and other failure criteria, but the various failure criteria are ad-
justable through input. Because of this, MELCOR also generally seemed to have less
debris in the lower plenum at the time of vessel failure (although there is some question of
the exact definition of the quantities being compared), but since MELCOR can continue
to lose debris from the vessel to the cavity throughout an integral transient calculation,
this difference may not be as significant as it first appears. However, the amount of
debris present in the lower plenum at vessel failure and the conditions in that debris

(i.e., temperature, composition, etc.) are very important parameters for DCtt analyses.
The variations in core state and lower plenum debris found in the various MELCOR
sensitivity-study analyses done, and the differences seen between MELCOR results and

corresponding results from other codes such as MELPROG, MELPROG/TRAC and
STCP identify late-time vessel melt progression (and particularly core plate and lower
head failure) as an area requiring further study.

The greater core damage predicted before vessel failure in the STCP ca]culations
resulted in significantly higher in-vessel releases of most fission products than in the ref-
erence MELCOR 1.8.2 calculation (although those releases were similar to tim results
from some sensitivity study calculations, notably calculations with the debris radial relo-
cation model disabled). However, the added ex-vessel release of "_hevolatiles in MELCOR
produced similar total releases of noble gases, Cs, I and Te; the release fractions for more

refractory species such as Ba, Ru and La varied greatly in the various STCP analyses
with the MELCOR result somewhere in the range found.
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The pressures calculated in the containment by MELCOR and by STCt ) have also
been compared. Differences in vessel failure tinting are reflected as timing shifts in the
early-phase containment responses predicted. Two of the STC,P analyses availa,1)le show
qualitatively similar containment response to each other and to MELCOt_,. An initial

pressurization due to PORV outflow was followed by a much greater pressurization upon
vessel failure; the containment pressure then dropped somewhat until a slow pressuriza-
tion is resumed, to eventual failure. Even the change from rapid pressurization while
boiling off cavity water to slower pressurization during core-concrete interacl, ion can be
seen in one of the STCP calculations. Quantitatively, the containment pressure in the
MELCOR analysis is generally lower than the STCP results, especially during the first
portion of the TMLB' transient analyzed, until after _Shr when MELCOR begins sig-
nificant core-concrete interaction.

Comparisons with CONTAIN are complicated by the fact that the vessel failure timing
and debris ejection, as well as the steam trod hydrogen outflow and the containment
conditions at vessel failure, may not be the same in the integral (internally-c_dculated)
MELCOR analysis as in the (externally-defined) source(s) assumed to begin a CONTAIN
calculation. However, given this uncertainty, the peak pressure rise predicted during
DCH by CONTAIN is higher than that calculated by MELCOR in a comparison with
no additional pressurization from enhanced hydrogen burn during DCH; the numeric
problems found in the burn logic in MELCOR precluded quantitative comparison with
a calculation including enhanced hydrogen burn during DCH. CONTAIN calculations

have also been done studying the late containment pressurization resulting fi'o_n a station
blackout in Surry, with no DCH modelled. ]?hose results when compared to the long-term
containment pressure response from the MELCOR reference calculation demonstrate

that the long-term pressurization rate predicted by CONTAIN is very similar to the
corresponding behavior predicted by MELCOR, neglecting the offset due to boiling off
cavity water in the MELCOR analysis.

In summary, the effects of new models added in MELCOR 1.8.2 have been investi-

gated, both individually and collectively, for a TMLB' transient scenario in the Surry
plant. Results obtai,led are considered reasonable, based upon comparison to other codes.
Significant reduction in numeric sensitivity and significant improvement in code robust-
ness was found, compared to MELCOR 1.8.1. Some numeric effects still remain, in valve
cycling, in core material damage and relocation, and in hydrogen combustion, but no
significant branching into different response modes was found in any of our numerous
sensitivity studies.
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